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couses in Bill Holt FPHA Housing Project, Great Falls, 
Montana, with walls constructed with multiple-function Celo-Siding. 

Plenty of Celo-Siding Now Available 

for Every Type of Essential Building 

in Any Kind of Climate! 

This Montana project is one of 

scores where millions of square 

feet of Celo-Siding have helped set 

new building records. 

Here’s Why! Celo-Siding is a multi- 

ple-tunction product. It combines 

siding, sheathing and insulation 

in one material that is quickly ap- 

plied direct to studding. It pro- 

vides its own exterior finish, saves 

time, labor and critical lumber. 

Celo-Siding is strong cane fibre 

board coated on all sides with an 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 
CELOTEX 

asphalt compound. An extra coat- Single-family house in Bill Holt project 

ing is applied to the weather sur- showing Celo-Siding walls. 
face, and crushed mineral granules 

are pressed in for extra durability 

and good appearance. 

Colors and Sizes. Celo-Siding 

comes in buff or green. Units are 

7%” thick, 4’ wide, 8’ and 10° long. 

with square edges, or 2’ x 8’ size, 

with T&G edges. Suitable for ver- i 

pe Ps a aoe 

Interior of house in Bill Holt project where 
insulating qualities of Celo-Siding tdd te 

tical or horizontal application. 

For Complete Details on Celo-Sid- 
. ; ' : 
ing, mail the coupon, today . comfort, winter and sunnier, 

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION, Dept. AB 1-44 
Chicago 3, Illinois 

Please send me complete information on Celo-Siding, the 
multiple-function building material. 

BNAIAGS PRODI “ ; 
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immemorial 

DOODLED 63 YEARS AGO. 
What could be sweeter than an aerial bicycle—except 
one built for two? Albert Robida dreamed up these air- 
bike-garages long before Bleriot flew the Channel. Men 
have dreamed up new kinds of buildings since time 

but mighty few ever got built. 

1G AND BOISTEROUS and often fan- 

tastic are the dreams of the build- 

ing industry about the building boom 

to follow this war. 

But some leaders are talking a lot 

of sense -for example, Bror Dahlberg, 

President of the Celotex Corporation: 

“After the war, millions of men 

now in service and millions of war 

workers now living in unsatisfac- 

tory houses will want new dwell- 

ings. We will have the demand for 

new homes; we will have the skill, 

materials, labor to build them... 

““All that will be needed will be 

for some force to start the ball 

rolling .. .’” 

It's the American tradition that adver- 

using is a great force for starting busi- 

ness booms a-rolling. And for advertis- 
ing aimed to help start a building boom, 

one of the very best media is TIME. 

Because in TImME— 

or planning for that 

building boom? 

an 

You can aim your selling at the 

kind of Americans who set the 

pace for the rest of the country 

—you can get your stories of 

the new age in housing across 

to the million most infivential 

U. S. families — you can reach 

people like Federal, State and 

City Planning Commission mem- 

bers, who recently voted TIME 

their first-choice magazine (ev- 

idence on request). 

Yes — by far the most economical and 

effective way to reach these top million 

men and top million women* is through 

TIME, the Weekly Newsmagazine, for 

they vote TIME their favorite of all the 

magazines they read—by a margin of 7 

to 1 over their next favorite. 

BETTMANN ARCHIVE 

*Among these people are executives and 
engineers, Government officials, mayors, 
bankers, architects, and 22 other groups 
of leaders who recently voted “TIME is 
America’s most important magazine.” 

TIME 

THE GATEWAY 
TO THE BUILDING MARKET 
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" consistens like a worker i — : ot orker in any other industry. 

wats constant hon it i . at 1€, it is because he wants Tr 1 oday comy 

ln war and in peace America 

depends on bituminous coal 

for most of its warmth, most of its electricity, 

most of its industrial power. 

es it important for the public to know 

That mak 
about this fuel, and about the 

the real facts 

people who mine it. 

So we take this method of reporting to you. 

And to make sure that we cover th 

greatest interest 

what they most Ww 
people 

and the way it is run. 
coal industry 

On this page we present three 

over and over again. 

further questions and answer-. 

= . AE &arage mechanic in Nashville asks: 

What kind of homes 

do miners live in 

today? 

For the s i cxtinags most part, miners live in 
S as at “ti rae one, tive and comfortable 

pes of any other well-paid work » Ss. a6 ; ; : -* ashing machines, radios, re 
iger: sg :. gerators and other home os pli 

ance ae Fi $ are commonly found in mi P 
y : homés. A miner is j ange 
prot 3S choose wh seme gh s 1ere or how | ill hi 1e will live 

. anyone else. " ve pone - ) he e. The automobile make 
Oss » i i <e . ible for him to ride or drive t 

Te is a rom his place of employment 

W he ine ives in co any nam r l 1 a mpa 

aaa yany homes on company 
perty are usually better than th oD. average home in the sections wh ~ 

they are located. Rents ave ve 
around $15 a month aoa 

1e subjects of 

we have asked thousands of 

ant to know about the 

questions asked 

Next month we will present 
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A New York 
policeman asks: 

Are miners 

always” in hock” \% 

to company ™ 

stores? 

7 he answer is that they are not. And the 
1s noreason why they should be. Most n “ate 
may draw against their pay eay tim en 
want to for taking care of their liv ~ mn 
- nses. They may trade at an wot ce, 

ore, a chain store or a company s “<n 
In a small mine in West Virginia. 1 cee 
roll figures show that only oot ae Pot pln ech pa d ily about 914% of 

ined pay of all the 296 miners 
ployed there was currently owed to th - aaa 
pany store. Besides all this, the OPA f rbide 
any store, and of course this Ser te a sh 
pear stores, to extend credit to any indi. 
vidual for more than 60 days. The o1 gs 
coption is credit for heavy pation ~ 
and these would normally be finan =p . 
time payments anyway. j — 

to. 

We are fully conscious of our responsibility as 

good citizens and 
good employers in the course of 

a with its No. 1 fuel—and we 

supplying Americ 
stions a part of that 

consider answering your que 

responsibility. 
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FORCED HOT WATER HEAT 

CAN OFFER ALL THESE COMFORTS 

PERFECT CONTROL KEEPS ROOM TEMPERATURE AT THE 

? COMFORT LEVEL, REGARDLESS OF THE WEATHER 

Before the war, the B & G Triple Duty System held top rank for low-cost comfort. 
In the post-war building boom to come, it will still be the finest heating system ob- 
tainable. Install B & G Triple Duty Heating for your customers, and you've done 
everything man can do to provide luxurious winter comfort. 

This system of forced hot water heat meets every requirement of the ideal heating 
system. It does not over-heat the house when the weather's mild! It does not fail 
when the temperature skids to zero! 

The secret of its success is that water under forced circulation can be controlled 
to deliver exactly the right amount of heat for any weather condition. Just enough fuel 

is burned to keep the house at the desired temperature, hence heating costs are 
amazingly low. 

B & G Triple Duty equipment includes an Indirect Water Heater, 
which provides a year ’round supply of domestic hot water, 
heated by the same boiler that heats the house. All these comforts 
and conveniences are obtained with extremely simple, fool-proof 
operating units. 

FREE! Conte f%? ie 
AMPLE HOT WATER 
FOR KITCHEN, 
LAUNDRY AND BATH 

7°" vous sen, Bernli 
This illustrated booklet tells the #2 
whole story of B&G Triple Duty 
Heating. Be sure to read it—your 
copy will be sent promptly on 
request. 

B & G FLO-CONTROL VALVE B&G INDIRECT 
ty as This Valve helps keep home tem- WATER HEATER 

f perature uniform and permits use of A ' se oO ndirect Water Heater in summer. i oe Provides a means 
of using the 
house heating 
boiler to heat the 
domestic water 
at very low cost 
—in summer as 
well as winter. 

d we B & G BOOSTER 
that This is the heart of the B&G Triple 

Du ty System—an electrically oper- 
ed pump which mechanically cir- 
slates hot water through the pipes 
nd radiators. The Booster is con- 

trolled by the room thermostat: 
delivers heat instantly when need- 
ed and shuts off the supply when 
the need for heat is satisfied. 

TRIPLE DUTY 

SYSTEM 

; “BELL & GOSSETT CO. « morrton crove, 1LUINO!s 

sete iy 



“the finest painting surface on any wall material’ 
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we is the opinion of experienced Wall of the future... ready for postwar homes! : 

painters after working on the alluring t 

pebbled surface of full-wall size Strong- Cuts Down Construction Time! Eliminates the 1000 pounds of water | 

Bilt Panels. One panel covers entire wall of average which may be used in plastering a 
size room. Applied with Floating 6-room house. 

Because the surface is presized at the Fasteners which anchor panels securely Efficient Insulating Value! Up to » Wh 

factory, paint goes on quickly and evenly. from the rear and compensate for struc 314 times that of plaster. 4 

No fuzziness. The true beauty of every color tural settling. No face nailing. ne Crackproof! Positively will not 
a , . : , joints. No time-consuming system of ; 

comes out in its full glory and attractive- ' crack, splinter nor chip. Does away wit! 
filling and taping. No nails to counter- ‘sails sail ‘auetis ibaa tenis : > . . : . re S , gf ant -OSUY aste eps Ss. Re 

ness—and without re peate d coats, Even sink. No nail holes to fill. : “t ; ; 
prominent artists praise its painting quali- ; Tough and Strong! Withstands im. F 

. No Moisture Troubles! Entirely pact up to 6 times that of boards with 
ties. Just one coat of vood washable paint . : d 

dry-built. No waiting for plaster to dry. a mineral core. 4 
usually is sufficient. 

Drv-built full-wall construction has proved 

itself in thousands of homes from coast to 

coast. It has a place in your postwar plans. Boned ; 

Vay we send you booklets and full informa- Cae La! 

Write The Upson Co., Lockport, N.Y. = ik 

pson Quality Products Are Easily Identified bg 

‘ : is va die , 

* * PANELS 

ate EFFICIENT OAL i 
pete ss 

-" ; - wo? Sessa > * ; 7 é 
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turn helps prevent plaster cracks and sagging 

doors and windows. 

at a profit! For these big lightweight panels of we Best of all, Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing is ab- 

solutely fireproof! The processed gypsum core processed gypsum rock fit standard stud spacing of 
Wi} ‘ 4 i. ° 
ll TE) sees to that. It adds important fire protection with a minimum of trimming. There’s no waste. 

>. And H at no additional cost. You can apply a blow. Construction time is reduced at least 10% 

it takes but a few hours to sheathe an entire torch to it for hours and it still won’t burn. 

wes you use Gold Bond Gypsum Sheath- | 

ing on a job, then you’re really operating 
——— 

house! That’s important in these days of high costs 

and shortages. It will be even more important after 

the war’s over and the biggest building boom in his- 

tory will get under way! 

And Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing gives better pro- 

tection from the weather! Unlike other older types of 

sheathing, there are no cracks or knot holes to let 

in the wind. The V-Type joints 

tight because panels won't 

warp, shrink, or swell. And because 

of its rock-like construction, Gold 

Bond Gypsum Sheathing adds 

greater structural strength to the 

building—greater rigidity. This in 

See Your Gold Bond Dealer 

Stay 

NATIONAL GYPSUM COMPANY . . EXECUTIVE OFFICES, BUFFALO, N. Y. 

21 Plants from Canada to the Gulf . 

There’s plenty of Gold Bond Gypsum Sheathing 

available now for emergency jobs. After the war, 

wood siding, brick, stone, or stucco can be added for 

a “permanent” finish. 

ei" BUILD BETTER WITH 

Gold Bond 

Evers Thing- fet walle 4 codnge 

More than 150 different products for 
MODERN CONSTRUCTION 
AND WAR PRODUCTION 

WALLBOARD...LATH...PLASTER...LIME 
METAL PRODUCTS...WALL PAINT 
INSULATION,..SOUND CONTROL 

. « Sales offices in principal cities 
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of men by civilian industries as they are released from war industries and 

armed forces. Otherwise, large temporary unemployment cannot be pre- 
vented. This rapid absorption of men by civilian industry will present practical 

problems of great importance and difficulty. 

A survey made by American Builder of the stocks that dealers in building 
materials throughout the country now have in their yards forcibly illustrates 

the point, and is given a somewhat startling background by a survey recently 

reported by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. The Chamber's 
survey indicated that people who believe they will have enough money would, 

if other conditions permitted, within six months after the war, spend $7 billion 

to buy or build new homes, and $72 billion for improving their homes and in 

building or improving farm buildings—total, $1412 billion! This looks as if 

there would be plenty of employment in building. 

But building requires materials as well as labor on the site where it must 

be done. And “there’s the rub!” For the American Builder's survey shows that 

the stocks of jobbers and retail dealers in building materials have shrunk so 
much and become so unbalanced during the war that very little new building 

could be begun immediately if all wartime restrictions on the use of materials 

were lifted tomorrow. 
Expenditures for residential and farm building in 1941 were $3 billion $200 

million. American Builder inquired how much dealers would have to increase 
their inventories to make them as large as they were in 1941. The detailed an- 

swers given show that in every part of the country a perfectly huge increase of 

stocks would have to be made before building, and employment in it, could 
be increased to the 1941 level. And yet the U. S. Chamber’s survey indicates 

that the nation’s people would like to spend four times as much on homes and 
farm buildings, in the first six months of peace, as was spent on them in the 
entire year 1941! 

Obviously, the first problem that should be tackled by all desiring a 
ost-war increase of employment in building is the problem of greatly increas- 

ing the manufacture of materials for residential and farm building and their 

movement into the yards of material dealers. For the number of men that can 
be employed locally by builders can be only in proportion to the amount of 

materials that builders can get locally. 

This very practical problem apparently has never occurred to theorists in 
Washington who have been “planning” for a big post-war increase of con- 

struction, both government and private, to provide employment immediately. 
Dealers cannot replenish their stocks of materials for residential and farm 

building without being afforded opportunity to buy them. Manufacturers can- 

not sell such materials to dealers unless afforded opportunity to produce them. 
And manufacturers can be given opportunity to produce them only by relaxa- 

tion of government restrictions on their production and sale. Nobody favors 

any relaxation of government restrictions that would impair the war effort. 

But that does not keep the facts from showing that the first essential to large 
post-war employment in building is relaxation as rapidly as practicable of gov- 

ernment restrictions on the production and sale of materials for private 
building. 

Ae gone for adequate post-war employment contemplates the absorption 



Household operating and upkeep expenses ; 

come out of the same pocketbook as mort- 

gage amortization payments. High-quality 
> 4 | ; 
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equipment, as supplied by Gene ral Electric, 

than it increases monthly payments on the. 
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house . . $0 “actually it costs less to live better. 
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U.S. BULLETIN *« JANUARY 

“AN OUNCE OF 

REVENTION” NOW | 

will help with tomorrow’s problems 

Urge your customers to do the little things in 

boiler and heating plant care that will guard 

igainst breakdowns, with resulting need for 

replacement and repall parts. 

In this way all available equipment can be 

used for really critical needs. You'll render a 

enuine service to your customers and yourself. 

U. S. Radiator and Pacific Steel 

Boiler Division — will do everything we can 

We in turn 

Bei 

ae ; LO keep up with essential requirements. Let's 

¢ ¥ work together to do the best job possible 
te ' =~ 

+ under present conditions to build good 
~~ 

will for the future. 

RADIANT WARMTH 

Member The Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers 

tt. S. RADIATOR 

IN THE WAR 

Pan American World Airways hangar 
at Miami, in which U, §. Rad 
equipment has been installed 

New 
and offices 
ator heating 
Largest structure of its kind in the country 

service 12 to 18 giant Clippers a day Can 

One United States Radiator Corporation 
plant is in production on magnesium cast- 
ings for U. S. war planes. Pacific Boiler Divi- 

pre-fabricated ship sections nh 1s building 

* UNITED STATES RADIATOR (ORPORA Va LON 

* 

* 

AND 

PACIFIC STEEL BOILER DIVISION 

Detroit, Michigan Branches and Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

Bristo 

Monufacturing Plants At 

Edwardsville 



Does your town have slums and blighted areas, 

houses over fifty years old, not enough modern 

schools or hospital facilities, an antiquated sew- 

age disposal or water treatment plant? Correct- 

ing such conditions is an excellent way of read- 

justing employment after the war. 

Why not start your civic planning right 

away, so the end of the war won't catch your 

city unprepared? And while you’re putting 

plans on paper, figure on using Alcoa Alumi- 

num wherever possible. 

Architects were including 

aluminum windows, sills and 

other aluminum building 

COA ALUMINUM 

American Builder, January 1944 ' 
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products in municipal housing projects, before 

war industries started taking all the metal we 

could make. Engineers designing water works, 

sewage treatment plants and other municipal 

structures used aluminum doors, windows, sills, 

skylights, spandrels, coping, grating, ducts, con- 

duit and the like. 

The superior performance of all of these 

Alcoa products is an excellent reason for includ- 

ing aluminum in your designs. 

We'll gladly tell you how you can include 

Alcoa Aluminum products in your designs. 

Write ALumiInumM Company or America, 1914 

Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 

Ame? 
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Wed like to pin a 

jon every dealers chest! 

wi N it comes to distinguished service on the home front, we 
hink that you hardware and lumber dealers deserve a medal for 

wcll job you are doing in the face of great odds. 

ole PEP OE 

the 

\“c know what a tough row you've had to hoe. We know because 

Ve - hardware and lumber trade from coast to coast. We've seen 

e had to take on strange new lines of merchandise in order to If they gave service stars for 
d hat have gone a Te hye open—how you've had to struggle with priorities, price ery -NUMETAL “Weatherstrip 

new help, and a thousand and one other wartime headaches. display case should be flying a 
.. ? service flag. For today, the men 
e But through it all you ve kept your feet on the ground, and we admire and machines who once made 

eas ‘ . i‘ America’s finest weatherstrip are 
€ yOu TOF it. busy making vital parts for Uncle 

\ ~L ; ; 4 . : - a , a a Sam's fighting planes. As soon . We don’t know how much longer this war will last, but when peace as the materials from which 

] s we promise to show our appreciation for the understanding co- NU METAL is angie we ten “ 
. . +. . ? ° tme critica is 1 wi e avValili- 

| ion you dealers have given us during these critical times. Until able immediately. 

> however, all we can do is to divide the merchandise we have as 
\- tairly as possible among our dealers so that each will get his share. 

7  ppphbbbiinidel 7 veer, 

MACKLANBURG
 

DUNCAN 

ee 
J ACKLA

NBURG 
DUNCAN 

CO. 

- : MUMETAL WEATHERSTRIP NU-CALK CALKING COMPOUND NU-WAY WEATHER- 
{ . Mudd Y STRIP NU-GLAZE GLAZING COMPOUND NU-ART MOLDINGS AND EDGING 

3 OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 

Items Still Available to Hardware and Lumber Dealers Everywhere 

rcs j|{ Glaze MADUCO VICTORY 
apdaemed PLASTICS Wood & Fell Weather Strip 

JING 1S weatherproof until it This dependable compound does not MADUCO Plastic Moiding and Trim An efficient, easy-to-install weather 
NU-CALK Calking Com ory out, crack or peel. Not oily... won the National Plastic Award for strip Made of high grade felt and will mot dry out, run, crack, clean’to handle Applied tike putty 1941, the highest honor in national a - e gh g c 

r pull away but not putty woo plastic competition 
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@ Here’s the high-powered SKILSAW you need 

for top-speed sawing on every cut up to 25% in. deep! 

Model “825” SKILSAW bevel-cuts 2 in. dressed—or 

rough—lumber at 45°... sizes stone and concrete blocks 

... Cuts compositions and flat or corrugated metals. In 

fact, Model “825” makes practically every cut that’s 

called for in construction! 

Yet... for all the power and capacity of its 81% 

in. blade . . . Model “825” SKILSAW costs very little 

more than an ordinary 7 in. saw . . . and it handles as 

easily because it’s only 18 in. long; weighs only 18, 

Ibs. It will pay you to try out a Model “825” SKILSAW 

on the jobs you’re doing now. Ask your distributor for 

a demonstration today! 

SKILSAW, INC. 

5031 Elston Avenue * Chicago 30, Illinois 

Sales and Service Branches in All Principal Cities 

i
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Mueller Series SHP 
Steel Gas-Fired Winter 
Air Conditioner — At- 
tractive, compact cabi- 
met type for utility 
room or basement. 
Economical to buy and 
to Operate. 

Gravity or forced 

With the return of more normal Gif .es for homes of 

times, you will again be confronted every size, type, 

with the problem of obtaining the Mueller Series 50 Oil-Fired Winter Air Condi- 
right heating equipment for a vari- and elaia= range eee tioning Furnace — Small size equipped with 

either Vaporizing or Pressure Atomizing Burner. 
ety of heating requirements. It Polk ys) for commercial Larger sizes with Pressure Burner only. 

pays to deal with one reliable 

® manufacturer who can help you 

) meet any or all of these require- 

| ments — and who can give you, from a line that is 

really complete, an unbiased heating recommendation 

for each project. 

installations 

Mueller is — and has been for many years — an 
; . " Mueller W’R-72 Coal- outstanding manufacturer who can deliver such a serv- fred Winter y 

&§ : as no he Be. ditioner — 28" square. pice to you, 2: : Only 464,” high to 
’ . we oe top of casing. All cast 

The Mueller line is complete from every angle — 4) iron. Standard return 
; ~ . ° 3" flue radiator provides 

sizes, price ranges, designs for specific fuels. It gives A: efficient, satisfactory 
H you the finest modern winter air conditioners money results. 

can buy — from the larger automatic oil- and gas-fired 

}units to the latest defense-housing unit. 

» Plan to specify Mueller’s nationally-known, nationally- 

) advertised equipment in your post-war projects. 
B-15 

MUELLER Witocuhec 



They'll Be Your Customers... 

these C ran 

ip T’S important that your future prospects start 

thinking about and planning their postwar 

homes right now. To stimulate their interest in new 

homes—to aid them in some of their aang 

Crane Co. is offering a “Step Planning” Portfolio 

containing a wealth of information on planning bath- 

rooms and kitchens. This portfolio gets them out of 

the wishing and into the doing stage...induces them 

in many cases, to consult you at once about the kind 

of homes they wish to have when the war is over. 

CRAN 

CRANE CO. GENERAL OFFICES: 836 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS 

PLUMBING + HEATING + PIPE > PUMPS + FITTINGS + VALVES 

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS AND PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS 

American Builder, January 1944, 

agnners of Toda 

Yes, Crane is working today to build greater 

postwar volume for builders. Already Crane de- 

signers and engineers are at work developing the 

Crane plumbing and heating line of tomorrow—a 

line that reflects the wishes of America’s home 

owners, as shown by actual survey. 

Wouldn’t you like to see a copy of the Crane 

“Step Planning” Portfolio? Although intended for 

your customers, you will find much in it to interest 

you. Just mail the coupon for your copy! 

E 

- 

Crane Co., 
836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, III. 

| Please send me your 
folio on Bathrooms & Kitchens. 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

AB-1-44 

“Step Planning” Port 

ee ee ee ee ee 
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WILL YOU 

BE READY? 

Line Up Your 

Postwar Prospects NOW! 

Help Prospects Make Plans the halting of private construction didn’t stop people from 

thinking about new homes. Far from it. They're more eager than ever 

for new, better houses. They’ve been buying bonds so they can build them. 

And so there’s a tremendous backlog of building business waiting for the 

day restrictions are lifted. Prospects are ready now to decide what kind of 

house to build—and who is going to build it. It’s not too early to begin 

talking with them about it. 

Make Your Homes More Salable with Fenestra Windows 

There’s been much talk about what the postwar home will be like. But 

regardless of architectural style or type of structure, you can be sure that, 

as always, these important advantages will prove to be sales-clinchers: 

More beauty—inside and out Better ventilation 

Easier operation Superior weather-tightness 

Safer cleaning Better screens 

More daylight Low-cost storm sash that checks condensation 

Fenestra’s Package Window is a “natural” for your postwar houses. It’s 

low in first cost and costs less to install quickly and correctly. A beautiful 

steel casement window, it comes glazed, complete with hardware, mounted 

in a wood casing, with inside wood trim all cut to length, mitered, ready 

to nail in. 

“Provide Jobs for Service Men our fighting men are looking forward to peacetime 

jobs in their home communities. You can help make these jobs for 

them—jobs that can start right after the shooting stops—by making plans 

now. Point out to your prospects the advantages of having plans worked 

right up to the blueprint stage before the boys come home. 

— - DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 

ABI i Now Chiefly Engaged in War Goods Manufacture 

Dept. AB-1_ + 2260 East Grand Blvd. + Detroit 11, Mich. 
. T se R is A SO N WwW H Y: Pacific Coast Plant at Oakland, California 

3 CHES
TT SUGGESTS 

rm a @ 

Lt) Y 
DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY “Ste 

ys 
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Tomorrow’s World 

AT THE PLATE 

@ Provide headers ove 
plates as nailing base for 
p edge ol sheathing Bild- 

rite Sheathing extended into 
ornice to cover plates and 

headers. Bildrite Sheathing 
notched for rafters to assure 

| insulation coverage 

AT THE SILL 

@ Sill and stringer set in 
25/32" from foundation 
face. Bildrite Sheathing 
carned down to butt flush 
with foundation. Bevel sid- 
ing, with starting strip, 
extended below top of 
toundation to prevent infil- 
ration 

LOK-JOINT LATH 
FOR CEILINGS 

@ 18" by 48° Lok-Joint Lath 
imnits are applied snugly 
over ceiling rafters. Shiplap 
ant is further reinforced 

by three heavy galvanized 
Loks’’ on each unit. Units 

are Staggered —centered on 
raming members. Units 
paced 16° apart 

INSERTING 
BOTTOM UNIT 

@ Fasten next to last Lok- 
joint unit along top edge 
mnily. Insert bottom unit 
ander ‘‘Loks” and slide 
nto place. Nail securely 
after bottom unit isin place 

» ee ftomorrow’s Homes 

i 
+ Ma weenie, 

1. Insulite Bildrite Sheathing forms the outer wall of the Insulite Approved 
Wall of Protection. The large boards provide a windproofed, waterproofed, 
weathertight wall 
2. Inner Walls—Insulite Sealed Lok-Joint Lath provides a second wall of 
insulation. The patented ‘*Lok-Joint” provides a rigid plastering surface 
3. Moisture condensation eliminated—Sealed Lok-Joint Lath, with asphal: 
barrier against the studs effectively retards vapor travel. Bildrite Sheathing 
being permeable to vapor, permits what little vapor escapes the barrier 
pass naturally toward the outside 

Soon vou will again be building many homes. 

Homes for men returning from the war. Homes for workers 

who have accumulated bonds against the day they could build a 

home of their own. 

In tomorrow’s homes, modern improvements such as air-condi- 

tioning will put new demands upon the walls. 

Moisture condensation within the walls presents a grave dange! 

unless avoided when the house is built. 

When you build with the Insulite Approved Wall of Protection, 

you meet tomorrow’s demands. With this wall you build: . . . 4 

wall of double insulation... A wall of superior bracing strength 

A wall protected against internal moisture condensation. 

Let us tell you about the Insulite Approved Wall of Protection in 

detail. Write for complete technical information. Insulite division, 

Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

N
S
U
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wild 2 Industries of Tomorrow 

eed Out of the hard necessity of war is emerging a new 

loners trend in industrial engineering ... a new understand- 

ing of plant design as a potent factor in manufac- 
-ction, 

Pa al turing efficiency. 

th , 

It is a concept that demands exceptional flexibility in 

cai design and construction— an inherent characteristic of 

1esola 
Stran-Steel building systems. Present wartime assign- 

ments are bringing about important developments in 

the application ot Stran-Steel systems to industry s 

SUNIT OF NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION 

4 widely varied requirements. When peace returns. 
3 DIVISION OF GREAT LAKES STEEL CORPORATION 
| 1130 PENOBSCOT BUILDING, DETROIT, MICHIGAN Stran-Steel wil! apply this experience to serving the 

' e| peacetime needs otf progressive industrial designers. 
ke 7 = 

USIVELY 4 
“ wooo 3 
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THAT’s What” 

The CONTRACTOR—MostAcceptable The HOME OWNER—Most Desirable 

For homes built for sale or by con- ——, deep ged mane, — The DEALER—Most Profitable 
. , or stain that mellows in the wood, : tract, yr bgp roofs and low upkeep cost, all add up to desir. Over the long pull, Certigrade 

double-coursed side walls are ac- ability, beauty and economy. Cedar Shingles are the most profit- 
cepted as quality building. The F . able material any lumber dealer can 

The ARCHITECT—Most Adaptable e FARMER—Most Protective sell because they satisfy the con- 

P Farmers know from experience tractor, the architect, the home 
In 90% of the residential designs, | throughout the ages that Red Cedar = owner and the farmer. 

Certigrade shingles are adaptable ——s ove a teen that cp 
; eir live stock from extremes o 

and versatile to roof and double- heat and cold, hail and wind storms RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU 
coursed side walls. and all with negligible upkeep. Seattle 1, U. S. A.; Vancouver, B. C., Canada 

ee 

i RED CEDAR SHINGLE BUREAU, Ap i-4a ff 
& 5508 White Bldg., Seattle 1, Wash. ' 
i Please send me, free, a complete set of Blueprints : 
t= §=which show how Red Cedar Shingles are properly applied t 
: on roofs and sidewalls. i 

4 
1 Name ‘ 

i AGETOBD...........00.00200.0rsserrccerreverecsrenssecesonnnsconcnsenscsnonsenecesssnconseessseescenens 

" Chee... aia State 
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This advertisement 

Will appear in: 

THE LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL 

cjele}sMi leith) 4.43411, ic) 

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS 

THE AMERICAN HOME 

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 

THE PARENTS’ MAGAZINE 
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» Con- ‘of 

home YOUNGSTOWN kitchens are being kept before the public 
. * 

Ge t Ac quai nte d in large space, full color advertisements, such as the one 

REAU © 
ead ‘ WITH YOUR illustrated. This continuous consumer advertising is build- 

. . ing a strong list of prospects for YOUNGSTOWN dealers 

Kitchen Business 
after the war .. . Cash in on this reservoir of business by 

getting details about YOUNGSTOWN dealerships NOW. 

TOUNGSTOWN PRESSED STEEL DIVISION © MULLINS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION «© Warren, Ohio 

=] 



1. 40 YEARS AGO — the Electric Age began in the 

Century's FIRST Building Era as buyers began to 

insist on Electric Lights in their new homes. 

THE CENTURY’S THIRD 

BUILDING ERA WILL 

FEATURE 

BEFORE THE WAR the Electric Range had started its 

great forward march. In 1940, 450,000 Electric Ranges 

sold—in 1941, 780,000! The trend is INEVITABLE! The 

speed, economy, safety and convenience of Electric Cook- 

ing has become a part of “the American way”’. 

AFTER THE WAR —cash in on this great swing, plan 

NOW to wire the homes you're going to build, for Elec- 

tric Ranges. Built-in, such wiring is negligible in cost— 

powerful in sales appeal. 

For details on wiring costs and advantages, 
write for the booklet ‘Wiring Ahead’’. Address: 

ELECTRIC RANGE SECTION, 

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

155 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York 
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ESTATE « GENERAL ELECTRIC ¢ GIBSON © HOTPOINT * KELVINATOR * MONARCH © NORGE © QUALITY © STEWART-WARNER © UNIVERSAL « WESTINGHOUSE 

SEASIER SALES 
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2.20 YEARS AGO — in the Century's SECOND Building Era, 

came Electric Refrigeration. Homeowners insisted on wiring for 

Refrigerators and other appliances . . 

found Electric Refrigerators a 

. Apartment house owners 

“must”. 

3. AFTER VICTORY — will come the Century's THIRD Building 4 
Era. And Electric Ranges will be the new American Kitchen “must”. 9 

FROM NOW ON, the fast-selling homes will be the homes wired “ 

for Electric Ranges! 

me 

.: 
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THE MODERN, 

EFFICIENT 

WATER HEATER 

Those new houses you're planning for after 

the war will have potent sales appeal if 

equipped with modern automatic electric water 

heaters! They produce an instantly available 

supply of hot water at extremely low cost. 

They're sootless, which means absolute clean- 

liness—fumeless and flameless which means 

absolute safety. 

Include electric water heaters in your post- 
war plans. Both you and the ultimate owner 

will profit by your foresight. 

“A house wired for an 

ELECTRIC RANGE is already 
e ; 

J 

i1TER HEATER?” 

ELECTRIC WATER HEATER SECTION, 
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION 

CLARK © GENERAL ELECTRIC © HOTPOINT © HOTSTREAM 
* KELVINATOR © MONARCH © NORGE © PEMCO © REX 
* SELECTRIC © STEWART-WARNER © THERMOGRAY @ 

THERMO-WATT © UNIVERSAL © WESTINGHOUSE 

TIME TO CHANGE L-41— 
Strong forces in the industry are driv- 
ing for a change in L-41, possibly by 
administrative order. Here are first 
steps proposed : 

In class 3, 4 or unrated labor areas 
any construction would be allowed 
where 95 per cent of the materials 
are available on an AA-4 or lower rat- 
ing. Cost of labor and materials un- 
rated or with a rating of AA-4 or less 
would be excluded from cost of the 
job under L-41 procedure. 

A change in L-41 interpretation such 
as this would permit much needed con- 
struction without drawing on critical 
materials or scarce man power. 

TIP TOP RESEARCHER—\ o st 
interesting job in the industry today is 
the one held by Joseph H. Schulte of 
Los Angeles builder Fritz Burns’ or- 
ganization. He has been travelling 
from city to city for three months, 
tracking down newest ideas in mate- 
rials and building equipment; soon will 
put them all together in an experi- 
mental model house in Burns’ sub- 
division. 

Schulte told me: “We will use any 
prefab method that contributes to effi- 
ciency, but only as long as it doesn’t 
make the house look prefabricated. 

PREFAB FLOP—The newspapers 
continue carrying extravagant state- 
ments about wartime “progress” in 
prefabrication. Actually the wartime 
results shown by this industry consti- 
tute one of the greatest flops in history. 
Most of the prefab firms have gone 
broke or have suspended business. 
Even gullible government agencies fi- 
nally became disiliusioned. The crap- 
piest, shoddiest, most shack-like hous- 
ing in history has been produced, and 
will take a long time to live down. 

Out of it all has come, however, 
some sound progress in partial prefab 
—use of shop-built sections, parts and 
units. This will continue. 

EMPTY FPHA‘S—In the Ogden, 
Utah, area the need for houses is 
overwhelmingly acute. I heard off- 
cers from the big naval depot nearby 
begging builders to rush completion 
of private homes. Yet in this same 
area several huge public housing proj- 
ects are standing partly empty. Sever- 
al hundred units, available furnished 
or unfurnished at very low rentals, are 
going begging: the civilian workers 

and army personnel don’t like them, 
won’t live in them. Folks will not even 
leave nearby shacks and trailers to 
move into them. But privately built, 
single-family homes, which are at- 
tractive and livable, are very much in 
demand. 

UNION TROUBLE—Denver 
builders, like those in many other cit- 
ies, are having their share of union 
trouble. Local unions have demanded 
that the War Labor Board require pay- 
ment of the “prevailing wage” on all 
war housing. The case has gone to 
Washington. If decided in favor of 
the unions, it will affect not only Den- 
ver but all other towns, and practically 
force complete unionization. 

PROVO BUILDING—Hot spot of 
western building is Provo, Utah, which 
I visited last month. This town of 
19,000 has grown to 40,000; has had 
1900 priorities allotted. Some 800 have 
been completed, 900 are under way—a 
remarkable sight. Some of the best 
looking Title VI houses in the country 
are being built in Utah. State FHA 
Director Gordon Weggeland has done 
a splendid job with private builders. 

STOPS INFLATION—The best 
way to keep real estate prices from 
continuing to rise is to build more 
homes. Many $5000 houses have gone 
up to $7500, and $3000 ones to $5000. 
However, if houses keep coming on the 
market at reasonable prices, the infla- 
tion is stopped. 

Builders feel that in areas where 
labor is not critical, they should be al- 
lowed to resume building NOW. This 
would stop inflation, provide needed 
jobs, and cut down the housing 
shortage. 

FLYING BULLDOZERS— Yes sir, 
the army has been flying bulldozers 
to difficult spots, or dropping them in 
by glider. Latest models, they say, 
will do anything but fry ham and eggs 
for breakfast. 

OFF TO MEXICO—Looking for 
work? Better head for Mexico where 
we hear American building materials 
and equipment are plentiful. No pri- 
orities, restrictions, red tape, or L-41. 
A good many people are wondering 
how much U, S. material going into 
luxurious Mexican houses and steel 
skyscrapers is result of lend-lease. 



IN THE MODERN SCHOOL 

This recently completed midwestern school. designed by 

Perkins, Wheeler & Will, noted Chicago architects. sets 

the pattern for educational institutions of the future. The 

principles of Daylight Engineering are a paramount 

feature of its design. 

Eye comfort for pupils is substantially stepped up 

through carefully planned utilization of natural light. 

Daylight is evenly distributed throughout the classrooms, 

directed to walls and ceilings in a way that eliminates 

dark corners and eye-fatiguing shadows. 

Supplementing the large window areas, on the opposite 

wall are clerestory windows scientifically designed to 

DAYLIGHT ENGINEERING 

capture and distribute added daylight. 

In homes and offices, as well as schools, Daylight 

Engineering opens up entirely new opportunities to make 

interiors brighter, cheerful and more spacious in appear- 

ance. Here is one modern building feature that ever) 

home, large or small, can enjoy, for it costs no more to 

design and build with glass. 

Many kinds of high quality Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass 

for windows, and Blue Ridge Glass for partitions are 

available for every Daylight Engineering need. Libbey’ 

Owens‘Ford Glass Company, 1214 Nicholas Building, 

Toledo 3, Ohio. 

LIBBEY-OWENS*FORD 

A GREAT NAME IN 
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HERE’S MORE ABOUT THE 

NEW WHEELER OSGOOD PRODUCT 
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Wheeler Osgood craftsmanship 

has triumphed in full development 

of Tru-Sized Doors. This new 

product provides the building in- 

dustry with doors precision ma- 

chined to exact book opening sizes. 

No sawing, no planing is necessary 

to install a Wheeler Osgood Tru- 

Sized door. 

Here’s What TRU-SIZED Doors 

Mean to You! 

* Time saved on the job * Amazingly low cost 

* Tru-Sized Finished Edges «Greater Profits 

& Perfect Installation Satisfied Customers 
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N the past, except in very rare instances, houses 

have always remained on the site where they were 

originally erected. Regardless of how the character of 

a neighborhood might change, its houses “stayed put”. 
The owner of a home had no choice but to let it stand 
where it was or pay so much for moving it that he 

might better build a new home elsewhere. Consequently 
there has always been present in the building of a 

home a certain element of risk that could not be 

guarded against. 
But with the coming of a new type of home — the 

Palace Portable Home which can be moved from 

place to place at the will of its owner — home owner- 
ship assumes a much more pleasant aspect. 

American Builder, January 1944 

NEW WORD 

APPLIED TO HOUSING 

A home of the Palace portable type can be moved, 

all in one unit, on a flat-bed motor truck, with prac- 
tically the same ease as a van load of furniture. A 

patented construction feature makes this possible with- 
out disassembling the house or any part of it. 

Completely factory-built, factory-assembled and fac- 

tory-equipped — with plumbing, heating and lighting 
equipment installed at the factory — Palace dwelling 

units are ready for occupancy practically upon arrival 

at the building site, making it possible to supply hous- 
ing for both wartime and peacetime needs more quickly 

than by any other method. 
No wonder the Palace Portable Home is acclaimed 

as marking a new epoch in the field of home building! 

Write for 4-Color Brochure 

of Palace Homes and Floor Plans. 

Amer 
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Mr. Eric Kebbon: Architect, Supt. of School Building, 
Design and Construction. 

Chief of the Sanitary Division: Mr. O. C. Wahistrom. 
Jobber: W. H. Hussey & Son, Inc. 

1. Benjamin Franklin High School 

Plumbing Contractor: Jesse E. Kahn 

2. Machine and Metal Trades H. S. 

Plumbing Contractor: Joseph F. Egan 

3. J. Fenimore Cooper Jr. H. S. 

Plumbing Contractor: Jesse E. Kahn 

in New York City Schools 

These beautiful buildings are typical of the many 

New York City schools equipped with Eljer’s 

fine, long-lasting plumbing fixtures. Some of 

these fixtures are shown below. 

that where In selecting fixtures, remember 

quality and durability are important, Eljer fix- 

tures measure up to the most exacting standards. 

W rite for our condensed catalog and free book- 

let on residential bathrooms entitled ““Women 

ten. ts. 

ELJER CO. - Ford City, Pa. 

Also see our catalog in Sweet's. 

27 
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- REEPING THE HOME DESIRES BURNING 

PRIVATE JONES HAS A PLA 
FOR PEACE “ 

ga e 

Idaho White Pine Ponderosa Pine Su r Pin THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES 

@ Building new homes is obviously 

something that the American people 

will have to postpone until after the war. 

®@ However, there are no restrictions on 

planning new homes now. That's why we 

are keeping these “home desires burning” by 

regular national advertising as shown here. 

@ The response from this advertising is most 

reassuring. From every state in the Union — 

even from members of the Armed Forces 

— come requests for copies of “Western 

Pine Camera Views.” The letters which 

accompany these requests indicate that 

home building will be one of the nation’s 

greatest activities when peace comes. 

@ The mills will be ready for this postwar 

demand for Western Pines. There will 

be plenty of timber. Future supply also is 

assured under the industry’s program 

for continuous production of forest crops. 

Pine mills will require no retooling or 

conversion but can start cutting for 

peacetime uses immediately after war 

requirements slacken or cease. And our 

Research Laboratory is constantly working 

to determine new uses, new values, 

and to improve the manufacturing 

and service of Western Pines. 

WESTERN PINE 

ASSOCIATION 

YEON BUILDING + PORTLAND (4) OREGON 

*Idaho White Pine *Ponderosa Pine 

*Sugar Pine 

*THESE ARE THE WESTERN PINES 
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* * 

: WORKING - 

* FOR * 

7 TODAY ° 

Volunteer pilots of the Civil Air 

Patrol, busy by day and by night at 

) important tasks, typify the indomi- 

W table spirit of American woman- 

hood at war. Norge salutes these 

valiant volunteers who are today 

) working to speed the victory. Ax 

. | 

|. PLANNING 

| FOR 

\70MORROW 

a 

| Norge, too, is enthusiastically de- H oO U Ss E H oO L D & P Pp Li ce N Cc E S 

) voting its specialized skills and 

fom < 

re. 
Ne ca ba 

ost 

eR ygay eee 

» production facilities to the job of 

} winning the war. 

i ; , , 
ce And Norge is planning for tomor- 

is "row ... planning new household 

helps for the women in the postwar 

homes. Because of the new skills 

ti and techniques acquired as a result 

) of war assignments, the Norge : 

fe 
») Norge washers, ranges and home 

3 i 

Rollator refrigerators and _ the 

heaters planned for tomorrow will 

be better designed, better engi- 

Sncered, better built. They will be, 

4 in all truth, products of experience— 

_ better products for the better world 

a come. Norge Division, Borg- 

+’ arner Corp., Detroit 26, Mich. 

» A BORG-WARNER INDUSTRY 

rs BETTER PRODUCTS FOR A BETTER WorRtOD Ps 

ee Nine 
;ON be ‘i f+ * * « 

ne ‘ When it's over — see Norge 

De  nna,, Before you buy...meanwhile 

1ES = ~~ BUY MORE WAR BONDS 

My NATIONAL APPLIANCE CONSERVATION PROGRAM 
“BETTER CARE—LESS REPAIR’’ i) 

\y * * * 7 + 
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Take It Easy, Builders, About 

THERE’S NO SUBSTITUTE 

¢ for Sound Construction by 

Experienced Craftsmen 
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ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BUREAU Fi 

Miracle House Hoop-la! 

* Vivid imaginations are predicting radical 

changes in design and construction of post-war homes. In 

the speed and short cuts of defense and war industry hous- 

ing, they claim to see similar methods forecast in building 
WHA 

the homes of 194?. the b 

WI 

. P and | 
* But erecting 500 workers’ houses at one aoces 

. ; os 3: , tilit 
time differs utterly from building a single home for an ; Jf 

‘ L 

owner. Mass housing goes up swiftly, impersonally ...a Mprate 

reaso 
lifetime home for Mr. and Mrs. does not. 

* For Mrs. especially her home isatreasured 7 

possession with spiritual qualities close to her heart. She'll : “he 
a 1€ 

not be interested in a pre-conceived factory-built home. am? - 
Pe, var 

She wants her own floor plan and an exterior that reflects i ndvic 

‘ oe he * ontr 
her personal individual taste. eS 

oa oO 

a he B 

* So, builders, take it easy when fantastic pied 

predictions are made that tomorrow’s homes are going to be : IRI 
1nuo 

delivered at the site, practically ready to move into. A few 

may be, but mostly they’ll be built by you, just as they 

always have. 

* To be ready to take up where you left off, 

send for our Builders’ Handbook. It’s packed full of useful 

know-how that makes it a mighty helpful 
. SEND FOR 

tool in your kit. (Includes many con- YOUR COPY 

struction details like those shown, left.) ‘one 

ho | 

astit 

nicl 

roo] 

Just put a dime in an envelope with 

your name and address, and the 

postman will deliver your copy. 

LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS 
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WHAT types of electrical equipment will be needed in 

the homes of tomorrow? 

Where should fixed equipment be placed in kitchens 

and laundries? How about dimensions and clearances— 

access for servicing—lighting outlets and controls— 

utility connections? 

Westinghouse has long recognized the need for accu- 

rate information on these subjects . . . and for this 

reason has created the 

heWestinghouse Better Homes Department wascreated 

o assist the building profession in the planning of post- 

ar housing . . . and to give authoritative technical 

ndvice on the proper applications of electricity which will 

ontribute so much to better living in 194X. 

To achieve these ends, Westinghouse has organized 

he Better Homes Advisory Staff ,consisting of men of recog- 

hized standing and wide experience in the housing field: 

_ IRVING W. CLARK, MANAGER, who has been con- 

“tinuously engaged in housing activities for nearly 25 

Wears .. . a nationally recognized authority on home 

> planning and kitchen design . . . and a Director of Pro- 

TBucers Council, Inc. 

A. CARL BREDAHL, TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, formerly 

‘hief of the Mechanic-Electrical-Utilities Division of 

1e Federal Public Housing Authority from 1934 to 

943, where he was responsible for establishing design 

andards of mechanical and electrical installations 

x U. S. Government housing projects... and for 

_years electrical designer for Warren & Wetmore, 

ew York. 

JOHN S. VAN WART, REGISTERED ARCHITECT, 
rmerly with Fred F. French Company, New York, 
ho has designed many multiple dwellings, hotels, and 
bstitutions during the past 30 years . . 

rook Lodge in the New York area. 

- including 
nickerbocker Village, 10 Gracie Square, and Blind 

Westin 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES 

The Better Homes Department offers a Six-Point Ad- 

visory Service to the building profession, featuring advice 

on the following subjects: 

1—Selection of correct types of electrical equipment 

for various classes of postwar homes. 

2—Location and arrangement of fixed equipment, for 

conserving space and attaining maximum efficiency in 

arrangement of work cycles. 

3—Accurate dimensions and clearances of equipment 

to insure proper installation and efficient operation. 

4— Access for servicing of equipment—so necessary for 

periodic inspection and repair. 

5— Location of lighting outlets and controls, for greater 

enjoyment, comfort, and safety in the home. 

6—Utility service connections—including location and 

size of electric wiring, water supply, and drainage lines. 

This Six-Point Advisory Service is available to con- 

tractors, builders, architects, engineers, public utilities, 

housing authorities, electrical inspectors, building man- 

agement, and investment institutions. 

Westinghouse Better Homes Department welcomes 

the opportunity of giving constructive assistance to 

those interested in postwar housing. 

If you have any problems relating to the selection, 

installation, and use of home electrical equipment, write: 

Better Homes Department, Westinghouse Electric & Man- 

ufacturing Company, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. 

ghouse 

OFFICES EVERYWHERE 
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W hat “flavor” will their new kitchens be? 

Certainly, homekeeping magazines are suggest- 

ing a wide choice — from the ultra-modern 

with glass-enclosed ovens and 3-minute dish- 

washers — to the homey farm-kitchen designs 

with cleverly camouflaged modern appliances. 

But you can be certain of one thing — to your 

continual post-war profit: there will be a 

demand for those necessary and useful items of 

36 add a Dash of 

STANLEY 

HARDWARE’ 

Stanley kitchen hardware to match every design. 

Time-tested and long-preferred styles or modern 

and “functional” designs — all are on our pro- 

duction lists, ready to go when the war is over 

and Uncle Sam gives the word! 

So, keep kitchen-minded and Stanley will be 

with you when the day of building and re-new- 

ing arrives. The Stanley Works, New Britain, 

Connecticut. 4 

Pa ie 

Pm 
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Photo in circle 
shows UNI-POINT 
adjusted for notch 

cutting operation, using a 4-knife 
countersunk cutterhead. Photo at right 
shows UNI-POINT set for compound 
miter cross-cut angle. 

CNX NAGA ig 

with a MONARCH UNI-POINT raptat saw 

The Wonder Saw for Speed with Accuracy 

“3 ; Y/ HY NOT bet ona sure thing? Here’s a guar- You do not even have to raise or lower saw blade 

2 anteed radial saw, operating on an entirely when changing angle of cut nor make frequent 

w principle, that guarantees far greater produc- replacements of guide fence usually mutilated by 

bn per man hour. You simply can’t lose! production angle cutting. You simply pivot or 

hether your post-war business is mass production tilt—snap lock—and start cutting. 

prefabricated homes or individual contracts for Clear vision of the work is afforded at all times by 

iodeling and new construction, you'll find that the telescoping ram,—nothing to bump your 

I-POINT RADIAL SAWS head. And there’s no reaching 

tke big money for you in every over saw for adjustment levers, 

eration. With one point cut- ee ri a big safety factor with UNI- 

g (saw entering work at same LAs NG POINT. 

int in table regardless of cross ec 

t angle) you eliminate changes 

stops and gauges and do not 

Numerous other advantages of 

this complete production cutting 

tool are explained in our illus- 

ve to wait for saw to stop be- Notching six 4” rafters with one stroke trated catalog No. 60 which will 

e chanoi 1 of saw—500% increased production. 
Cnanging angie. UNI-POINT has 25” cross-cut capacity. be sent promptly upon request. 

AMERICAN SAW MILL MACHINERY ERY Co. 

MONARCH, 60 MAIN ST. HACKETTSTOWN, N. J. 

att maee MEG YS Pat OFF Rodial Saws . Saw Benches Band Saws Jointers bee oes : 
UNI-POINT RADIAL SAW Shapers Sanders Mortisers Swing Saws Saw Mill Machinery — 
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This is the Bit Guide es 

tried and true} 

Just clamp it on 

that’s all you do 

Dexter Tubular drill-hole installation does a better job, faster, by avoiding 

slow, old-fashioned chisel mortising; but the real hero of fast, time-saving, § 

accurate Tubular installation is the DEXTER BIT-GUIDE. It's the tool for th 

Durit 
. | t a} io 

10nel 

job — just clamp it on and drill — no measuring, no squaring, no laboriou § Bab ousin: 

chiseling. ; ae 

Most Dexter dealers carry Bit Guides to loan you for your convenient use. 
\Y = 

& There's -more to Dexters than meets the eye. For example: set screws in th —yR'° ' 

knobs are self-locking, positive assurance that knobs will not become loose ir Self-locking 
set screws service. Always ask for — always use — DEXTER TUBULARS — remember .. 

Dexter is the Tubular made with care 

GUARANTEED ap Lifetime of use and wear! a 

DEXTER 

TUBULAR 

LOCKS and LATCHES ld 

Manufactured by NATIONAL BRASS COMPAN 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGA 
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HA | Rolls Along 

ind Houses Go Up 

During the first eleven months of this 

ear. 127.841 new family dwelling units 
nanced with FHA-insured mortgage 

have been placed under construc- 
by private builders in critical war 

dustry areas according to Commis 
ioner Ferguson. This, he said, is up- 

85 percent of all new home 

rue 

Ns All 
n ni) 

do 

ar‘ 
avoiding onstruction being financed by private 
@-Saving MaBapital under the National Housing 
| for the gency s war housing program. During 

his same period a total of 123,509 war 
aboriou MB ousing units were completed under 

e FHA program. 
Further, FHA says that, assuming 

ient use e availability of materials, labor and 
normal housing demand, indications 

rs in the Mare that within the first year after the 
, emoval of wartime restrictions, be- 

loose in een 350,000 and 400,000 privately 
mber ... Mapuilt dwelling units, with an average 

ralue of $5,000, will be built at a total 
ving between $1,750,000,000 and 

 § eri 1 00,000 

Rapid Increase After First Year 

home building industry, starting 
a comparatively low level, will gain 

mentum throughout the first vear and 
much higher volume of activity may 
anticipated thereafter. 
\ large volume of home repair and 1 | lernization work, probably as much 

is $3,000,000,000, may be expected. 
From a low level of employment at 

ie beginning, construction of new 
lousing and modernization and repair 
‘f existing houses may be expected to 
rovide work on and off the site for an 

of 2,400,000 men for the year, 
eaching up to 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 

ird the end of the vear. 
\mple funds from private lending 

ons are looked for by Commis- 
mer Ferguson. He added: 

FHA organization is in 
id the industry from the start— 
different situation than existed 

iter the last war. The FHA has a half 
! lollars in Title IT insurance 

le now and a billion more avail 
the President's approval. Ade- 

litle I insurance is also available 
e a large volume of moderniza- 
repair work.” 

irea of any importance in the 
Continued to page 80) 
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_S. Chamber of Commerce Says 

4 Billion Post-War Home and 

arm Building Program Ahead 

The building boom statement is 
made after studying responses secured 
through personal interviews with fam- 
ilies comprising the mass market of 
\merica—15% in the income bracket 
from $4,000 to $2,500; 52% in the in- 
come bracket from $2,500 to $1,500; and 
33% in the income bracket from $1,500 
down. These facts and figures cover only 
a portion of the buying public and do 
not include families with incomes in 
excess of $4,000. The findings are based 
on personal interviews with a cross sec- 
tion of the United States adult popula- 
tion, and were made between July 15 
and August 25, 1943. 

The original study was designed to 
supply a factual basis for answering 
three basic questions: “If the War 
should end tomorrow, what is the one 
thing you would most like to buy ?”— 
“Would you certainly buy within six 
months, or do you think you would wait 
longer than that ?”—‘“How much money 
have you got to buy it with?” 

Not only are people planning early 
postwar purchases, but they are also 
accumulating the necessary money for 
these purchases. There is little indica- 
tion that the prospective market is due to 
increasing wishful thinking on the part 
of workers whose financial status has 
been suddenly improved by jobs in war 
plants. Eighty-five per cent of the re- 
spondents intend to buy because their 
present equipment has already worn out, 
or is fast wearing out. This lends 
further support to the theory that care- 
ful planning, rather than wishful think- 
ing, is behind the postwar market. 

It is evident that the policy of re- 
stricting the manufacture of appliances, 
automobiles, and building materials has 
done much to create an immediate post- 
war demand far in excess of normal. For 
instance, the number of people saying 
they would buy certain less restricted 
items such as furniture or floor cover 
ings immediately after the war has 
remained fairly constant. while the num- 
ber planning to buy automobiles, ap- 
pliances, and new homes has sky- 
rocketed. 

In order to make these increased pur- 
chases and carry through enlarged plans 
for home repairs and improvements, 
more people are saving more money this 
vear than last. What is more, an in- 
creased number of people are saving 

(Continued to page 79) 
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New Construction Spending 

Expected to Drop in 1944 

New construction expenditures in the 
United States are expected to drop from 
an estimated $7.4 billion in 1943 to ap- 
proximately $4.2 billion in 1944, Depart- 
ment of Labor recently reported. “Con- 
struction for private account will decline 
trom an estimated $1.6 billion in 1943 to 
$1.3 billion in 1944. Public construction 
expenditures for 1944 are forecast at 
$2.9 billion as compared with a pre- 
liminary estimate of $5.7 billion in 1943. 

“Private construction expenditures 
were lower in 1943 than in any year 
since 1934, and, if the war continues 
through, 1944 will probably approach 
the level of the bottom depression year. 
Nonfarm residential construction ex 
penditures in 1944 will amount to ap 
proximately $600 million as compared 
with $756 million in 1943. Practically 
all of this type of construction will be 
found in critical housing areas in war 
industrial centers.” 

OPA Boosts Prices and WPB 

Tightens Allocation Controls 

Southern yellow pine and _ certain 
hardwoods have been placed under strict 
allocation control by the War Produc 
tion Board. Action is taken by Con 
servation Order M-361, covering south 
ern yellow pine, and M-364, covering 
the following hardwoods: oak, ash, 
hickory, vellow birch, hard maple, rock 
elm, and beech. Shingles, lath and rail 
road cross ties of all the species affected 
are exempted from the provisions of the 
orders. M-361 and M-364 are designed 
to conserve supplies of these woods for 
direct and indirect war and to 
prevent their use for non-essential pur- 
poses. 

uses 

Provisions of both orders are sub 
stantially the same. Producers are per 
mitted to sell only (1) to the Central 
Procuring Agency of the U. S. Corps of 
Engineers and contractors and others 
designated by it: (2) to other Federal 
agencies, Lend-Lease, and their 
tractors and suppliers; and (3) 
specific authorization by WPB. 

Purchase orders by or for the Central 
Procuring Agency, other Federal agen 

Lend-Lease, and their contractors 
must be accompanied by certifications : 
application for WPB authorization of 
purchase orders is made on Form WPB- 
2720. Certification may be used only for 
purchase orders to fill specific contracts : 
it may not be used for inventory re- 
placement, for which Form WPB-2720 
is required. 

con 
upon 

cies, 

“Producers of larch-fir, inland red 
cedar, and incense cedar lumber in 12 
western states were authorized by the 

(Continued to page 79) 



DE WALT 

PORTABLE BUILDERS’ 

Again keeping ahead of the latest trends in 

home building techniques, this portable, low- 

cost DeWalt has been especially engineered 

and built for builders. Light in weight, this 

machine can be conveniently carried around 

from job to job. It provides the facilities of a 

complete woodworking shop, from the cutting 

of framing to the finished interior trim. Using 

this machine, builders can custom-cut houses a YY | 

faster, more accurately and for less cost. Write PRODUCTS CORPORATI0 

for complete information on this bui/ders’ saw. a 0t(“(i‘w ee p } 



years in history, it seems appropriate to take 

time to appraise as best we can the prospects 

for the btulding future. .dmerican Builder has 

A WE embark on one of the most momentous 

heen receiving many questions about 1944 and 

Following are answers to ten otf the 

often 
beyond. 
most important and asked = questions 

1. How soon can building start? 

Answer: Pressure for relaxation of L-41 1s 

growing, and will increase as unemployment in 

the building trades continues to develop. Ii the 

war with Germany should end in mid-1944, as 

many predict, a considerable volume of building 

could get under way before the end otf the year. 
Repairs, modernization, farm building and small 

homes should be the first to start. 

2. How many new homes will be built? 

Answer: A good estimate is that 300,000 tuo 
400,000 units will be built the first year afte: 

the war. This should increase rapidly to a level 

of from 900,000 to 1,000,000 homes a vear 

3. What price houses will be built? 

Answer: Under $3,000—20 per cent ; $3,000 to 

$5,000—40 per cent; $5,000 to $7,500—25 pet 

cent: above $7,500—15 per cent. 

4. Will pretabrication win out? 

Answer: Completely prefabricated houses will 
account for a very small part of the market—per 

haps 2 to 5 per cent in the first five years afte1 

war. But greater use of fabricated parts or sec- 

tions by traditional builders will occur. Also 
precutting with power saws, and site fabrication 

5. Will public housing kill the private mar- 
ket? 

Answer: Our opinion is that determined oppo 
sition, already well reflected in Congress, will 

confine public housing to bad slum areas and to 
types not in competition with private builders 

6. Will there be a radical change in homes? 

Answer: The evidence is overwhelming] 

against a quick or radical change in traditional 
methods or appearance. But expect important im 

provements in materials and equipment—especially 

is concerns kitchen, bath, and heating. 

7. Will there be a change in distribution? 

Answers to ten post-war questions 

-lnswer: Very little. The handling, storage, 
and servicing of bulky and complicated building 

products require specialized abilities and estab 
lishments that take years to build up. Distribu- 

tion in this industry, considering the nature of 
the materials, is no more costly or less efficient 
than in other industries. 

8. Who will build post-war homes? 

Answer: In addition to the thousands of build 

ers already active, there will be a huge influx of 

trained men from the armed forces, from wat 
construction, and from war industries. An in 

creasing number of houses will be constructed 

by operative or speculative builders for sale. 
While there will be a tendency toward larger 

building operations near the cities, the movement 

ot population from the centers of cities to outly 

ing areas will encourage an increase in the num 
her ot small speculative builders who put up 

from five to twenty-five houses a year. Specula 

tive builders who own land with utilities already 
in will be in a position to start first. 

9. How will post-war homes be financed? 

Answer: Banks, savings and loan associations 

and mortgage companies have more money avail 
able for home financing than ever before in the 

nation’s history. FHA is a going concern: is 

ready to begin financing post-war homes under 

litle I] at any time, and has ample appropria 

tions for this purpose. Private lending institu 

tions are preparing liberal, long-term arrange 
ments that will enable them to compete with 

FHA for low-cost home financing 

10. Will there be enough men and materials? 

Answer: A surplus of labor—especially build 
ing labor—is already appearing in many areas 
It is probable that the supply of building labor 

will increase during the coming year, and the end 

of the war in Europe will result in the return of 

great numbers of skilled men. The war has 
brought millions of men imto a form of rugged, 
outdoor experience that many will want to con 

tinue by getting imto the building business. 
As to materials, the productive capacity of the 

manufacturers in this industry is at the greatest 

peak in history. Once the crest of demand ior 

war purposes has passed, inventories can Be re 

built, and supplies made available rapidly 



IVle BASIC factors will dominate 
the post-war outlook for the 

home-building industry. These 

are (1) The national income level: 

(2) The immense accumulation of 
savings trom the war years; (3) The 

physical need for housing including 
the backlogs and replacement market ; 
(4+) The cost of home ownership; (5) 

Psychological factors. 
lor over a decade preceding the 

war the economy of the United States 
Was running persistently in low gear. 

Then, electrified by the tremendous 
stimulus of war demands, the pent-up 
energy of the American people seemed 
veritably to explode in an outburst of 

preductive achievement the like of 
which has never been equalled in our 

history. 

Phe sum total of that achievement 
can be expressed very crudely by the 

heures for national income. The lat 
ter was only shghtly over 7O Iillions 

in the last pre-war vear, 1939. /in 1943 
if will be around $147 billions—a truly 

colossal advance in physical volume of 
production ! 

But before goine further, let us re 

view present building prospects 

1943 was a vear of sharp contrac 
tion for the censtruction industry. In 

stead of the $13.7 bilhons of new con 

truction volume of 1942, we had 
barely SS Dillons in 1943. Instead of 

about 495,000 new homes as in 1942, 
we built only about 350,000 in 1943 

Volume is almost certain to contract 
further in 1944 and total new con 

struction is likely to be between 4 and 

5 billion dollars. Home building also 
will shrink further, but everything de 

pends on the progress of the war. 

The most commonly accepted guess 
now ts that the war with Germany will 

end somewhere around July in 1944 
and that the conflict with Japan will 

last about a year longer. If that hap 

pens to be correct, building will begin 

to revive in the last half of 1944 but 
not to an important extent as there 
will remain a very tight situation in 

labor, lumber, certain strategic ma 

terials, and in some types of home 
equipment, 

sut in spring of 1945, even before 
the war with Japan ends, the war in 

the Pacific will be so completely or 
eanized, that it is likely that the war 

38 

A notable review 

and forecast by the 

nation’s foremost 

analyst of building 

trends, economics. 

+ 
economy will have begun to contract 

sharply. Hence it will be necessar) 

for the peacetime economy to begin 
to expand to prevent unemployment. 

and the construction industry will 

therefore at once come to the fore 
In the first 12 months after the end 

of the war with Japan, new construc 

tion should come close to $9 billions 
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HIGH LEVEL OF NATIONAL INCOME IS 
First CONDITION FOR A PROSPEROUS 
Post-War CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 
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y ond a Fab Biars reat et 
Stage for Huge Building 
Volume. 

7 National Income —4 
By W. C. Bober 

ie) oO 

Billions of Dollars So - 

and should rise from there on to at surate with the war effort and certain 

least $15 billions (exclusive of mod-__ steps in this direction should probably 

ernization and repairs) in the third be taken in 1944 as the war economy 

full-time peace year if a national in- is already showing signs of contrac- 

come of around $120 billions is to be tion in some sectors. Moreover, mod- 
supported. ernization and repair cannot wait like 

‘he industry, except for the tight mew construction. 
situation in lumber—vast amounts of Rent control is tied up with the =] qRUAEA Meh SRSi err 

which are needed for crating and whole general picture of price control me «5120 billions a year, the home build- @ 

shipping as well as for military con- and it is very doubtful whether gov fee ing industry will have 8 million more J E 
struction abroad—could get started ernment would permit the end of rent ustomers than in 1929 
very rapidly in 1945. ceilings before the building industry Ree | 

Most building material manufac- is well set to go, as a sharp rise in A HUGE NEw Market 

turers are set to go, having relatively rents would push up the entire cost of jan tat ee oe 
ttle conversion to do. Even lumber _ living, bring swift and irresistible de 3 OW SOST SUILOER 

oduction could be rapidly expanded, mands for higher wages from the mil $1.00 

nce labor again becomes available for lions of organized labor, and thereby 

the forests and in the mills. Order — set in motion the whole dreaded spiral 

should be drastically modified — of inflation. 
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— — learn the effect of eight 

million new potential customers et os, 1940 

—$100 billion savings—rapid 5 
transit—higher hourly wages— 

the biggest baby crop in history. 
S AVERAGE hourly wage of tactory 
workers has increased from 67 cents 

in 1940, to $1.00 in 1943 opening a 

shuge new market for home building. 

THE BOOMING BiIRTHRATE 
Favors Post-War 
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But as soon as the war situation permits the building industry 

to again roll up its sleeves and produce homes and structures, 

the rent ceilings should come off as fast as possible. Other- 
wise speculative capital will not flow into buildings. After all, 

there is only one satisfactory and permanent way of keeping 

rents low, and that is by building plenty of space. The best 

and only effective answer to an abnormal demand for homes 

is not reat ceilings, but a plentiful supply of new homes. 

Let us now turn to the five basic factors affecting post-war 

building. 
he immense significance of the high national income 

years of the war era to the Construction Industry as well as 
to all other fields of business is the following: These war 
years have furnished a spectacular demonstration which is 
leaving a vital impress on the public mind that enormous 
productivity and therefore a high national income are not 
exceptional but NORMAL for the United States, provided 
its people and machines are kept busy. 

Hence the nation-wide emphasis today on such phrases 
as “full employment,” “high level employment,” etc., and 
it is a safe prediction that whatever government we have 
in power in the post-war era, it will become the major 
national economic policy of the United States to attempt to 
maintain employment and the national income at high levels 
far surpassing the pre-war years. 

Need $120 Billion National Income 

li we can maintain an annual post-war national income 
of around $120 billions at approximately 1942 prices, it will 
be no mean achievement. It represents about $40 billions 
more money flowing into the nation’s pocketbooks per year 
than in the boom year 1929. At that level the construction 
industry can flourish mightily if other factors—building 
costs, interest rates, taxes, psychological factors, etc.—are 
right. True, the construction industry alone cannot produce 
national prosperity. It is both cause and effect. 

In the prosperous Twenties, we averaged around $13 bil- 
lions of construction per year including maintenance and 
repairs. In 1942, the all-time peak, it exceeded $17 billions, 
and if we include a huge amount performed abroad either 
directly by, or under the supervision of, the American armed 
forces, it came very close to the colossal sum of $20 billions. 

Thus the construction industry has already demonstrated 
its physical capacity to produce $20 billions of construction 
a year. But there is also such a thing as “market capacity” 
and we must not lose sight of the fact that in peacetime, 

American Builder, January 19j4 

building volume is a matter of selling structures to millions 
of people, who can buy or reiuse to buy, instead of signing q 
few thousand contracts with one buyer, the government, 
which in wartime has no choice but to buy. Peacetime 
building volume requires salesmanship and plenty of it, 

A prosperous construction industry is the No. 1 condition 
for high-level employment and a high national income leye| 
after the war and we must never let business, government. 
or the nation as a whole, forget this all-important fact. To 
maintain a $120 billion annual national income after the 
war, construction volume (including modernization, mainte. 
nance, and repairs) would probably have to average around 
$17 or $18 billions per year, and this could not be achieved 
in any ordinary year without building approximately a mil. 
lion homes. Needless to say, however, this volume cannot be 
reached in the first full post-war year. 

he immense importance of a high level of national in. 
come to the home building industry, in particular, is clear 
it we keep in mind that the pattern of the distribution of in. 
come changes as the national income rises or falls. To make 
this clear I cannot do better than requote the following fig. 
ures from a study by the National Economic Research By- 
reau made about two years ago: 

Number of Consumer Units 
At National Income t National Income 

mn Level of $81 Billions Level of $109 Billions Change 
Below $1750................ 25,817,000 19,079,000 6,738,000 
$1750 to $10,000..........14,904,000 21,333,000 + 6,429,000 
Over $10,000 553,000 862,000 t+ 309,00 

41,274,000 41,274,000 0 

As the national income rose from $81 billions (roughly the 
1929 level, the highest we ever had before the outbreak oi 
war in Europe) to $109 billions (roughly the early 1942 
level) 6,739,000 consumer units moved out of the BELOW 
$1750 a year income class and moved into the ABOVE 
$1750 a year class. To put it in peacetime terms, and 
assuming the construction industry is able to put on the 
market a r?asonably acceptable house selling for betwee 
$3500 and $4500, a rise in national income from $81 t 
$109 billions produces over 6,700,000 new potential customer 
who did not exist as such at the lower national income level 
of $81 billions. 

It is not easy to estimate how many new additional potential 
home prospects a national income of $120 billions would 
produce in a post-war year as increased taxes and the rise 
in the cost of living greatly complicate the problem. But | think 

(Continued to page 89) 
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Sait this issue American Builder inaugurates 

a new educational and service feature of 

great importance to its present and future readers. 

Our post-war blueprint series is dedicated to 

the men in business today, and to the thousands 

who will soon be coming back from the war, from 

distant construction projects, and from war in- 

dustries—back into the building business. 

We have passed the period of mere talk about 

post-war building, and should now be engaged in 

actual planning. This feature will serve to crys- 

tallize thinking and help the men of the building 

industry start NOW to blueprint their ideas. 

The editors of American Builder have selected 

the subjects to be covered in this post-war blue- 

print series with the help of the foremost resi- 

dential architects in the country. The firm of 

Henry Otis Chapman-Randolph Evans enjoys one 

of the finest reputations, and is one of the oldest 

in continuous practice. Chapman and Evans have 

designed more than 10,000 houses, and have been 

a powerful force in creating the present vogue of 

IRCHITECT Randolph Evans, whos: popularity of the Colonial home. The architectural ARCHITECT Henry Otis Chapman at 
touch in the field of small home = a tended Cornell University, studied in 
rcture has created millions of treatment of the houses, garages, roadside build- the office of John Russell Pope, trav 

th of sales for successful : ‘ vled extensively abroad was one of 
‘olonial homes designed ings, shops, and other structures to be covered in the outstandingly successful architects 

ealty Corp, attract ; ° ee ° f the “Town T omorroz at the 
de attention, resulted in the this series represents the opinions of the American Be ieee Meee Mieke Mien. date 

= pagtind Ssoder hoes deste Builder editors and of the architects as to the types ee Oe ee eee 

of structures that will be popular in the post-war 

era, and that can be built immediately when re- 

strictions are lifted. 

American Builder is not entering the plan serv- 

ice business, but presents this blueprint series for 

the study and guidance of the men of the in- 

dustry so that they may start NOW to prepare their 

post-war operations—-THE EDITORS 
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A LIVABLE plan and a lovable ex- 

terior in the first of post-war homes. REO 200M t 2,1 

VERY SURVEY of what the American public wants 

in a home places charm and livability high in the or- 

der of preference. It is significant, therefore, that 

architects Henry Otis Chapman and Randolph Evans, in 

conjunction with the editors, chose the above charming, 
rambling Colonial for the first of this new sdmerican 

Builder post-war blueprint series. 

This 1s a house and a plan that have stood the test of 
time. The architects have taken a tested, well-thought- 
out arrangement and given it a treatment and modern 
equipment that will be 100 per cent in harmony with the 

post-war home buying taste of the public 

Extra copies of blueprints $1 each 

AS A SERVICE to readers, Americun Builder will supply 

extra copies of the blueprint opposite (same size and scale) 

for $1.00 each, cash enclosed with order. 
American Builder, 105 West Adams St., Chicago. 

Send request to 

Rambling Colonia 

Introduces Our Ne 

Blueprint Serie: 

The blueprint opposite has been accurately drawn t 

'g inch scale. Details of the cornices, bay windows 

fireplace, etc., are drawn to % inch scale or larger. Espe 

cial attention is called to the careful detailing of all the1 
portant parts of this post-war home—detailing which 

brings to American Builder readers the skill and artist 
of one of the nation’s foremost firms of residential 

architects. 
This is a house with a promising post-war future 

one that can be built as soon as the “go ahead” signal i 
given the building industry and materials are again mad 

available for home building. 

THIS BLUEPRINT series is presented as an educational and 
service feature in the interest of better post-war planning. 

American Builder recommends the employment of com- 

petent local architects on all projects to secure sound, well 

designed buildings that conform to local codes, ordinances 

and practices. 
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HE pattern of the post-war home is already well 
on its way. It is emerging from the best of the 

pre-war work, improved and enlivened by wartime 
progress. Check YOUR post-war plans against the 
answers below: 

1. What architectural styles? Compact designs 
of modified Colonial, many of a decidedly modern 
flavor, will predominate. Corner windows, more glass 
rea, modern lines are expected—but no flat roof or 
shoebox types. Interiors will show marked change in 
all brackets, with a tendency toward streamlining in 
keeping with new wall finishes—particularly the 
ervice portions of the home. 

2. Structural changes ahead? \Vithin tradi- 
tional and modified conventional exterior lines, con- 
struction will take on many technical improvements 
in old methods plus application of new materials and 
techniques as these are proven and marketed. Light 
weight metals may affect framing. Precutting has 
heen successfully used on large and small war housing 
projects; should be widely used soon after peace. 
Complete prefabrication is looked for to start in the 
lowest priced homes; few isolated units, some multi 
house projects to start. Partial prefabrication will be 
used as available; look for panels, door and window 
units, storage units, roof trusses, etc., which can be 
worked into conventional framing. 

3. Will floor plans change? The most efficient 
post-war arrangements will incorporate ideas to give 
better use of space, such as opening up of plan into 
multi-use room, folding partitions for privacy when 
larger space is not needed. Continuing trend toward 
smaller family units will put greater emphasis on the 
small and medium size homes: fewer show places 
ind mansions, but trend toward larger rooms in the 
four to six room house. Urban and suburban homes 
will be compact and efficient to give greatest values. 

4. What about basements? Although the base- 
mentless house has not been 100 per cent accepted 
in many areas, trend will be toward smaller excava- 
tions below grade; otherwise, first floor utility room, 
including laundry. Progress in heating continues to 
reduce the necessity for basements. Expect floor 
‘urnaces, wall heaters, compact automatic units that 
require little or no floor area. Progress will be made 
toward panel heating, radiant heating, and air con- 
(itioning. Forced circulation so that heating source 
can = placed wherever most convenient will be 
popular. 

5. Servantless kitchens? Here the greatest 
changes are expected, principally because as a pro- 
duction center efficiency is closely related to mechan- 
ical equipment where much has been promised. 
Probably will be the first room in which complete, 
ready-to-install assemblies will be available. Better 

stoves, refrigerators, sinks, dishwashers, ventilators, 
freezing units, storage units expected. New easy-to- 
clean surfaces of numerous materials such as steels, 
non-ferrous alloys, and plastics will be offered. “Clus- 
tering” of equipment in units to cut installation cost 
is probable. 

6. Streamlined baths and plumbing? Along 
with heating and kitchens, baths will be subject to 
great improvement and change. Eventually, rather 
drastic changes in fixture design for better grouping 
to allow most efficient piping is probable—possibly 
a three-fixture equivalent in a single unit. Built-in 
heaters, ventilators, sun Iamps, storage, etc. are 
planned. Surveys show desire for more color, com- 
bination tub and shower and at least a lavatory in 
addition to second floor bath. 

7. More electrical and mechanical servants? 
Much has been said of the coming wonders of elec- 
tronics, including television, door openers, inter- 
communicators, etc., and their application to the home; 
however, even if the more phenomenal of these have 
to wait for some time after peace, enough useful 
equipment was developed and perfected before the 
war and since to call for thorough study for post-war 
use. The one thing certain that can be planned for 
future homes is adequate wiring—this must accom- 
modate devices still to be marketed as well as what 
will be available with peace, some of them already 
mentioned in connection with heating, kitchens and 
baths. 

8. Better lighting, day and night? Along with 
progress in electric servants and convenience equip 
ment, new standards of domestic lighting are being 
planned. Larger glass areas, both movable and fixed, 
will give better daylighting throughout the home. 
After dark, rooms will be flooded with light from 
numerous sources, probably including fluorescent 
fixtures, so that wherever a member of the family is 
working or relaxing, proper illumination will be 
built in. This will probably be a combination of 
already developed methods, but fixtures will more 
and more conceal the source. 

9. New materials and equipment? Beyond the 
specific improvements already mentioned, there will 
be a stepped-up evolution in the forms of many stand- 
ard items going into a house. Better and more 
widespread use of improved insulation for both 
weather- and sound-conditioning; hardware has been 
redesigned; paints and new finishes are easier to 
apply, more durable; the many newly developed 
sources of raw materials, and the new synthetics, 
plastics, glues, etc., plus improved alloys and metal 
fabrication will mean a wider choice of the form 
in which countless construction items will be available. 

10. More house for the money? The net result 
of the new materials, methods and equipment will be 
more house value for the money for buyers than 
ever before. 



Preview to Tomorrow 

WITHIN charming entrances such as these, there will be 

revealed the major changes and improvements in post-war 

homes. Wartime techniques will bring new advances in 

planning, construction, equipment, materials; exteriors, 

however, will mostly be based on traditional ‘orms. 
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THIS dignified ong 

formal front 4, 

trance is set of 
by the painted mg. 
sonry wall. The 
flanking carriage 

lamps and wroughi 

iron rails, both black, 

contrast pleasingly, 

(Richard A veri]} 
Smith photo.) 

BELOW: another 

formal entrance 
treatment, this one 

in harmony with the 
elevation of a finely 

detailed classic ex: 
terior of a_ large 
home. Broken arched 

pediment and modi 

fied fanlight are un 
ique. (Rudolph £ 

Leppert, Jr., photo. 
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IN PLANNING your 

1944 homes for post- 

war sale, spotlight the 

entrance with ideas 

such as these. Charm 

. based on modern Colo- 
classic e- 

a larger Sad . ¢ ; 4 19 nial trends will be the 
ken arched : , 

and modi ABOVE: Set off by shingles and shutters, this simple doorway is framed with a com- 
ght are un bination of mouldings. (Harold Haliday Costain photo.) Above at right a distinctive 

tudolph £ modern touch: dentil surround and diamond pattern flush door. (R. T. B. Hand photo.) 
Jr.. photo. 

popular design type. 

Dutch door adds an entrance feature that is both un- FOR an inside vestibule or hall, a three-pane transom sash will 
ual and practical for some homes. (Mott Studios photo.) give needed daylight and a cheerful appearance to such arrangements, 



Large, Comfortable 

Homes Will Still 

Be in Demand 

In spite of emphasis in post-war market for 

a predominance of small, low-cost homes, 

there will be a good number of larger units. 

Livinc Room ia. Ones 

DINING Room 

Stoop 

First F PLAN 
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ATTRACTIVE eighty, 
home and attached ; 

ble garage built 
Schroeder Realty 

Omaha, Nebr.; cleans 
lines, efficient, liyqu 

plan and numerous 
tras indicated in pig 
below make it a posi. 

candidate in its ¢, 
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i 
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ki 
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a 
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J. L. SCHROEDER has had a quarter of a century 

experience building homes in Omaha—several hundre 

of them, in fact. The design presented on this page ist 

idea of the type of larger home which can and will} 

built in the immediate post-war market. Naturally 

newly developed ideas on structure and equipment wi 

be incorporated. But for this bracket, buyers will & 

mand conservative, long-term design. Balanced elevati 

has entrance between two bays, with screened-in por 

on one side and garage on other. First floor provide 

such features as den with built-in cases, centrally hk 

cated lavatory, breakfast space in kitchen, extra stai 

to basement. On the second floor there are four go 

sized bedrooms, ample closets, storage above garag 

and deck off the master bedroom. 

Ropt 

Storage 

Bed Room 4-4 414.6 

Clos § Clos § Clos 

Clos 

Beo Room (4. 4° 115-6 
BED Room it ey o 112 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
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More Value Will 

tive Be Built Into 
merous 

Beo Room | . 
in pla 15-O°X 19-0" 
eau Small Homes of 

~ Traditional Charm 

. | ” is 

REACTION on the part of prospective buyers of 

| homes is expected to rule out cramned, unattrac- 

tive quarters endured under wartime conditions in 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 

35°65. f* 
Sinead ots * 

e of trim, adequate, small designs. Quiet charm Cl 

: such as is suggested by the home shown here will have Bar 

bf vh salability. This attractive small home was de- Beo Room Cl Cl Beo Room 

4 signed by Architect Burnett V. Vickers, White Plains, epacueaie ee ° 

Fe. \.Y. It offers five rooms on the first floor, with a na & oe. 

il er bedroom and bath above. This expansible fea- a 5 

ee will allow the extra room to be finished by 

nitury ¢ vounger couples at a later date. Unusually good cir- | 

hundregg ulation, living porch and ample storage are “plus” LivING Room PORCH 

age 1s hig lues which will be appreciated by post-war buyers. 
d will ig | | 

jaturall DINING Room 

nent wij — 

; will de 

elevatior 

= pon = THE story and a half home shown below, with plans at the right. e a oe 
ried " was built in White Plains, N.Y.; Burnett V. Vickers, architect. ' 
trally 10 

tra staif 

our goo 

. garag 
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PORCH | Living Room DINING 
8-0"X 14: 6' 27-6°X13"4" AREA 

\b---0 o- 

Clos Clos 

c 

DEN 
12'-7°X12-0" HALL 

a Lav. . 
4-65 

is 

Stoop 

First FLOOR PLAN 

T THE TOP of the list put |j 

ability as the first requirement j 

your post-war homes—exterj 

design that can be lived with throy 

the years; arrangement that givg@lmed 

comfort and convenience; equipmesmg 

that adds to the pleasures of livingii>s 

materials that are long-lived and rae 

quire minimum of maintenance. the 

These needs for the greatest |i 

ability are combined in the desig f 

presented here. Six-room floor ar 

on two floors is in line with econom 

design for the average size hon % 

However, the rooms are not stan “A 

ard: third bedroom with ad)joini 

closet and lavatory serves principa 

as a den on the first floor, while livi 

and dining are combined in one lar 

room. Closed-in porch and all pri 

cipal rooms enjoy the view of 

Hudson River to the rear; even t 

kitchen has a bank of windows | 

ing in that direction and giving g 

daylight for work. Attached gar 

broadens the front elevation. Ext 

value features include ample storag 

attractive fence and post lamp f 

service yard, tool space in garag 

This home was one of the last pre-w 

designs built by Charles Margot 

Tarrytown, N.Y.; completed in 1% 

Livability WBe 

— a | 
' 

| 

o 
o| 
| 

KITCHEN | 

7 GARAGE 
t-O°K22-6" 
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DESIGNED by Architect Burnett Vickers, this 

7 house is of average size, about 26,000 cubic feet; 
main portion 28 by 27, with overall length of 52 

feet. Exterior is finished with hand-split shakes. 

BED Room 
14-0°X 13-3" 

Beo Room 
13-0°X 20-0" 

;" 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
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“yAPPINESS 
FOR SALE? 

gales UTE More Youu umetA gipes! 

Fa eeertent ge wo eo 

Seattle builder shows how to 

develop an attractive Title VI 

neighborhood of 200 small 

homes without monotony 

HEN Frank McAbee, prominent 

Seattle building contractor, and 

his associates undertook to de- 
velop “Columbia Ridge” as a neigh- 
borhood of low-cost yet individualized 

small homes for war workers in the 
nearby Boeing aircraft and Todd ship- 

vard plants, they decided to limit 

themselves to three basic floor plans 

for the 200 four- and five-room homes 

laid out for this tract. 
They felt that the utmost in mass- 

production economies would have to 
be realized in the construction of these 

houses if the desired low selling price 
of $4,100 to $5,100 was to be made 

good, and that three carefully de- 

signed types—with their variations— 

could be skillfully enough placed on 

the gently rolling terrain and curving- 

THREE-LEVEL design for house plan No. | (see street view for variations). 
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street building sites of this develop- 

ment as to avoid any monotony of 
appearance. 

The limitation in stvle and _ siz 

they calculated, would give them th 

cost-cutting benefit of standardize 

operations, while the simple honest 

and winsomeness of the house design 
ing plus individual landscaping woul 

provide the desired sales appeal. 

The results of this development 
procedure, now completed, sold an ng 

occupied for a little more than a year 

have been so satisfactory that the 

local regional director of the National 7) >! 
Housing Agency cites “Columbia \" 

Ridge” as his idea of the proper is 

pattern for much of the private 7 ‘'@ 
enterprise home building in the post- 
war period. Wholesale development 

+ 

Beo Room 
it-6°% 10-0" 

SRE ae Ey 

a ae WO. 
COMET TPE 

Floor Furnacd* | ry. 

Living Room 
{TL 3°X 13-2" Ben Room 4 & 11-6°X 15-0" 

i 
Cem Stoop 

FLOOR PLAN 



38-6" | 

Sink 

IT : 
é 9 on oe" BED Room 

LAUNDR 
Bile 

[Re ee 6-'TX10-6 10-9°K10-4 

GARAGE Ret HW Tank BClos 
19-0" 

Floor Furnace} 
— 

Living Room € Lin 
17-O°K13-3" 

BED Room 
10--9°X 1{- 0" 

« e f = 

wits Only 3 Designs ae Con Stoop : 
~ FLOOR PLAN — " 

develop- Mm methods plus good architecture will, Su > : 

otony of Me he feels, give the American home 

® seeking public the sort of good low 

and size. Mcost homes it wants and can afford. a 

them the MM “Columbia Ridge” was laid out by oes 

idardized Me Continental, Inc., with 200 wide shal- lee oe: Y : 

honest ts on curving streets, gravel } 28 , ‘ fe ie 

se design- MM surfaced, concrete curbs and side- est ——— a 

ng would ks, sewers, city water, electricity. en —— 

eal. four prominent contracting firms a ail —— —s 

‘elopment HH handled the construction, each build- a as -— i = 

sold an ing 50 houses. They were F. R. — - = 

un a year McAbee, Inc., Ray Seelye, Inc., — ; ——— 3 

that the \rthur H. Ormsby, Inc., and Swan- ws : 

National 9) 200 Construction Co. Paul Hayden — 

Columbia Kirk, architect, furnished the three z 

e proper § basic house designs with their three 
private- ( standardized floor plans and numerous 

the post: changes in exterior materials, roof 
relopment § ‘Treatments and entrance details. 

ONE of the exterior variations of plan No. 2 shown above. 

9-8°% 8-0 
Bep Room « 

> 9-S413-3 

THIS design No. 3 appeared in December American Builder with garage at side. 
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FRONT view of one unit of Normandy Village showing how 

the buildings are offset for better light and air and privacy. 

Normandy Village is the answer of private building to the 

size and type of apartment, grouping of buildings, and the 

method of financing for post-war rental projects in U. S. A. 

ILBUR DUNHAM, Guy M. Rush and the Bowers 
Organization operating as Normandy Village, Inc., 
seemingly have anticipated the future types of rental 

families and have put their studied analysis to practical 
use in the planning, building, and renting of apartments 
in their buildings which make up Normandy Village in 
Union, New Jersey. 

There are six buildings, as on plot plan, page 58, with a 
total of 96 apartments. Each apartment has its own 

front entrance, whether upstairs or down. Similar to 
apartments in most modern apartment buildings in large 

cities, there are no back doors. All service of every nature 

is in or out of the one entranceway. Sunken trash and 

garbage containers are placed near each single or double 
entrance porch, nicely screened from notice by low 

shrubbery which was just being set out at the time the 
illustrative pictures were taken. 

There are 68 three-room apartments and 28 four-room 
apartments. The former rent for $47.00, and the latter 
for $57.00 per month. The smaller apartment has one 
bedroom, while the larger has two bedrooms. The dif- 
ference in rent is $10.00, yet the management stated that 
the larger apartments rented first. This desire for more 
room at more money per month, is understandable dur- 
ing these days as most of the tenants are war workers 

in surrounding plants, and the contents of their pay 

envelopes are in excess of normal times. 

The fact remains, however, that there are 68 three- 
room apartments and 28 four-room apartments. This 
percentage of smaller to larger quarters fits into the 

analysis of what the future rental demand will be. 

Such thinking suggests that the way to plan future c m- 
munity rental buildings for living is to study people, as-ts. 

For instance, the size of the average family in 1890 was 
over five persons. In 1943, the average family has less 

than three human beings. 
It is obvious, therefore, that smaller apartments, better 

as to services, equipment and privacy, and with garden 

areas sufficient for extended green vistas, will be needed 

to compete in the future rental field. As has been made 

apparent, there is no longer a social stigma against di 

vorced people. An increasingly larger percentage 0! 

modern marriages are not successful. This fact tends t 
divide an otherwise normal household into two units, both 

of which are smaller in numbers of individuals. This 

means two living quarters, instead of one, and both con- 

taining less rooms. 

Another fact which contributes to the analyzing ot 
future rental markets is that the average age of people 
is increasing. This means smaller and more automatically 
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FOMOMORROW’S TOWN 
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how GRASS, shrubbery and trees will complete the project. Below is + y, i < 

yvacy. shown the attractive entrance to the garages and parking areas. 
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r pay 
pay FOUR different floor plans, depending upon their locations in the 

hree- buildings, make up the entire layout of Normandy Village. 
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CHIMNEYS for heating plants are located at the ends of buildings along driveways. 
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serviced rental quarters. Besides thj 
the increased number of widows yw) 
live on insurance incomes Suggest 

smaller units. And, as the number ; 

employed women in America i increagl 
es, it isn’t good business to forget thi 

they, even “though they may get maj 
ried and have babies, will keep 

working to be sure their family gill 
comes are kept up to what the 
need to maintain their standards 
living. 

Normandy Village comprises 4!) 

acres close to the center of a sia 

city, and its buildings occupy only |! 
per cent of the land. Grass, shrub As 

bery and trees will make the whos : 
project an inviting location to boty "4 — 

present tenants and future reales of mal 
The apartment sizes are right, thi Phi: 
services are complete. In fact, a tenar . of uni 

can lock his front door and go awaji— accom 
for any length of time, enjoying com) habili 

_ plete assurance that his private estab the sq 

lishment will carry on safely withoy @ or 4 
him. me apply 

Ray Tillou, who was in charge ogg ?™°°?P 

all construction, took your reporte — 
over the property and explained thy 
job. There are 30 garages for ren os 
at $6.00 per month, and 35 outsid 7) ..)) |); 

parking bays. Driveways lead fron @ {her 
the main highway, which runs pas @ pri 

the front of the property, along bot! toot 
sides to the rear where the garage _° syst 

are located. Play yards for childrey gy "°'™ 
and drying yards for home launderin; k — 
are available. Laundry facilities i: 4 Fo 
basements will be part of the service ie 
when the necessary equipment is mai!) >! 

available after the war. i 
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Here is a second article on a rapid and 

sure method of arriving at costs on 

small jobs without taking time _ to 

figure out material lists beforehand 

by Oscar F. Pederson 

AST month we published a list of “square-foot” prices 
and told how they are used for quick estimating otf 
costs for repairs and remodeling operations for small 

jobs. By using this system, you eliminate the necessity 
of making out material lists for every job figured. 

[his method of estimating makes use of a simple table 
of unit prices of material and labor (see additional list 

f accompanying this article) for most items needed in re- 
habilitation work. All that is necessary to do is to figure 
the square-foot count, or lineal-foot count in some cases, 
or unit prices, on every item needed for the job. Then 
apply the proper prices and you will be able to give a 
prospect his price within a matter of minutes. 

lt is, of course, important to figure each and every step 
needed to do the job. The sample estimates and sketches 
illustrating this article show the steps necessary to do 
the work outlined. The unit prices, as shown, allow for 
all lumber, nails, waste, labor, ete., for every operation. 
there is nothing extra to add to these prices. Chicago 

, which are average, are used in determining “square 
ivot” costs, and labor is figured at $2.00 per hour. This 
system can be checked by figuring a typical job in the 
normal way and then applying your local prices to the 
quare-foot method. 

For an average example of small jobs, a typical open 
sack porch is illustrated. Following is the method of 
guring the erected cost of it by using the square-foot 
et vl 

Size 
8/0x16/0, set on concrete blocks. 
8/0 ceiling height, 2x8 floor joists 
16” O.C., 1x4 clear porch flooring, 
6x6 posts, 2x4 roof rafters 16” O.C., 
ommon roof boards, 90 lb. slate- 

suriaced roll roofing with paper 
under, flashing to be roof cement, 

ed-type roof with closed-in ends, 
+” boxed-in cornice, Common steps 
+/U wide, 2x4 top rail and 1x4 knee 

. Figured at Chicago market 
prices for material, and allowing 
+2.) per hour for labor. 

Look 

Material 
and labor 

¥ 8x12x12 concrete blocks .@ $1.50 $ 13.50 
J under each post which 

allows for a frost line 
6” deep) 

§ 6x6 12/0 posts ................ @ $6.00 $ 18.00 
6x6 timbers are always 
cured at 50c per lineal 

‘t installed) 
6 8/0 timbers lookouts @ $4.00 $ 8.00 6x6 16/0 header beam ....@ $8.00 $ 8.00 

oq. tt. 2x8 No. 1 floor 
ists 16” Q.C, ...............-@ $ .13 $ 16.90 

- 1. tt. 1x4 clear porch 
fee nteegs: ae .20 26.00 <00 Sq. ft. 2x4 No. 1 —_ ° ve ratters 16” O.C, .............-@ $ .15 $ 30.00 e¢ sketch—rafters are 

ired at about 12/0 long 
-W0 Sq. ft. No. 2 roof boards. @ $ .12 $ 24.00 

« Squares 90 Ib. roll roofing 
., With paper under ............ $5.00 $ 10.00 8 ‘/ lineal feet 4” boxed-in 2 ce No. 1 W. ine 5 

ND cir @ $ .25 $ 4.25 a *” fascia and 4” soffit) — it eal feet No. 1 common POPS cccenenncces nvvenenneesereneee @ 7 $ 15.00 - treads and stfingers and 1x8 risers 

Quick-On-The-Trigger Estimating 
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35 lineal feet 2x4 top rail and 1x4 knee rail @ $ .30 $ 10.50 
3 4x4 4/0 newels ............- ...@ $2.00 $ 6.00 
40 sq. ft. 1x6 vertical partition @ $ .20 $ 8.00 

Total selling price $198.15 

6x6 porch timbers are always figured at 50 cents in 
stalled per lineal foot. If it is necessary to figure for let 
ting lookouts in to brick work, charge $5.00 extra for each 
one. Front and rear porch steps are always figured at 
$.75 per lineal foot of tread. This takes care of treads, 
risers, and stringers but if there is a winder charge in 
extra $15.00 for each one. This takes care of extra mate 
rial and labor. Notice that on this porch there will be 5 
treads and the steps are 4/0 wide, hence 20 lineal feet o1 
tread. Figure 4x4 square newel posts at $2.00 each. 
Now let us assume that a customer wants this porch 

closed in with galvanized 16-mesh screens from floor to 
ceiling with a screen door at steps and a transom screen 
above. Take the perimeter of the porch, which is 
$/0x16/0x8/0, making a total perimeter of 3 sides of 32 
lineal feet. We know that the height to the beam is 8/0 
so let’s multiply 32 ft. x 8 ft. This gives us a total of 
256 sq. ft. Here is your quick estimate: 

260 sq. ft. 16-mesh galvanized porch screens @ $.40, $104.00 
Extra for framing at screen door. Nominal charge 6.00 

Total selling price.................. 

The price of 40c per square foot allows for either mill- 
made screens or carpenter-built screens. If the screens 
are mill made, the labor is less. If the screens are car- 
penter made, the material is less. This allows for screens 
1%” thick rabbetted together and fastened to the hand 
rail as necessary, and allows for all ordinary framing that 
you would come up against on a job of this nature. 
Now let’s tackle something a little more complicated 

like the 2-story open rear porch replacement for a 2 flat 
building, as sketched. 
SPECIFICATIONS: 8/0x24/0x24/0 high 

(Continued to page 87) 
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PERSPECTIVE sketch showing the different items for figuring the cost of this open back porch, 
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OB USE of Precut Framing is 

primarily a matter of distributing 

materials to their final destina- 
tions and nailing them into place. 

We are assuming that the “office” 
tasks of listing and ordering lumber 

and planning the work, together 
with the “shop” precutting, have 
been completed. ‘The job is ready 
for the full-speed-ahead signal. 

The bundles of knock-down as- 
semblies, as well as the exact-length 

studs and other precut items literally 
fall into place. The use of hand 
saws is virtually eliminated. Car- 
penters use their full time for pro- 
ductive work, as they need no longer 

prepare each stick for its place. 
Measuring is minimized. 

Kven with relatively unskilled 
labor, each piece fits perfectly, as it 
has been manufactured that way. 

Furthermore, the framing will be 
complete. There is no opportunity 
to overlook putting in even the last 

cripple, for it is lying at the carpen- 
ter’s feet where the bundle was 

broken. 

Inspectors, constructing quarter- 

masters, FHA staff—in fact, all su- 
pervisory agencies—like the preci- 

sion of fit which makes every joint 

full-bearing and uniform without 
shimming. Not only is the framing 

neat in appearance, but it is a strong 

How to Handle and Assemhb|k 

Precut Framing on the Jobji:.: 
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Accurate Cutting and Bundling Mean 

Less Hand Labor and Confusion at the 

Site; All Members in a Bundle Are 

Quickly Nailed in Their Proper Places. 

Look for Widespread Use in Peacetime. 
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defense against uneven settling, plas- savings have been accomplished witihgency © 
ter cracks, etc., which occur with inac- the same carpenter crews as woulgper. or! 
curate joinery. The completeness of build the job under old methods; aniggpe elim 
the framing saves time in back- they have been attained also app series 
checking, thus sparing not only grief projects with relatively unskillefBogether 
but an item of expense. 

Cost savings on Precut Framing tion is the ability to drive nails. 

jobs have been in the neighborhood 
of $10.00 per thousand board feet of direct saving in dollars. Beyongy 
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PRECUT framing arrives on the job in ready-to-asgemble bundles. 
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RECENT wartime expansion of plant pineer 

pictured below called for several inter. One 
esting innovations, including use of pectic 

timber trusses and cinder blocks to ast W 

save critical materials. Also unusual rees 
was the radiant heating system in The 
stalled beneath concrete floor pictured egisté 
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in the interior view of plant at the left. 
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Post-War Stores and Plants Will Have |E 

Satisfactory Results from Radiant Heat- ee ee TTT 

ing Systems in Wartime Plants Point 

to Wider Use; Survey Shows Interest 

in Radiant Heating for Post-War Homes 

expected to bring some of the greatest changes due 
to technological improvement that can be looked for 

in peacetime building. Most of the new ideas have been 
tried out only in wartime construction, this principally 

in plants and military buildings. In the residential field 
changes in heating have largely been limited to critical 

material saving ideas. 

In the factory field radiant heating is one of the types 
that has found new successes. For instance, when the 

Murray Corporation decided to build a 60- by 80-foot 

addition to its plant at Towson, Md., the main objective 

was to construct a modern factory with the use of a 
minimum amount of metals and other critical materials. 

But there was also a unique by-product achievement. 

A radiant heating system was installed in the plant addi- 
tion, operating from the same stoker-fired hot water 

boiler that supplies the standing radiator system used 

in the office and the unit heaters used in the old portion 
of the plant. 

Here, under one roof, are three distinct and different 

types of heating systems functioning within a single Rapiant Heatinc Cou Layout 
plant, and affording an opportunity for a direct com- 

Tew heating of post-war structures of all types is 
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parison of results. The Murray Corp. is a “heating en- 
plant [pineering laboratory,” as well as a war plant. 

linter. § One indication of the results is suggested by an in- 

ase of [mepection trip made on one of the coldest days of the 

cks to ast winter, when the outside temperature was ten de- 
nusual rees and a strong wind was blowing. 

pm in The office building, with standing cast iron radiation, 
ictured fpegistered 75 degrees and “had an atmosphere of stuffi- 

ress.” The original factory building, with unit heaters, 
vas 70 degrees and “felt cold and drafty.” The new 

nddition, with radiant heating, was 65% degrees and 

was “definitely comfortable” and there were “no drafts.” 
The president of Murray Corp. half-jokingly reported 

hat employees were competing with one another to be 
ransferred to the new addition. He added that man- 
hgement and personnel alike were “sold” on radiant 

leating. 

™ These reports came after a full heating season’s ex- 

@perience with the system, during which unusually cold 
Miveather for extended periods was encountered. 

The radiant heating system consists of 2360 feet of 
Y%4-inch wrought iron pipe assembled into three 
‘banks” of grid coils. Strips of one-inch Celotex, eight 

nches wide, were laid on the six-inch crushed stone 

WHhill under each run of pipe. A six-inch topping of con- 
Mrrete was then poured. 

§ Several factors influenced Murray Corp. officials in 

Mieciding upon radiant heating for the plant addition. 
Wlhey wanted a concrete floor but were fearful of em- 

Sployee discomfort. Radiant heating was a natural answer, 
ms they also wanted to utilize every inch of floor space. 

he left. 

ve E etter Heating 

oe ts i 7 

“& 

“LDING the three banks of grid coils for the Murray Corporation radiant heating installation; straight runs for 1%-inch wrought 
"7°" pipe resting on 8-inch wide strips of l-inch Celotex. To complete floor, 6-inch slab was laid; drawing at left shows Icyout. 
f 
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QUICK FACTS ON RADIANT HEATING 

A recent survey by a well known research 

organization on “wants” in post-war homes 

made the unusual disclosure that better than 

40 percent desired radiant heating, when 

asked, “What type heating system would you 
prefer?” 

Radiant heating is simply a system of pro- 

ducing comfort conditions by means of large, 
warm room surface areas. These basic prin- 

ciples have been known for centuries; Roman 
conquerors of the British Isles ran flues from 

their fires under the floors and around the 

walls. Practical use of the idea made little 
headway in this country until about 6 or 7 

years ago. 

Radiant heating is same as conventional 

forced hot water system, except that pipe coils 
are substituted for radiators. Mot systems 

have these heating coils in concrete slabs, 
which may or may not be on the ground. 

Recommended practice calls for 6- or 8-inch 

course of gravel or crushed stone under slab 
on ground, with waterproofing between where 
there is appreciable moisture. 

A properly designed radiant system will 

mever produce floor surface temperatures 
above 85 degrees. On past experience, such 

heating systems will average from 6 to 10 per 

cent of total cost of structure; operating econ- 

omy from 15 to 30 per cent can be expected. 
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LARGE new steel structures under construction in heart of Mexico City. Neon signs are erected while building is under way. 
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MODERN apartments, as shown above, are springing up in all 

parts of Mexico City despite war. Note single course walls below. 

Viva Mexico! 

War or no war, Mexico builds 

—and builds—and builds! 

American Builder's roving edi: 

tor, Joe Sanders, reports thal 

Mexican builders are free from 

directives, restrictions and gov: 

ernment regulations. 

Finds plenty of American luxury! 

materials being used and wor 

ders whether this is still an 

other form of our lend-lease. 
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O you think that all the freedom- 

loving countries now waging war 

against the Axis have folded up 
their building industry for the dura- 

tion ? 

Is all the world deprived of the 
privilege of building now? 

Do builders and contractors every- 
where tussle with a maze of forms, 

regulations, restrictions, directives, 
and interviews with Government offi- 

cials to obtain a few feet of wire, a 

roll of fence, or a new bathtub? 

If you think such is the case with 
building men in all the United Nations 

lend me your ear while I pour forth 

just a few of the highlights of the 
unprecedented and almost unbeliev- 

able building boom that is under full 

swing in the land of siestas, fiestas, 
and colorful enchantment lying just 

below our southern border. 
| speak of Mexico. Particularly of 

its beautiful mile and a half high cap- 

ital—Mexico City. 
Today, in the midst of war, Mexico 

City is a builder’s paradise. To ride 

around the town is to get an eyeful of 

PLENTY of labor and U.S. materials appear available for these 
new Mexican homes, which are being built by the hundreds. 

NATIONAL Lottery Building (right), features frame of steel (from U.S.?). 

—_ 

By Joe Sanders 

new office buildings, new apartments, 

new homes, new streets, new monu- 
ments, new trunk highways, new gov- 

ernment buildings, and to see new 

schools in small towns, or where there 
are no towns at all, new bridges span- 
ning the charmingly named rivers and 

streams. It is all remindful of Long 

Island of the late thirties or the Chi- 

cago boom of the middle twenties. 
And American materials are much in 

evidence. 
There is only this difference: In 

Mexico City one sees more new build- 

ings today, war or no war, than one 
saw in our own country at the time 

and places mentioned. 

Believe it, dear restricted reader, 

for it’s true! 
So widespread and general is new 

construction activity that the ques- 
tion, “How much of this is going 
on?” is answered with a typical latin 

shrug of the shoulders and the com- 

ment, “It’s everywhere.” 

The best idea I can give you of 
“how much” is to repeat the story told 

me by my guide, Fernando, who was 

65 

Brick and stucco used on smaller structures. 

told by an elderly American matron 

whom he had escorted about the 

city that “Mexico City is very nice, 
Fernando, but I would rather come 

back when it is finished.” 
If there are any shortages of steel, 

plumbing, electrical wiring, hard- 

ware and other items for which many 
of you would give your eyeteeth, my 

careful questioning over a_ three- 
week period failed to locate the bot- 

tleneck. 
The only thing that appears to be 

acutely scarce is government restric- 

tions similar to our L-41 and M-208, 
bureaucratic red tape and all the 

other “war measures” that have con- 
fused and constricted our building 

program and have practically shelved 
a vigorous industry for the duration. 

When a Mexican wants to build, 
his government doesn’t seem to worry 
him much about the need of critical 

materials for their country’s war ef- 
fort. He puts up the pesos and gets 

his house—muy pronto. And if the 

house needs a few of those American- 

(Continued to page 93) 
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Sold 1320 Prefab Farm Buildings In) Si 

Co. of New Lisbon, Wisconsin, which prefabbed and 

sold the astounding number of farm buildings men- 

tioned in the title of this article. Yes sir, everybody’s 

doing it including Darrow. 

Fi co. of New Lis doing it! including J. R. Darrow 

“J 

market might be, and what items the market woul# , of su 
most readily absorb, Mr. Darrow made a study of th§§ py or 
needs of farmers in his territory and then built a feW§ ....qy 

buildings and tried them out on farms. These firs WI 

buildings were built up in cooperation with H. M. Wari 
A recent national survey of prefab activities reveals Agricultural Engineer of the Masonite Corporation fron sap 

that 65 per cent of lumber yards are selling materials for stock plans and were not, at first, prefabbed. As thi. ck 

prefabbing farm buildings. This average of 65 percent buildings proved to be successful in use, the plans wer .....on 
varies according to localities. For instance, the middle _ re-designed so as to be suitable for prefab construction ;,. ; 

west farm belt showed the percentage at 80, while Darrow started in making up the prefab sectiong 

throughout New England the percentage hovered with one power saw but found his demand increasing 

around 25. The west and Pacific states are doing it to so rapidly that he had 60 men working by the middié 
the tune of about 50 per cent. And, of all The t 
the builders now doing this sort of work, 88 shown 

per cent say they are going to continue the photo 

activity after the war because the volume has ‘ ; detail 
grown steadily since they have been in the . ceed had be 

business. stock 
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of summer using a battery of DeWalt power saws. 

Floors, sides, ends and roofs are nailed up and stacked 

ready for transporting and erecting on the farm. 
\Vhile any general locality will be liable to use build- 

ing of the same type, Mr. Darrow’s method of checking 
up on the most desirable types first, and then prefabbing 

stock plans of the buildings most suitable, is strongly 
recommended. Bolts and nuts are most generally used 

fastening the sections together, and substantial 

(Continued to page 86) 

The tilttop hog house 

shown above in the 
photo and at the right in 

detail drawings, after it 
had been prefabbed from 

stock plans, proved to 

be a popular item with 

Mr. Darrow who is shown 
demonstrating it to the 
farmer wearing coon skin 
cap and high boots. The 

hog house is made of six 
sections bolted together 

in such a way they can 

be dismantled if desired 

for cleaning or storing 
when not in use in the 

field. The prefabbed 
method of construction 

has two of the four floor 

joists fastened to the 
bottoms of the sides. 
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prefabbed farm buildings in sales. The hog house 
shown in the photo with its floor, sides and ends 
ready to be bolted together is Mr. Darrow’s pre- 

fabbed version of the stock plans shown at the 

left and directly above. This hog house is of the 

sunlit type, having sliding door openings in the 

narrower side of the roof which is shown on the 
south side elevation. The sides and roof are made 
in stock lengths so that they can be fitted together 

to make hog houses of lengths to suit the 

farmer's needs. The house rests on 2x4 sills 

SOUTH SIDE ELEVATION which act as skids for dragging over the ground. 
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How to Build a Space-Saving Unit 

SMALLER rooms in homes and more intense living make 

it necessary to take advantage of every possible square 

foot of area whether it is horizontal or up and down. Here 

is a practical unit that can be fastened to the inside of a 

closet door. Its width and height will vary according to 

the size of the door. 
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1944 Ushers In an Era 

Calling for Initiative 

How-to-do-it, and doing it, make 

up the best paying kit of tools 

you can carry with you to any job 

1 T_ 

(=i | 

How to Make a Hanging Wall Cabinet 

MANY kitchens lack a place where a quick breakfast can 

be eaten, yet there is wall space enough for hanging a 

cabinet similar to the one shown in the sketch. The front 

folds up when it isn’t being used as a table and the brace 

lies flat against it. The compartments can be built in any 

size and shape to suit the uses they will serve. A con- 

venience outlet can be located in the lower part for con- 

necting an electric coffee pot or toaster. 

This type of cabinet can be made to serve many purposes 

in addition to informal eating. It will be of use as a desk, 

telephone shelf, wrapping place, and storage for cooking 

books. Spices and small cans of kitchen supplies can be 

kept handy yet out of sight when the front of the cabinet 

is closed. Side pieces should be rabbetted to receive 

shelves, and the hinges for the door strong enough to bear 

the load that may be placed on the opened shelf door. 
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How to Make Two Different Kinds 
of Building Ventilators 
BUILDING ventilation is one of the most important de- 
tails of practically all types of construction. This is true 
of homes as well as farm or storage buildings. Below is a 
type of roof ventilator that gives positive results because 
of its natural chimney-like suction inside the flue. The 
proportions of a 12” by 12” flue and the double vent, as 
indicated on the drawing, is right for satisfactory results. 
Care must be exercised when flashing the work to assure 
there will be no leak due to a driving rain. A sliding door 
in the ceiling at the bottom of the flue provides control 
of the volume of air to be taken out of the house or build- 
ing at any particular period of the day. Flues help con- 
trol excessive moisture and condensation. 

2"x6'x 10° 

WATER vapor, or 
moisture in the air, 
is the wordst enemy 
of almost any kind 
of building construc- 
tion. The proper use 
of ventilators is a 
guard against ex- 
cessive vapor. 

VENTILATORS of the louver type, as shown below, are 

normally used in the gable ends of houses to provide an 
escape for air from the attic space. The small one illus- 
trated here is designed for a cement block type of farm 

building where ventilation for animals or fowls is impor- 
tant. The angle of the baffle strips prevents rain from get- 
ting inside, and the hinged door provides manual control 
of the passage of air to suit varying conditions. A screen 
is fitted over the inside of the louver frame, between it and 
the door. The simplest construction is a square frame 
with butt joints and such a louver is suitable for a masonry 
wall where the sides of the frame are flush with the out- 
side surface of the wall. For house use, frame and baffle 
boards should be rabbetted. 
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How to Figure Cost Breakdown on Average Price Small Home for Post-War 
WITH plans new being drawn up for homes which build- 
ers expect to start on as soon as the war is over, restrictions 
lifted and materials made available, one of the important 
phases of such planning is estimating future costs. Of 
course, no one knows what prevailing prices will be at that 
time, when it arrives, but the chances are that the relation- 
ship as far as percentage of cost of the various principal 
items going into a home will remain about the same. 

To help you establish a possible basis for calculations, 

TRADE (TYPE OF WORK) 

the table below shows the costs of excavation, concrete work, 
mason work, rough and finish carpentry, lath and plaster, 
tile work, linoleum floors, painting and glazing, roofing 
and sheet metal, plumbing, heating, electrical work, grad- 
ing and sidewalks, and miscellaneous, and the percentage 
each is of the total. These figures were arrived at by taking 
the average housing unit built between Oct. 1, 1935, and 
Sept. 30, 1943, in Canada. For this period the average 
total cost was $3,924. 

| Dollars |Per cent 

Excavation 117.7 3.0 
Concrete work... 266.8 68 

Mason work.... 247.2 6.3 
ee), a a CT Ts 843.7 21.5 
Finish carpentry. 773.0 19.7 
Lath and plaster....... 294.3 7.5 
Tile work....... 74.6 1.9 
Linoleum floors...... 47.1 iZ 
Painting and glazing... 211.9 5.4 
Roofing and sheet metal. 137.3 3.5 
Plumbing . 376.7 9.6 
Heating ..... 290.4 7.4 

Electrical work... SCRIBD EE ee 125.6 3.2 
Grading and sidewalks 70.6 1.8 
Miscellaneous ....... 47.1 1.2 

Total 3924.0 | 100.0 

0 §5§ 10 IS 20 25 
PER CENT 
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How to Build a Hen House Using Mostly Non-Critical Materials 

POULTRY raising on a small scale is fast becoming one 
of America’s best methods of assuring family supplies of 
foods without relying upon the number of stamps left in 
the ration book. Appreciating this fact, the plans for this 
backyard hen house are offered at this time so that you can 
have them handy for early spring building. Many families 
will be planning on raising chickens in 1944, and a sub- 
stantial house for them is imperative. Also, the house must 
be ready when the chicks arrive or mortality will be high 
and disappointment follow. 

The only sizable pieces of wood needed for this house are 
the roof rafters, and they could be pre-cast concrete. An 
asphalt roof over gypsum plank, and insulation board on the 
underside will make a good job. The nests and roost can 
be made of small pieces of lumber. This hen house will 
appeal to practical chicken raisers because of its rat-proof 

FIRESAFE ROOFING AND 
\--. r di 

construction, permanence, the insulation feature, and lack of 
upkeep. The 10 x 12 sun porch should be fenced and hosed 
occasionally. 
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How to Lay Linoleum for Long Life 

PROBABLY the four most important things to think 
about when putting linoleum on either wood or concrete 
floors are temperature, condition of floor, adhesive, and 
protection of edges. On wood floors, a felt pad is recom- 
mended for’a linoleum base, and on concrete no pad is 
needed. If the concrete floor is in a basement there is 
the need to be sure it will not get damp from moisture 

How to Build Concrete Steps 

WHETHER new construction or rehabilitation work, 
this is an excellent method of building a foundation for 
exterior porch steps. If the foundation wall is already 
in place, a star drill will make a hole for a bolt, with 
large washers and nuts, to extend clear through the wall 
ind into the footing. 

2) “4 
—— Wall 

Linoleum 

§ Cap strip : 

: [ Wood cove Cap strip, 
7 

4 

Flagstone steps 
Ne 

a . oS OSES: Seeds 
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underneath. A good way to test the possibility of damp- 
: Foundation : ness is to lay a piece of linoleum on the floor for a day 
: to slope to top : or so. If it is damp on the under surface when lifted, 
: . . Oe. : : : the floor needs treatment before linoleum is laid. Any 
: Foundation—“}0. . Fe 97 of- footing. : bend or cove, or edge, should be protected with a backing 
: on? .. : of wax, or wood strip, or molding to insure a satisfac- 
: . s tory job with long life for the linoleum. 
: Sasement : 
: Floor PTITtIIiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iii iit 

T : +. wr! ¢ % 5 4. oY ' P a ee 

: Br reer cat .. Drain tile > § H 
: Wetec ee: : +: How to Lay Out an Ellipse for Arch : 

: peceoncesqnssquenasesnsasooseocooseseseonesoonnosennsonssoesansssonenesoocesest : : 

: “| : 
: {PSST POSSCS TS SS SSSSS SOS SSSSSEEESHSSSTSSSSASSSeHEeeeseeeEEeSESSESseESeEsSsESESS, : h_ 4 

aE : i 2 | : 
; : How to Make a Closet Shoe Rack ; (63 S| : 

: > USING every available bit of space in homes, especially } =! : 
: : in storage and closet areas, is good sense. Here isshown : $ | Major Axis3 : 
: ? a cross section of a closet giving proper dimensions for =  & : 
: : a practical shoe rack as well as hook strip and hanging =: $ : 
: : pole. A raised floor, as shown, prevents dust collecting =} $ : 
: : on closet floor. : : : 

: a: I"x 2° Shelf bis : 

: : ‘i : : TWO methods are shown here for making an accurate 3 
: : Ss :  § ellipse. One is for smaller work and makes use of a } 
: : > : = piece of cardboard or straight edge, which is marked 3 
: : 4 : & with two dots, one being half the length of the minor : 
: : = : § axis from the end, and the other half the major axis. 

iE : » : § The measuring piece is moved, as shown in the sketch, 
: : wo : § and the point where dotted line falls outlines ellipse. : 
: : H : The string method is for larger work, and makes a : 
: : : : perfect arch when the string is measured accurately, as : 
: : : : indicated, and held with a pin or nail at each end equi- : 
: : : : distant from the ends of the major axis. A pencil then §& 
H : . A tel $ § outlines the arch as the string swings through its arc, as 
: : lox aeee : : shown in the sketch. These methods give true ellipses : 
: : . pes =e : : for nice arch work. : 
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HANDY NOTEBOOK WORK SHEETS 
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JOB HELPS 

Prepared by 

Don Graf 

on the job. 
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fo] | Fyieting wal) PG) Existing wall 
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“l2$P Compresso! 

+ = i>—Double doors 

Vapor barrier 
Existing floor ze 

SECTION 

The plans for many houses of the future will incorporate home 
freezing plants, for in no other way can meats, fruits and vege- 
tables be always available in the home at an advantageous cost 
and in perfect condition. Basement installation is recommended 

The horizontal locker type of zero box is preferred to the vertical 
walk-in type since less cold spills out when the compartment is 
opened. Then, too, the contents are more easily placed and re- 
moved in the horizontal box type 

A one-half horse power compressor will accomodate the plant 
shown, and a kitchen refrigerator as well 

Builders’ short cuts, time savers and 

how-to-do-it ideas shown in convenient 

3x5 notebook size for use in office or 

A continuing editorial 

feature appearing monthly. Sheets or 

notebooks are not for sale or avail- 

able from any other source than the 

editorial pages of American Builder. 

Shiplap, NOT laid tight SS eo 
Studs, 24 16" Ye ———_* N+. 3343 WN Yo . , * y . 10" Mineral wool insulation ———* 
Asphalt paper with sealed atl 

laps for vapor barrier > 
fnsulatitig fiber board rN \ 

sheathing laid tight — 

HOW TO BUILD A HOME FREEZER (2) 

HOW TO RESURFACE CONCRETE FLOORS 

Old slab cleaned, roughened, dampened—4 
Slash coat of cement and water ——4 
J"wearing course 1-1-1434 mix— 

QUANTITIES 
30saft of 1” top 

1 sack cement 
-O4 yds. sand 

. O65 yds. stone, max. Ve 

Old concrete slab to be resutiaced must be clean of loose particles, 
grease, oil, paint, or other materia] which interferes with bonding 
of the new top 

Saturate slab with water over night. Then allow to dry 2 hours 
No pools should be left standing 

Brush on a thin coat of cement mixed with water to the con- 
sistency of heavy cream or thick paint 

Place the wearing surface before the slush coat has dried or set 
Screed to proper true level, float with wood float, and trowel 

to desired smoothness 
Careful curing will determine the amount of wear the new top 

will withstand. Protect carefully with wet sand, wet burlap, or 
waterproof paper as soon as new surface can be sprinkled and 
walked on 

Not more than 5 gallons of water should be used in the mix 
for each sack of cement. Screeding, floating and troweling should 
not bring free water to the surface. Do not dust top with dry cement, 
or sand and cement, to take up excess water 

SAiplap ~ 

Shiplap 
24s on 

hr 

The inclosure for the 10’ 
pletely with a moisture barrier of asphalt (tar paper taints food) 
paper sealed at the laps with liquid asphaltum and cleated in 
place with lath nailed thru to studs 

Hemlock, pine, spruce or fir can be used for the shiplap lining 
of the 35° room and the zero box. Paint made especially for re- 
frigerators should be used — not common paints. An undercoat 
and two finish coats provides a sanitary finish 

Good doors with hollow rubber gaskets will cut leakage and 
reduce operating cost. Zero box hatches should be 5” thick; inner 
door to 35° room should be 8” thick; outer door 3’ thick 

S* insulation srk = 
Vapor harrier “z= 
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chemists down in Laurel, Mississippi. 

THESE new uses of wood’s basic ingre- 
dients are triumphs of modern research 
and imagination. A unique gun, devel- 
oped by Masonite research men, liter- 

Wally “explodes” wood, freeing its cellulose 
Myiber in varying degrees of plasticity; 
Mreeing also wood’s natural cement, 
m/ignin, which gives trees their great 

trength. 

Next, these two materials are bound 
ogether at various controlled heats and 

eyPressures— producing, among other 
hings, Masonite Presdwoods, the ligno- 
ellulose hardboards, with new and 

museful combinations of physical qualities. 

er > o 

EN WHO ASSAY THE 

14 

Masonite Presdwoods have glass-like 
smoothness, yet do not shatter or crack. 
They take all types of paint and baked-on 
finishes, yet do not warp when properly 
used. They are strong in every direc- 
tion. And they can be easily worked by 
carpenters with ordinary tools. 

Masonite products are now going into 
more than 500 different war jobs, sav- 
ing rubber, steel, aluminum and other 

FORESTS 
. ee 

Secrets long held deep in the trees of the forests are being disclosed today by a group of 

Working with prominent scientists throughout the 

) country, they are doing undreamed-of things with wood’s basic ingredients. They are develop- 

Jing new materials (from the heaviest to the lightest made from wood!), creating hardboards 

\with new properties, and discovering new uses for the famous Masonite* Presdwoods.* 

strategic materials. You can secure 
Masonite Presdwoods for war-essential 
construction today—and after Victory, 
quantities will be available for exterior 
and interior walls, panels, ceilings, for 
cabinets, counters, furniture and scores 
of other jobs. Masonite Corporation, 
111 W. Washington St., Chicago 2, II. 
*Trade-mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. “Masonite” identifies 
all products marketed by Masonite Corporation 

COPYRIGHT 1944, MASONITE CORPORATION 

MASONITE PRESDWOODS <4 

pee te LIGNO-CELLULOSE HARDBOARDS 
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Mavyse the war will be won by next summer; maybe" 
re Brick 

Buff, Ivory White and Smooth White. 

Asphalt-Sealed Sheathing 

Building Board 

Insulation Lath 

Roof Insulation 

Thriftex Wallboard 

Colored Tile and Plank 

Decoblend Tile and Plank 

*Hard Board Products 

tremely popular blend of coral tones), Green, 

The FLINTRKOT. 

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20, N.Y... . attanta .- sostol CH 

bom 

*Tapered Strips 

Thikbut Strips 

Cedartex Thikbut Strips 

*Stalwart Strips 

Hexagon Strips 

*Square Butt Strips 

Flintlock Shingles 

Staple-lox Shingles 

*Super Giant Shingles 

*These Flintkote Products hav 
“gone to war.”’ They'll be back soo 

Dutch Lap Giant Shingle — 

the Nation will still be fighting throughout the year..7 j" & 
- jn = - ’ from 

Whichever it is, you can figure on Flintkote for ’44_ 

| Figt 

You can figure to make money and save worry be- Asb 

cause Flintkote has planned ahead to meet what- ont 

: , FOES (Mahe 
ever comes...and to meet it to your satisfaction. j Sen 
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Figure on Flintkote Insulation Boards Figure on Flintkote Asphalt Shingles 

Structural or decorative, Flintkote For the finest in fire-resis- - 

Insulation Board Products do their tant Asphalt Shingles, Flint- s 

jobs well and beautifully. kote has always been the a 

Flintkote Decorative Tile and first word and the last. perch 

Plank provide both insulation and Distinctive colors and practical, proved type . 

decoration at one low cost. give Flintkotedealers added selling opportunities ; 
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Ideal for low-cost residential or 
commercial work, this famous line 
of mineral-surfaced asphalt sidings 
saves building time, does away with 
outside painting. 
Brick-type siding in strips or rolls 

eh eee See 

als ts 

Figure on Flintkote Asphalt Sidings Figure on Flintkote Cold Process 

Built-Up Roofing 

Flintkote special Cold Process Felts 
and Static Asphalt provide rugged, 
durable roofing. This new method 
supplements Flintkote’s line of hot- 

4 

ear ‘Individual siding shingles applied built-up roofing materials. 

Many designs and colors to choose 
from 

446 Figure on Flintkote Roll and 

Figure on Flintkote Built-Up Roofings 

Asbestos Sidings Low cost per year after year of service is a feature 
of Flintkote Roll and Built-Up Roofings. 

One of the finest lines of all as- Smooth Roll Roofings include: 
peel bestos- cement sidings, Flintkote . . 
} gives you a wide range...and a oo a 

first-quality product. 
And for rich coloring and extra fire-resistance, Flint- 

Three butt lines: Three surface finishes: kote Mineral Surfaced Roll Roofings! Plus a com- 
Waveline Tapertex plete line of Built-Up Roofing Products. 
Shake Woodgrain 
Straight-Edge Smooth 

Fireproof protection for exterior walls. Figure on Flintkote 
. 7 

les 7 : Asphalt Coatings and Plastics 

sean on be The name for dampproofing and waterproofing [} m= 
Ss materials is Flintkote! Meeting rigid specifica- - 

estos Shingles tions, Flintkote Static Asphalt Coatings will ~~ 
These fireproof shingles are made of two not flow, alligator or crack and will outlast any known type of 
everlasting materials — asbestos fibers bituminous material when exposed to weather. 
and portland cement. They provide top 
protection and long life. Woodgrain fin- 

d type ish on Dutch Lap, smooth finish on Hex. 
Figure on Flintkote 

Figure on Flintkote Insulated Sidings Rock Wool Insulation 
2S 59 : : 

Insulation Board, ll 1 Those who didn’t last year... will this 
- hae me, 0 OS year! Flintkote’s line of rock wool insula- 

‘unities 
5 tin OR 

Ss inch thick, is saturated and . . ' 
les coated with asphalt and sur- tion sells itself with every drop of the 

f thermometer. s , faced with hard mineral 
Shingle’ granules. Very attractive. 

An ideal siding. Available les ; 8 , ng n brick and stone designs. 
Figure on Flintkote for '44 

Talk today with your friendly Flintkote repre 

sentative. Or write nearest branch office. 

cts havq These Flintkote Products have 
ack soot gone to war.”’ They’ll be back soon! 

COMPANY... 

| Company 

{ CHICAGO HEIGHTS - DETROIT - EAST RUTHERFORD - LOS ANGELES - NEW ORLEANS - WACO 
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Look Before You Leap—({ great 
importance right now is the matter of 
securing materials and procedures to 
insure the early completion of private 
war housing programs. Some builders 
are unable to complete’ projects 
through lack of equipment and mate- 
rials, and higher priority ratings must 
be secured in many areas. We have 
just learned that certain changes are 
being discussed within WPB which, 
if adopted, would not only seriously 
damage construction now underway, 
but would definitely prevent our un- 
dertaking a substantial part of the bal- 
ance of the war assignment. It is 
incredible that at this late stage fur- 
ther obstacles should be set up. 

Carroll F. Sweet, Managing Direc- 
tor of the Chicago Home Builders 
Association, in his latest bulletin re- 
flects the views of the entire industry 
when he writes his members: 

“The new quota is out. What a 
thrill that would have brought six 
months or a year ago! However, we 
have learned in the last few months 
the serious problems of construction 
under existing conditions. One won- 
ders what we can use for floors? Or 
joists? Or furnaces? Or refrigera- 
tors? Or bathtubs? Here’s what we 
must TRY to build to carry on OUR 
WAR JOB: 500 conversions and 2,515 
new units. Good luck, men, but 
THINK BEFORE YOU ACT! This 
is no time for kid’s play nor spontane- 
ous combustion. IF YOU CAN'T 
SEE YOUR WAY THROUGH, 
DON’T START!” 

Senate Ups Lanham Act Amount 
—On the strength of reports that 
the $50,000,000 installment allowed by 
the House for Lanham Act housing 
would have a retarding influence on 
the war production program, the Sen 
ate Appropriations Committee was 
persuaded to double the amount. Fol 
lowing this action by the Committee, 
the Senate approved the measure and 
sent it back to the House for concur- 
rence. The bill will go to conference 
for adjustment of the differences in 
the House and Senate language 
Whether the fund for publicly 
financed housing under the Lanham 
\ct will remain at the $100,000,000 
level, or will go back to the lower 
amount fixed by the House, is still a 
matter of speculation. 

Finally More Ranges—A month 
or two ago we advised you that 64,000 
electric ranges would be authorized by 

Oe oe 

By Frank W. Cortright 

Executive Vice-President, National Association 
of Home Builders of the United States 

WPB for next year. This week for- 
mal announcement was made, and 
some war workers will be able to pre- 
pare meals (if the food hasn’t spoiled 
for want of a refrigerator). Another 
order releasing about three million 
pounds of fabricated copper and cop- 
per base alloy parts for builders finish- 
ing hardware, cabinet locks and pad- 
locks was issued. Basic production is 
gradually catching up with the over- 
all needs of the armed services as 
evidenced by such orders as these. 

Bathtubs?— A pparently bureau- 
cracy, functioning at its worst, has 
swallowed up the 163,000 bathtubs 
practically promised the war housing 
program some months ago. Although 
the production of this number of tubs 
was urged by NHA and FHA, and 
although important divisions of WPB 
recommended approval, the request 
was first reduced to 50,000 tubs. Last 
month it bogged down completely 
through WPB’s effort to have them 
produced in areas where the labor 
employed would not interfere with 
more direct war production. 

Tight Lumber—Recently we re- 
ferred to the two limitation orders 
which will become effective January 
Ist; M-361, controlling about 50 per 
cent of the southern yellow pine pro- 
duction, and M-364, covering seven 
hardwoods (oak, ash, hickory, yellow 
birch, hard maple, rock elm, and 
beech). Amplifying our statement, 
we would say that this partial freeze 
method was decided upon only after 
serious consideration of an overall 
lumber freeze. A clue to the tight- 
ness of the situation can be found in 
the restrictions in the orders, viz; 
purchase orders which would increase 
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inventory beyond a 90-day supply are! 
prohibited, and the provision that 
WPB may allocate specific quantities 
and control deliveries without regard 
to preference ratings. The steady de. 
cline in production is largely due tof 
the lack of manpower. War construc.fJ 
tion, boxing, and crating with yellow 
pine, naval landing craft, Army trucki 
bodies, and dunnage lumber for the} 
hardwoods, all steadily increase. The 
use of war prisoner labor in _ thef 
forests may furnish some relief inf 
moving more lumber out to the mills} 
but the situation will be dangerousl)§ 
tight for some time. 4 

More Federal Aid?—Ad minis.” 
trator Blandford of NHA announce) 
that proposals are now being studied) 
concerning Federal aid in land ac-@ 
quisition. While no complete legis.4 
lative program has firmed up as yet™ 
Mr. Blandford believes that NHaAj 
should be doing its part in exploring] 
various broad plans whereby privatel)J 
financed postwar residential construc.§ 
tion can be stimulated. He has em. 
phasized that NHA is not only re¥ 
examining Federal Housing legisla] 
tion now on the statute books, but if 
also exploring new ideas. His refer-J 
ence to aid in land acquisition indi| 
cates that NHA shares in the com/§ 
monly-held view that private industr 1 
cannot undertake to _ rehabilitat) 9 
down-at-the-heel areas without Fed 
eral help in acquiring the land. 

Primarily, Administrator Blandtor : 
feels that the formulation of specific] 
postwar housing programs is a local} 
responsibility to be done mainly b;/¥ 
local builders, lending institutions) } 
and real estate boards. He believes) 
“cities must decide whether they wan/¥ 
to be big or small, industrial or resi 
dential.” Each locality must decid: 
on the extent and type of new hous. 
ing that it will need. Thus, he woul 
not have the Federal government ste; 
into the picture until the locality hai j 
decided such fundamental question] 
as: (1) the total need of new housing ® 
that can be financed by private enter ‘ 
prise; (2) the amount that will need 
indirect Federal aids such as mortgage] 
insurance or secondary credit ; (3) they 
amount that will have to be finance: 

(Continued to page 78) 
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ag . Wins enthusiastic praise 

—_ in 300 test installations 

y wan) 9 

‘decid: “Couldn’t do without it.” “Best investment I ever 

hous made!” ‘‘We point with pride to our good fortune in 

woul having this equipment.’’ These are typical comments 

nt re ; received from people who helped test Servel’s new 

Pre { All-Year Gas Air Conditioner. 

ousing Three hundred of these installations were made in 

enter homes and certain types of commercial buildings through- 

boner : out the country. Careful records of costs and results 

( 3) the ; were kept, and frank opinions of users secured. In every 

nance(aE case the verdict was the same. . . undreamed-of comfort 

all year round, at a surprisingly reasonable cost! 

Servel’s new All-Year Gas Air Conditioner is the re- 

sult of nine years’ engineering and research. One compact 

unit performs all six basic air-conditioning functions— 

cools and dehumidifies in summer, heats and humidifies 

in winter, provides air circulation and filtering the year 

round. It combines all the advantages of indirect-fired 

heating and absorption refrigeration, in one simple-to- 

operate complete air conditioner. 

This new equipment will be available for your post- 

war clients just as soon as production capacity is re- 

leased from war work. Write today for the full story 

about Servel’s All-Year Gas Air Conditioner. Address: 

Servel, Inc., Evansville, Ind. 

SERVEL, Inc. 

SERVEL GAS REFRIGERATORS are standard equipment America’s Leading Makers 

in the nation’s finest apartments. of Modern Gas Appliances 

U 
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(Continued from page 76) 
by the government under existing or 
new forms of assistance. 

Mr. Blandford cited the FHA mort- 
gage insurance program as a good 
example of the type of industry-gov- 
ernment cooperation which can be 
profitably applied and perfected on a 
much broader scale. Under the FHA 
program, more than $5,000,000,000 in 
private funds have been channeled 
into housing investments at little cost 
to the government and the producers. 

While war housing has first call on 
our activities, Mr. Blandford stated, 
we are now headed down the home 
stretch of that assignment and are 
increasingly finding the time to look 
at the job ahead. We are making 
plans for the disposition of war hous- 
ing. We are proposing that we con- 

tinue to build houses during the pre-- 
victory period to the extent that man- 
power and materials are not required 
by the war effort. 
We are reexamining federal hous- 

ing legislation now on the statute 
books and, as part of this process, we 
are starting to study new proposals 
such as federal aid for land acquisi- 
tion. We are reviewing the housing 
experience after World War I and 
we are rechecking over-all estimates 
on housing needs after World War II 
and on housing’s place in the total 
national economy. We are about to 
launch an analysis of wartime expe- 
rience with new materials and meth- 
ods. However, none of this work can 
be a substitute for the activity that 
must be carried on in the communi- 
ties. 

WAR and POST-WAR HOUSING 

CALL FOR WOOD and LAUCKS GLUE 

AR-LEARNED LESSONS will 

shape housing of the future. 

Laucks Glues make possible the 

most modern techniques of stress- 

cover construction — wallboard glued 

to framing members —a “miracle” 

factor in the erection of war housing 

“cities.” Post-war housing too, will 

call for the speed, strength and du- 

rability of the best war-born projects. 

Laucks Glues and Laucks Glue 

techniques can solve tomorrow’s 

problems as they have licked the 

“toughies” of wartime construction. 

I. F. Laucks, Inc., world’s largest 

manufacturer of water-resistant and 

water-proof glues, can help you. For 

complete information, write or wire: 

I. F. LAUCKS, Inc. 

Lauxite Resins — Lauxein Glues 
CHICAGO, 2 — 6 North Michigan Avenue 
LOS ANGELES, 1 — 859 E. 60th Street 
SEATTLE, 4 — 911 Western Avenue 

Factories: 
Seattle, Los Angeles, Portsmouth, Va., Lockport, N. Y. 

In Canada: 
1. F. LAUCKS, Ltd., Granville Island, Vancouver, B. C. 
HERCULES-LAUX-MERRITT, Ltd., Stanbridge, Quebec 

. LAUCKS CONSTRUCTION GLUES 

Consult LAU CKS—America’s Glue Headquarters 
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Good Thinking—The House 
Committee on Public Buildings and 
Grounds under Chairman Fritz G. 
Lanham heard testimony this week 
from Herbert U. Nelson, Executive 
Vice President of the National Asso- 
ciation of Real Estate Boards; Eric 
A. Johnston, President of the Cham- 
ber of Commerce of the United 
States; and other outstanding repre- 
sentatives of industry. It is very clear 
that the problems of postwar employ- 
ment, and the responsibilities of pri- 
vate enterprise in planning to meet 
these problems, are uppermost in the 
minds of all industry groups at this 
time. The committee itself believes 
that there must be no competition by 
government in the postwar period. 
Furthermore, they recognize that our 
probable national debt of a quarter of 

_a trillion dollars makes it advisable 
to limit beneficent expenditures. It 
seems safe to predict that when these 
hearings are completed, probably late 
in January, the committee’s recom- 
mendations will be against the use of 
federal funds for postwar public hous 
ing. 

Ask FHA About Increased Costs 
—Many builders do not realize that 
Section 603 cases, where actual costs 
exceed original estimates “because oi 
rises in construction cost levels prio: 
to or during the construction period,” 
may be reworked. Builders faced with 
increases beyond their control, should 
request FHA field offices to recon- 
sider their cases to obtain the benefit 
of changes which have occurred. FHA 
has indicated a complete willingness 
to reflect supportable increases of 
labor and materials in their findings 
and reconsideration of many cases 
can and should be made. 

NHA Olfices Reduced—wN H A 
has revised the set up of its regional 
offices from ten to eight, abolishing 
regions three and five. Region three 
is absorbed by regions two and four 
Thus, the states of Maryland, Dela 
ware and New York will be included 
in region two at New York City. The 
state of Virginia will be grouped in 
with region four located at Atlanta 
but a sub-office under Clifford Boyd 
is being established in Baltimore 
W ork involving the Washington area 
will be handled directly by the na- 
tional NHA office and will be under 
the immediate supervision of Assist- 
ant NHA Administrator Coleman 
Woodbury. 

Virtually the entire midwestern 
area is being consolidated under Wil 
liam K. Divers who will be Directo: 
of a greatly expanded region six in 
Chicago. This shift involves the 
merger of the Chicago region six wit] 
region five which formerly had its 
headquarters in Cleveland. Under the 
reorganization, the states of Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Indiana, West Virginia, 
Kentucky, Ohio and Michigan will 
be included in the new consolidated 
region. The remnants of the old re 
gion six will be absorbed by region 
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seven under the direction of Joseph 
fufts with headquarters at Kansas 
City. Region seven will now include 
the states of Kansas, Utah, Wyoming, 
Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri, lowa, 
Minnesota, North Dakota and South 
Dakota. According to NHA officials, 
this reorganization will result in a 
saving of $85,000 a year. 

Arthur Walsh Important New 
Senator—The appointment of Ar- 
thur Walsh to the Senate to fill the 

) unexpired balance of the term of the 
late Senator Warren Barbour of New 
Jersey, is news of the most welcome 
sort to the home building industry. 
[hrough his work as Assistant Ad- 
ministrator of the Federal Housing 
\dministration during the early days 
of that agency, Mr. Walsh gained an | 
intimate knowledge of the problems | 
of home financing and construction. 
In fact, he took a leading part in 
drafting the original FHA action, 
collaborating in this connection with 
Charles Edison, the present Governor 

New Jersey, at that time Director 
Soi the National Emergency Council. 
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As second in command under Ad- 
ministrator James Moffett, and later 
under Stewart McDonald, he 
largely responsible for the early suc- 
cess of the mortgage insurance pro- | 
gram. 

* * * 

' OPA Boosts Prices 

(Continued from page 35) 

Office of Price Administration today to 
add $3 per 1,000 board feet to basic max- 

} imum prices of 12 specific grades of this 
material.” 

‘To facilitate production of the light 
nstruction types of lumber now in 

heavy demand as a result of changing 
requirements of the war program, the 
Office of Price Administration increased 

was | 

(Continued from page 35) 

with a definite purchase 
the total public, 84% are investing in 
one or more of the following: Was 
bonds, life insurance, savings accounts. 
mortgage retirement, other investments 
Over half of the people questioned say 
they will have accumulated savings equal 
to at least a tenth of their annual in 
come by the end of the vear 

If the war ended tomorrow, 
U. 
purchases along the following startling 
lines: 3,675,000 families intend 
new automobiles. This is a familv re 
sponse for new cars. Therefore, 

in mind. Of 

64% ol 

to Iu, 

sales, fleet ownership of passenger cars 

maximum prices for Douglas fir di- | 
mension lumber and boards.” 

‘To cover increased production costs, 
the Office of Price Administration today 
announced an increase of approximately 
* per cent in ceiling prices for all grades 
and sizes of red cedar shingles.” 

“Oak flooring maximum prices at the 
manufacturers’ level were increased ap- 
proximately 24 per cent and pecan floor- 
ing about 21 per cent by the Office of 
Price Administration to meet increased 
production costs and to obtain greater 

r eduction of oak flooring for war 
rposes 
“Action was taken to remedy a situa- 

on where demands for oak flooring for 
var housing and factory construction 
nd maintenance exceed production. 
vhich has declined materially because 

higher costs. Inventories have been 
depleted. The increase in ceilings will 
e reflected in prices paid by the ulti- 
nate buvers.” 
“Western white pine logs produced in 

Washington and Oregon west of the 
‘ascade Mountains were given dollars- 
an(-cents ceilings today by the Office of | 
Price Administration. The new prices 
ire | aPproxim: ately $1 per 1,000 feet log 

. higher than the previous ceilings.” 

U. S. Chamber of Commerce 

S. families believe they would make 

the 
figures do not include possible used car 

does it 
an im- 

commercial 
exports. 

no. 
means 

by 
include 
mediate postwar market for family auto 
mobiles of $3,307,500,000 

Two thirds of as many 
spend $1,215,910,000 for household ap- 

COM Pale >, 
This 

families will 

pliances. And so it into home 
furnishings where there is indicated an 
immediate postwar household furnishing 
market of $711,410,000! As for the post 

goes 

war demand tor new homes, 1. 540,000 
families intend to build or buy a new 
home within six months after the war is 
over. 

23, say they will spend $3,000 
less; 270% say they will spend $3,001 to 
$5,000; 18% say they will spend $5,001 
to $10,000; 12% say they will spend 

Continued to page 80) 
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Save Heat... and Time... in 

COMMERCIAL GARAGES 

Tight closing keeps drafts out, keeps heat in. Easy operation 

saves time, reduces maintenance to a minimum. Electric door 

operators provide efficient remote control. 

Use the BARCOL OVERdoor and Electric Operator 

Get this equipment NOW for remodeling jobs. Be sure to 

specify it when complete new garages can again be built. The 

owners of commercial garages now having BARCOL OVER- 

doors and Electric Operators swear by this equipment, not at it. 

High quality materials and construction, experienced engineer- 

ing, and careful installations insure accurate, durable, depend- 

able operation. Let us prove these claims . . 

FACTORY-TRAINED 

| 104 Mitt Ba. 

SALES and SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 

BARBER-COLMAN COMPANY 

ROCKFORD, ILL. 
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more than $10,000; 20° say they are 
not certain how much they will spend 
In this connection, tt is important to 
take into account the income brackets 
of the people questioned. However, this 
means a postwar home building boom ot 
at least $7,184,800,000. 

In addition are the home and farm 
improvements contemplated. 39° of the 
home owners in America say that if the 
war ended tomorrow, they would almost 
certainly make some sort of improve- 
ments or repairs in their properties with- 
in six months. In addition to improving 
farm homes, 67° of farmers who own 
their own farms say they would also 
make farm improvements. All of which 

...- makes TRU-BILT EXTERIOR the most 

practical, economical and speedy exterior 

Using pure phenolic resin glue, TRU-BILT EXTERIOR is manufac- 

tured by an exclusive process which includes a continuous assembly 

line minutely synchronized to produce a superior uniform product 

in solid sheets up to 72” x 144” (not scarfed). 

TRU-BILT EXTERIOR offers: 

Minimum of Warping 

Minimum of Shrinkage 

A BINDER IMMUNE TO MOISTURE 

WEST COAST PLYWOOD CO. 

Manufacturers of DOUGLAS FIR PLYWOOD 

adds up to an immediate postwar farm 
and farm home improvement market of 
at least $7,500,000,000. 

FHA Rolls Along 

(Continued from page 35 

entire country is expected to have a 
scarcity of capable builders prepared to 
resume new home building activity in 
the early postwar months, even though 
building organizations now operating 
throughout the country are less than 25 
percent of the number expected to be in 
operation during the first post-war year. 
During November the mortgage insur- 
ance totaled $59,537,800 which financed 
the construction of 12,972 proposed new 
family dwelling units for war workers. 

| American Builder, and every month 

Minimum of Checking 

Smoother Surface 

ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON 

| would like to get in touch with as many 9 pee 
of the firms as possible who advertise § d 

| in the American Builder with a view of 
| acting as an agent for them in this rom 

American Builder, January 1944.) Amer 

LETTERS— 

(Continued from page 7) 

You make reference to these two- 
family units as duplexes, but in this 
area a duplex ordinarily refers to one 
unit above the other. Where the two 
units are side by side, they are usually 
referred to as double houses. 
We plan to build some more of these 

units under new priorities. —F. C, 
TUCKER, President, F. C. Tucker Co,, 
Indianapolis, Ind. 

Planner in Navy 5 

To the Editor: 1 am very interested § 
in the post-war planning cause, and am J 
making plans for post-war myself. 

Although at present engaged at the 
Boston Navy Yard, I never forget the 

look forward to my copy. Will remain . 
here in the Yard until we can go and® 
build the real American Home again 
—M. J. KAMAITIS, Boston Navy 
Yard, 

en 

Where it counts 

To the Editor: 1 have carefully 
noted your recommendations in con- 
nection with a _ national housing 
policy, and you may be sure that in 
the event any legislation is brought 
before the House of Representatives : a 
for consideration, I will keep your] 
comments in mind. — EVANTF 
HOWELL, Congressman from IIli-| 
nois, Washington, D. C. 

Satie ACEI abate a 

English builder looks ahead 

To the Editor: I have in front of me 
an old copy of the American Builder 
dated March, 1936, and which I have? 
read many times over and envied the 
American Master Builder who is able to 
incorporate sO many ingenious ideas in 
his house building plans. 

3efore I go further with my praise of J 
your magazine I will introduce myself. § 
[ am the son of an old English firm of § 
builders, and a Master Builder myself. 
[ went to Australia many years ago, and 
was a member of the Australian Build- § 
ers and a manufacturer of concrete prod- 
ucts. When I came back to this country 
just before the war, I was astonished at ¥ 
the lack of progress in the building 9 
trade, and I only had time to build one % 
block of huts before the restrictions on 
building came into force. I am thankful 
that the war has given us time to seek 9 —and 
new ideas, and America seems the place § Whetl 
to look for them. Be all th 

This is where I want your help. | “rad 

note in your magazine a list of building J ¢,. 4 books. Will you kindly send me a cop thse 
of the most up-to-date building books 
also a copy of the American Builder 
each month for the future. I have an 
office and show rooms in London, an 

2-W; 

— 

country. — BERT HEFFER, Cobham § 
Surrey, England. F 
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Pleasingly designed and finished, this @ 
Service Equipment combines @ D. P 
35 Amp. AC Thermag Circuit Breaker 
for range circuit, and 4S. P. AC Thermag 
Circuit Breakers for light and appliance 
branch circuits (Cat. No. SE41-3L7F — 
list price $11.00.) 

egpetan The “Load Center’’ 

= sis well-named 

To it comes the main feed line for the electrical system. 
From it radiate the wires that carry current to the electric 
range —the lamps —radio—vacuum cleaner and other 
appliances that help make life more pleasant . . . When 

rested 
id am fj 
7 

tthe § you build, choose wisely. Select 

nontt A LOAD CENTERS 

emain | SERVICE EQUIPMENT 

o and @ and PANELBOARDS 

ae 7 They are safe — will serve you uninterruptedly — require little 
or no attention—are efficient and attractively designed. 

In Bulletin 63 and 67 
you'll find them fully described and illustrated — with a 
wealth of detail as to specifications, wiring diagrams, etc. 

Oy Write for your copies . . . Frank Adam Electric Company, 
etully Box 357, St. Louis (3), Mo. 
. con- | 
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and then Wright rubber tile flooring will again be available. 
© Whether made of natural or synthetic rubber, it will possess 
> all those characteristics for which Wright has become famous— 

if lone life, lasting beauty, low maintenance. Check your new elp. ‘ 4 . - . , * 
llding §) {°°%!M8 Prospects now. Help them plan their Wright floor 

t tor that time when we'll have rubber again. 

o seek | 
> place 

a copy ; : : : 
the Flooring contractors: Now is the time to get lined up on our 
wilde 2-Way Profit” proposition. Write for details. ¢ 7 
uve pi WRIGHT RUBBER PRODUCTS DIVISION 

c . Taylor Manufacturing nag | 
3050 W. Meinecke Ave., Milwaukee 10, Wis. n, and @ 

; many § 
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FINISH THE FIGHT — 

HTUB-
 it 

South 
Pacific 

iim e
 3 

Here a couple of soldiers are cleaning up while a 

watchful buddy stands guard against Jap snipers. 

After this experience, you can just bet they will 

enjoy relaxing comfortably in a real bathtub when 

they get back home. 

© That will be a great day for them — and for you. 

For peace will permit the manufacture of millions 

of much-needed bathtubs, lavatories and sinks for 

new and remodeled homes. 

© Then you will want to consider Formed Iron 

Fixtures for the houses you build. These smart, 

modern products are light though strong — easy 

to transport and install. Your clients will find that 

the acid-resisting porcelain finish is easy to clean 

and remains lustrous and beautiful. Many of these 

Formed Iron Fixtures will have an added selling 

feature, too — porcelain on ARMCO Ingot Iron. 

© For 30 years people have been seeing the ARMCO 

trademark on metal products of all kinds. They 

recognize it as a mark of the highest quality. This 

familiar ARMCO label will help clinch many a sale 

for you and assure lasting satisfaction for your 

customers. The American Rolling Mill Company, 

201 Curtis Street, Middletown, Ohio. 

WITH WAR BONDS 
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American Builder’s Original Post-War 

Program Endorsed by National Leaders) ::' 

NTICIPATING the great necessity for straightforward and 
adequate planning for the post-war era, especially in the home- 

building portion of the building industry, the American Builder's 
issue of May 1943 contained an 8-point Plan to Bridge the Gap 
from War to Peace. 

This May 1943 issue created considerable talk throughout the 
building field, and it was the beginning of concentrated thought 
regarding the problems for post-war operations and their answers. 
After five months of consultations throughout this country, a 
special issue was published in October, again making clear that 
the way from War to Peace is with Private Building. 

In the box ruled off directly below in this column is a con- 
densed version of the several points brought out by this magazine 
both last spring and last fall. In the column at the right are 
comments from leaders interested in the future of America. 

It is obvious that very little if any disagreement can be found 
with the broad, constructive, and democratic thinking repre- 
sented by these endorsed points for post-war prosperity as pre- 
sented last vear. All that is needed now is their orderly carrying 
out as military, and no other, conditions dictate. 

Frank W. Cortright, Executive Vice President, National 
Association of Home Builders: “We are told that to take up our 
full share of the post-war employment need, we must build 
1 million homes a year. Unless our planning is adequately done, 
many millions of war workers and veterans will be without 

1. Plan NOW for building up to 1,000.- 

OOO homes per year after war. 

2. Rescind War Production Board re- 

strictive Order L-41 just as soon as 

possible. 

3. Keep FHA strong, efficient and 

ready to work constructively with 

private enterprise. 

4. Private loan groups to organize 

broad national plan for insured 

home financing. 

5. Demand Congress take Federal Gov- 

ernment out of home-ownership 

activities. 

6. Revise obsolete building codes and 

give full sway to technical progress. 

7. Promote both home-ownership and 

private building of rental garden 

apartments for low income groups. 

8. Reform local real estate taxing meth- 

ods. 

jobs. li we fail, the alternative will be a dole, apple peddling | 
bread lines and leaf raking. As an association, we are determined 
that these conditions shall not again come about. 

“At the earliest possible moment WPB order L-41 preventing ind 
all non-war construction must be relaxed. The building industry }:)., 
cannot quickly undertake the post-war job if it must start from 
a dead center of inertia. 2—TE 
“We believe it desirable that all financing of construction be 258 

done by private lending institutions without assistance from@ >" 
Government. We believe that FHA or similar insurance will @ ‘* 
be necessary if we are to reach the full volume of production # '° 
assigned to us. Some part of the million homes annually wil 9 
require special insuring procedures for that housing involving a 
element of risk which private financing could not, and should not @ UP © 
be expected to assume.” 

CORAL 

7 

Green favors private enterprise 

William Green, President of American Federation of Labor 
“The spirit of free enterprise, individual initiative and devotior 
to our democratic processes is reflected in the construction of 8 
homes erected in every city, village and community throughou § 
the land. The one lesson we learn out of this experience is the ®® |jver 
vital necessity of preserving for all time both the spirit and prin 17 , 
ciple of free enterprise for ourselves and for future generations.” WW ayth 

Douglas Whitlock, President, Producers’ Council: “It is not 
enough to sit back complaining about Government interference an 
demanding that the bureaucrats keep out of the field of privat 
business. We must meet the challenge by coming forward wit 
sound plans for returning the responsibility for construction t 
private industry. 

“I urge the construction industry to intensify its efforts 
reduce building costs, as a means of broadening the market fo: 
housing and other construction after the war and thus providing 
hundreds of thousands of additional jobs for returning servi 
men and the rest of the nation’s labor force 

“Great savings can be made through prompt revision of loce 
building codes which slow up or prevent the adoption of nev 
building products and improved construction methods. Repre 
sentatives of the industry should organize in every communit 
to encourage local building officials to adopt tested money-saving § 
ideas as soon as they become available 

“There are no drastic changes in prospect for the post-war] 
home, and the public wouldn’t be receptive if the dreams of 
fantastic prophecies which have been published regarding post-§ 
war homes were to materialize. The post-war home will bil 
better built and represent a better value than the pre-war home { 
and will contain new comforts and conveniences. but it still wil ! 
look like the sort of home the public knows and wants.” | 

John B. Blandford Jr., Administrator, National Housing 
Agency: “It is my firm belief that the fundamental decisions o@ 
post-war housing must originate with our communities themselve: 
I believe our communities must decide how much and what kin — — 
of housing they need—acting in consultation with the local citizer 4 SE 
who will live in the housing, the builders and workers who wi | 
produce it, and the lenders who will finance it 

“If federal assistance is desired—in planning or financing orf Reade 
any other phase—recommendations should be submitted to Con Ameri 
gress and to the federal agencies involved, in accordance wit! im 05 V 
our democratic procedures. It will then be for the Congress t Please 
determine the nature and extent of federal assistance.” tems, 

Eric A. Johnston, President, United States Chamber of Con B Nant 
merce: “We favor the following principles—that Congress looks «i 
the construction industry to eliminate its own peaks and valle: 4 

Rodis ae: ie Street 
so far as possible and in that way to make its own contribution ti 

“dj : , el é . aCe 
providing useful employment, and does not expect that industr 9 <\'ty 
to stabilize our whole economy E OCCI OCC 

“That the federal government will not undertake any activitt 
in the field of housing which will compete with private builder *> 
or interfere with the community’s responsibility.’ 
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Catalogs and How-to-do-it 

; Information 

5 1—HOW TO GET THE MOST FROM YOUR PORTABLE ELEC- 
rs. TRIC TOOLS—This is the title of a special section in 

3 he new catalog just published by Skilsaw, Inc. De- 
; ened as a handy guide to greater production and 

ver tool life, this wartime maintenance manual is 
of illustrations and valuable suggestions on the 

re and operation of portable electric tools. It also 
ries complete data on and working illustrations of 
Skilsaw portable electric tools preferred in war 

venting ,luction and construction.—Skilsaw, Ine., 5033 
idustr) ® Elston Ave., Chicago 30, Il. 
“t fron 

. 

ddling, | 
rmined 9 

2—THE WHY AND HOW OF HOME  INSULATION— 
i mall folder describes Gilman Cellulite blanket in- tion be ; : 7 - : 

» toe tion, which is said to have the following advan- 
ce wile s: light weight, weighing only 4 ounces per square 
duction Me 100t: made of virgin cotton; easy to install; flame 
ly wil tant and vermin-proot ; safe to handle; does not 
ving an i sorb water; odorless ; will not pack down , saves 
aa os § up to 30 per cent of fuel; fits any house; no priorities 

led. Also included is a paragraph of instructions 

{ how to install Gilman Cellulite—Cellulite Insula- 
eB tion Sales Co., Gilman, Conn. 

Labor ") 3—WARTIME INFORMATION FOR THE DELIVERY TRUCK 
levotion @} OPERATOR—J he title of a 54-page booklet which has 
‘tion ¢ been issued by The Studebaker Corp. An out- 
ughou @ standing feature of the booklet is that it provides de 
e is th ery truck operators with the complete text of ODT 
id prin- 7, establishing wartime delivery restrictions, plus 
tions.’ ithoritative interpretations covering both the regu 

is not tions and general permits issued under them. This 
nce at material is further supplemented by a series of ques 
priva ns and answers on the entire subject of govern 

rd with)® ment regulations of wholesale and retail deliveries. 
ction tJ} Another section contains numerous suggestions re- 

carding truck conservation and maintenance in war- 
forts t time. It is informally written, applies to all makes 
rket fe trucks and furnishes useful data on truck care, 
roviding uses of tire wear, lubrication requirements, minor 

servi istments and operating economies.—The Stude- 
Corporation, South Bend 27, Ind. 

0} 1000 “9 4_ “HERE'S WHAT'S COOKING!”—A new folder put out 
— itilator dealers explores the market for this 
Repre in relation to post-war homes and living com- 
myn Included are four attractive renderings of mod- 
y-savint yoms of tomorrow, designed around this fire- 

unit.—Heatilator, Inc., Syracuse 5, N. Y. 
post-wa 3 
eams of) S—NOT HOUSES—BUT HOMES—This is the title of a 
ng post- let which has been written to describe the 
will bh sote Precision-Built system of construction and 

ar home t <plain the difference between this and other 
still thods of construction. Eight steps are listed in 

t planning and buying of a Homasote Home, and 
Housing back page of the booklet is a 13-point sum- 
SstOns OF of the story of Homasote Homes.—Homasote 
omselve Lrenton a: N. ® 
hat k i — — 
rome ¢ , ‘ ee Png i 

cit") SERVICE COUPON—CLIP and MAIL fo CHICAGO. 

: 
neing omy Readers Service Department, 
to Cor American Builder, bong Ac 

nce wittfe (O° W. Adams St., Chicago 3, Ill. 
woress ti Please send me additional information on the following product 

p) tems, or the catalogs, listed in this department: 

of Con : s Numbers 

(January, 1944) 

s looks iName 
d valle ¢ : Street 
ibutior - 
industry <'Ty State 
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activiltt i 
builder umd a *D : . . . % ease note that occupation must be stated if full service is to be given. 
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Photo by Office of War Information 

Two “OLD TIMERS” 

still on the job 

This aged worker and his Stanley “Bailey” Plane — both 

old enough to have been retired years ago — are on the job 

daily in a West Coast airplane plant. To this craftsman, 

working with a Stanley Plane is still a pleasure, — and all 

the more so because he knows his work is contributing to 

winning the war. 

Hand tools are playing a very vital part in this mech- 

anized war, — not only in building planes, tanks, and ships 

but also in maintaining them. The demand for Stanley 

Tools for war work is tremendous. That is why they are 

difficult to get and why it will pay you to take good care 

of those you have. Stanley Tools, New d 

Britain, Connecticut. 

1843 [STANLEY ] 1943 

TRACE MARK 

STANLEY TOOLS 

‘The Tool Box of the World”’ 



Fitting precisely 

INTO YOUR PRESENT 

BUILDING PLANS 

Whatever the size or type of homes you will build 
they are going to have fireplaces — — and Bennett 
Fireplace Units and supplies can contribute to 
faster, more economical construction and complete 
castomer satisfaction. 

Your choice of two models — the Fresh-air or the 
Recirculating Bennett Guaranteed Unit enables you 
to make sure of... 

(1) Smoke-free draft. 

(2) Generous, evenly distributed heat. 
(3) Elimination of cold floor-drafts. 

(4) Stopping the loss of heat from the rest 
of the house. 

Those are outstanding sales advantages. 

Now re-engineered for greater efficiency than ever 
before, the complete Bennett line will be in produc- 
tion immediately after removal of war restrictions. 

QUALITY QUALITY 

THE BENNETT COMPANY 
FIREPLACE DIVISION, NORWICH, N. Y. 

MARK MARK 

ETT 

FIREPLACES 

“FLEXSCREENS 
*Reg. U.S. and Canada Pat. Off. 

& CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES 
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New Glass Sink Replaces : 

Pre-War Metal Fixtures BD octal 

ARTIME saving of critical metals has resulted in th: 
development of a new type of glass kitchen sink by 

Bridgeport housing project manager, in cooperation with § Gom! 
the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company. To replace the) 
cast-iron enamel-coated kitchen fixture no longer being} | . Ke 
manufactured, a sink of sanitary heat-tempered vitrolit: S| 
glass is being used in apartments of the development, ) 
The new black or pastel-hued sink employs only one and 
three-fourths pounds of metal, exclusive of plumbing, as 
compared to 150 pounds in old-type metal sinks. Thy 

Non 

— 

STREAMLINED glass kitchen sink uses little 
critical metal, is available in black and colors. 

fixture can withstand heavy blows and shocks becaus 
of strength imparted to the glass by the heat-tempering 
process, which is similar to that treatment given to meta 
to make fine steel. 

Ease of cleaning the sinks will be another feature oi 
special interest to the post-war home-builder. A damf 
cloth rubbed lightly over the surface eliminates stains and § Nev 
grease from the non-porous and non-absorbent surfact 
The new glass fixture is being produced in black and a 
wide range of pastel colors. 

New Sink Mixing Faucet 

O enable builders and plumbers to make necessary re- 
pairs and replacements and to provide fixtures 

fittings for war housing, Kohler Co. early in the war de- 
veloped the “Win- 
the-War” line, to 
which it is adding 
from time to time as 
the needs develop. 

The newest addi- 
tion is the K-8685 
sink mixing faucet MIXING faucet of non-critical materials. 
with swing spout. 
Made of non-critical war materials it has %4-inch inside] 
threaded couplings and a 5-inch spout. Working parts includ-] 
ing Remov units are of brass. It is finished with a bake 
plastic protective coating developed to withstand th 
hardest use, whether in army bases, cantonments, hos- 
pitals or war housing. 
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for he Duration and After 

™ The K-8685 sink faucet is for use on sink backs, wall 
Pe installations where sink is built into a counter top, and 

r replacements. 
in tl 
k by 

n with) Combination Basket Grate 
ice the , ° 
being} | keeping with the general plan for redesign and re- 

trolite im vineering of the entire Bennett line, a basket grate 
pment, been developed by the Bennett Fireplace Co., Nor- 
ne and , N.Y., to meet the present as well as future require- 
ing, as ts of a combination grate. 

Che e removable ends permit the use of wood in case the 
would like to have a log fire, but its general con- 

‘tion is for coal, with this adaptable feature. 
limited 

N
A
S
 

recent release of a number enabled 
ett to supply 

customers 
had orders on 

t the time limi 
orders be- 

effective. This 
ly one of sev 

very 

OW hr: yay 
7%.-%.% 

$ 
- basket grates 

, d and in the 
. ss of develop- 

by Bennett. REDESIGNED basket grate. 

Non-Absorbent Waterproofing Compound 

A [EW waterproofing compound call Hydrepel, scien- 
cally prepared to close the smallest pores of the 
nry surface to which it is applied, is now being 
ufactured by Hydrepel Products Co., Inc., 84 Fourth 
New York City. 

his product is applied by trowel to a thickness of ap 
imately 4 of an inch, and when applied to the sur 

2 of new or old unpainted masonry floors or walls, 
a bond that will not peel, blister or flake. It may 
d in cellars, vaults, poultry farms, bulkheads, sub- 
ents, dairies, laundries, and also places subjected to 
fumes and high humidity. 

ecaus repel, a gallon of which will cover approximately 
pering uare feet of surface, is stocked in red, green and 
meta l, and is sold by leading dealers in builders’, masons’ 

inters’ supplies 
ure 0! 
dai 

nsand New 24” Cabinet Planer 

ders ] e with its program of redesigning its woodwork 
cata: machines, the American Saw Mill Machinery Co. of 

ettstown, N.J., has announced its latest addition to | 
oup of “mod- | 
lesigned” ma- © 
—an entirely 

ry re 24-inch “Cabinet | 

ar de- main frame is 
iece cored cast- 

I tally enclosing 
oa feed transmission 

providing com- 
safety for the 

rator. The top | 
m, supporting 

atesiols. cutterhead, chip | 
ker, pressure bar 

inside | two upper feed 
includ: | , 38 also one _ es Se 
bake assuring un- | 

A th rigidity and mean cubtact planes added to line | 

nae sing all moving ©f “modern design” woodworking ma- 

\ totally en chines. 

Contuined lo page SO) 

ENSIGN TYPE 
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SHOWER CABINET 

A Better Shower—Standard Size 36”x36"x78” 
now available for immediate delivery under 
low priority. Conforms to government regula- 
tions restricting the use of critical materials. 

The No. 85 fills the need for a good quality shower 
cabinet for homes, clubs, hospitals and public buildings. 
Designed along the lines of our Ensign model, using the 
regular Ensign deep type receptor, the No. 85 compares 
very favorably with our standard Ensign cabinet and is the 
best shower we have been able to build nnder government 
material restrictions. Extra heavy treated fibre board wall 
panels are joined on all four corners with the Fiat tension 
locking joint which provides a rigid, permanent, water- 
proof structure that can be quickly erected on the job, as 
no additional fastenings are required for the corner joints. 

The No. 85 was originally designed for use in military 
hospitals where a permanent type of construction is re- 
quired. Many of these showers have been installed and 
have proved their value in practical use. Now we are able 
to offer this high grade shower cabinet for civilian use 
through the plumbing trade. 

SPECIFICATIONS—wALLs: Heavy duty 4” $-2-S masonite 
hard board, coated inside and out with waterproof baked-on enamel. 
Metal frame pieces 20 gauge steel. Head rail 16 gauge steel. All 
parts formed to eliminate rough edges within the interior of the 
cabinet. Furnished in white only. 
RECEPTOR: Regular Ensign type, precast, reinforced terrazzo. 
Height 6” with cast-in wall flange and drain. Leakproof 
and sanitary. 
SIZE: Over-all dimensions 36” x 36” x 78”. One size only. 

1205 Roscoe St., Chicago 13, Ill. 

21-45 Borden Ave., Long Island City 1, N. Y. 

32 S. San Gabriel Bivd., Pasadeng 8, Cal, 



Ld [ Write for Stock List— 

your guide to over 10,000 

different kinds, shapes 

and sizes of steel for quick 

shipment from ten plants. 

Joseph T. Ryerson & Son, Inc. Plants at Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Louis, 
Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, Boston, Philadelphia, Jersey City. 
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IT’S FASTER - SAFER 

EASIER - CHEAPER 

with A Mall SAW 

Cross cutting or ripping rough or dressed 
lumber, also cutting metal, cutting and scoring 
concrete, stone or tile with an abrasive wheel. 

TIME AND EFFORT-SAVING FEATURES 

1. Powered beyond ordinary requirements 
2. Light in weight and easy to handle 
3. Perfectly balanced for safe, one-hand use with greatest weight on 

4. 

MODEL 80 
CAPACITY 2'4" 

long end of board—eliminating binding near end of each cut. 
Quickly adjusted for depth and bevel cuts to 45 degrees. 

Available for VICTORY Construction with 8” and 12” blades. 
Cutting capacities 242” and 442”. Write for full details. 

MALL TOOL COMPANY 
7737 South Chicago Ave., Chicago 19, Illinois 
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(Continued from page 85) 

closed feed mechanism providing an infinite range oj] 
speeds, from 20’ to 30’ per minute, can be instantly con-J 
trolled by operator with a conveniently located handJ 
wheel. 

Features of this planer are: 

The bed casting in one piece with removable center bed] 
platen; a foot pedal for quick feed release provided as a 
safety feature; feed rolls driven by means of chains and 
hardened steel sprockets; a three knife, round type, cutter 
head (four knife if desired) mounted in four precisior 
ball bearings, two at each end, thus dividing the load be- 
tween the bearings; a rotating index plate furnished at 
left of cutterhead, with an index pin for locating knives 
accurately when jointing or grinding; all main revolving 
parts operating in ball bearings; the lubrication by 
alemite pressure system; all controls centrally located fo: 
operator’s convenience. 

Provided with direct drive motors, 5 horsepower or 7!: 
horsepower, this planer possesses not only an attractiv: 
appearance, but a sturdiness and efficiency necessary to 
obtain the finely planed surfaces so much desired by the 
woodworking industry. 

* * * 

New Synthetic Shellac for War Uses 

HE development of synthetic shellac has been accomplished, 
according to Arthur D. Little Laboratories. The new 

product will relieve the serious shortage of natural shellac, 
which is normally imported from India, but since Pear! 
Harbor has not been adequately available, even for essentia 
uses. Mr. C. G. Harford, the inventor, stated that extensive 
practical experience reveals the new shellac as essentially 
a duplicate of the natural product, but surpassing it in some 
properties, such as adhesion to metal as well as wood and 
subsequent resistance to water. The synthetic shellac is 
made from available domestic materials. Mr. Harford pre 
viously developed processes for the manufacture of one of 
these raw materials, the corn protein zein, and has develope 
a number of new products in his special field of protective 
coatings. 

The shellac is being manufactured under the name “Zinlac’ 
by William Zinsser and Co., New York, and is available 
for essential wartime applications. 

x * * 

|Prefab Farm Buildings 

(Continued from page 67) 

materials are needed to withstand not only the exposures 
of weather but the racking action of many of the build- 
ings being dragged about the farm from one location to 
another. 

Most of the prefabbing of farm buildings by builders 
and others has developed since 1940. In other words, the 
activity is a war-born one which has proven profitable 

ROUND hoghouse: working drawings on page 87. 
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3 
@o many carpenters and builders during the curtailment 

pf normal home building. Outside competition has been 
light, and the meeting of such competition is not difficult 

Mecause local builders can usually under-sell industrial 
nd mail-order buildings. 

n the order named: brooder houses, hog houses, hog 

FRAMING FOR ROOF 
HATCH CUT FROM i*«3°s 

F Ist" AROUND EDGE OF 
HATCH COVER \ 

“"\ 

RAFTER DETAIL PRE 
' CUT FRom 8°39" . 

SECTION A-A 

a | 
. «“ - 

: — se 

| owt 
T ool 

| SIDE-WALL 
LAP JOINT DETAIL 

ROOF PEAK FRAMING 
BOARD DETAILS 

RAFTER FRAMING PLAN 

Reeders, poultry feeders, grain bins, hog troughs, poultry 
uses, hay racks, and feed bunks. Mr. Darrow found 

hat in his territory two or three types of hog and brooder 
nT ises about kept him busy. 

x * * 

Quick-on-the-Trigger Estimating 

} (Continued from page 59) 

i] lear porch flooring, No. 2 common root boards, 3-ply tar 
gravel roof, No. 1 W.P. Pine stairs 3/6 wide with 

B be 6x6, 2x8 joists 16” O.C., 2x8 rafters 16” O.C., 1x4 

u rail with solid 1x6 partition between. 
ottor 

(Continued to page 88) 

| 
| 
| 

= In general, the demand for buildings has proven to be | 

-ZONOLITE’S 

xl2 treads and stringers and 1x8 risers, 2x4 top and | 

ot cede Mow I ee sea Nominal $ 20.00 wt rouhivnay: ctf... aOR RRR -@ $ .50 103.00 lookouts let into brickwork . EES coseaialtietieadlniaas @ $ 2.00 24.00 (Kemember this is a replacement and there is no , | ecessity to do much masonry work here. The $5.00 
harge per lookout is only for new work.) 
Pe, ie ee Ge SONNE Or” Ge @$ .13 $ 35.10 ‘his does not include stair well opening ; ) S¢ tt. 2x8 roof rafters 16” O.C.... Salil @ $.13 $ 26.00 
‘igure same as joists as there is hardly any pitch) 

i. tt. No. 2 roof boards . a $ .10 $ 20.00 j. tt. 3-ply tar and gravel roof «@ $12.50 $ 25.00 

3-WAY 

INSULATION 

Ties in perfectly with 

Government Drive 

In our government’s urgent drive 
to conserve fuel for war needs, 
tremendous emphasis has been put 
on the need for insulating homes. 
There are many reasons why 
Zonolite is easily your best bet to 
get a fair share of the enormous 
volume. Not the least important of 
these reasons are (1) Zonolite 
requires a minimum of scarce 
labor; (2) needs no costly, unob- 
tainable equipment; (3) gives you 
three types of insulation to feature 
as explained below. 

1. GRANULAR FILL 
Pours as easily as pop corn; flows 
around pipes, cross braces, etc. to 
make a complete uniform fill without 
tamping or blowing. No fitting, cut- 
ting or waste. It's fireproof, rotproof, 
verminproof, practically moisture 
proof. A “natural’’ for the great farm 
market. A 24-lb. bag covers about 
17 sq. ft. 3° deep. 

2. INSULATING PLASTER 
Merely use Zonolite Plaster Aggregate 
instead of sand to get a plaster that has 
3 times the insulating value of sand 
plaster, is many times lighter, has de- 
cided sound-deadening qualities and 
is highly resistant to cracking. 

3. INSULATING CONCRETE 
Instead of sand and gravel in con- 
crete, use Zonolite Concrete Aggregate 
to make warm dry floors and walls for 
many industrial and farm buildings. 
Zonolite concrete is easy to install, 
permanent and a real money maker 
both for the contractor and his client. 
Get all the facts about Zonolite, partic- 
ularly with respect to the opportunity 
it offers for getting into the tremen- 
dous farm market. Mail the coupon. 

UNIVERSAL ZONOLITE INSULATION CO. 
Dept.AB-1  « 1355S. La Salle Street 

Chicago 3, Ilinois 
Prompt Shipments from 22 Factories 

WORK SHEETS 
Mail Coupon at Right FREE 

Universal Zonolite Insulation Co. 
i Dept. AB-1, 135 S. La Salle Street 
: Chicago 3, Illinois 

Please mail details on items checked 
0 Farm Insulation [1 Home Insulation 

Insulating Plaster 
(J Insulating Concrete 

Pei sedccavee TTT TT TITTY TTT TTT 
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Why Builders Prefer 

* Milwaukee “NU JAMB’” * 

SLE 

* jers and 

STRIP REQUI 
NO HANGING 

> NU JAMB. More e: 
like the 

Yo} ble ME -JU Be} ere 
1g strip (which often 

attractive, lc 
ar 

al of the quality features in the 

COMPLETE MILWA > BUILDERS HARDWARE LINE 
ATT UL r Ss Recommend MI 

MILWAUKEE STAMPING COMPANY 
814-B South 72nd Street 

MILWAUKEE 14, WISCONSIN 

hy +} 1 needs todav! 

CARPENTRY and JOINERY WORK 

By Nelson L. Burbank 

Formerly Instructor, Building Vocational High School 
Cincinnati, Ohio 

The new second edition has 
been thoroughly revised. 

The manuscript was carefully 
checked by a former contractor 
and ex-editor so that this book 
combines the practical outlook 
with the author’s trade teaching 
experience. The cardinal princi- 
ples of modern residential con- 
struction are set forth simply and 
logically with the aid of many 
photographs and line drawings. 

The Second Edition contains 90 revised pages with new 
illustrations and descriptions of new methods and materials. 

The program of study as presented in this latest textbook 
for students of carpentry work involves class discussion, 
practical job work and related studies. These include 
Architectural Drawing, Plan Reading, Carpentry Mathe- 
matics, Business English, Applied Science, Civics and 
First Aid. 

280 pages, illustrated, 8'/.x11 inches. Cloth Bound, $3.00 

AMERICAN BUILDER AND BUILDING AGE 

30 Church Street New York, NM. Y. 

110 lineal feet 2x4 top and bottom rail with 1x6 partition 

10 4x4 newel posts 

been omitted. 
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(Continued from page 87) 
Although this roofing work is high priced here, it is 
well to remember that this is a very small amount to 
et a roofer out to a job. 

27S Te. GE Bate GROMr POWER BOOTIE nncececcccceesccccccccecceeccssee=s @ $ .20 $ 54.00 
7 gO Ee ee eee eee @ $ .75 $ 50.25 

There are 19 treads 3/6 wide. See sketch. Not neces- 
sary to allow extra for length of winders 
Double winder @ $30.00 $ 30 

solid between @ $ .80 $ 88 

Total selling price $495 

, ‘ 

6x6x8-0 

Lookouts 
‘ 

Gx6x64 

Support 

2x8 voists 

16° 0.6. > 6x6x 24-0" 

Posts” 

6x6x8-07 

| Lookouts 

FRAMING sketch for figuring 2-story porch. 

Up I5|Riser 

| PLAN 
a 24-0" 

-Roof Boards 

pane AG ee 

; 2x8 Rafter |- 

2x4 Top & Botto 
Rail & Partition 6x6 Support: 

4x4 Newe 

2x8 Joist-’ 

2 -6x6 Posts 

2x12’ 

ELEVATION 

PLAN and elevation for 2-story porch. 

There is no reason to figure a foundation for this porc! 
as it is a replacement and there are undoubtedly concrete 
blocks under the old posts. Gutters and downspouts have 

The important thing to keep in mind as 
you start to use this system in your estimating is to be 

nites we F ....@ $ 2.00 $ 20.0 

194 

WIers 

+ 

ons oO 
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$ 20:00 

$495.35 l 

4 

j 
4 9 
3 

¢ 

sure and allow for each step in the operation. 
The following sq. ft. or unit prices, plus the list pub- 

lished last month, were used for these estimates. 

Material 
Miscellaneous and labor 

x12’""x12” concrete blocks ............. aaiiiemamaaedia each $ 1.50 
ix4 timbers on new work a .. per lineal foot $ .30 
ix6 timbers on new work ees per lineal foot $ .40 
6x6 timbers on new work . saeennenan ... per lineal foot $ .50 
x8 timbers on new work ............ scaled shasta per lineal foot $ .65 
x8 timbers on new work ............. dacinsciapinatsdancccncns: SN a ns ae 
x lear fir porch flooring, per square fOOt .22...............ccccccccccccececceceee G «20 

1) Ib. roll roofing with paper under, per square ...........-...........--....----$ 5.00 
4 xed in cornice with 4” fascia and 4” soffit, per lin. foot ........ $ .25 
Common soft pine porch steps with 2x12 treads 
ix risers, and 2x12 stringers. Per lineal foot tread ....................... S wae 
2x4 top rail and 1x4 knee rail. Per lineal foot ................ coccscsnecseseseonse $ .30 
2x4 top and bottom rail with 1x6 partition between. Per lineal foot . $ .80 
4x4 newel posts, not over 4/0 long. Each ........c-cccscsccccccovscescoccsccosesese $ 2.00 

Pe eS Te ee $ .20 
ertical partition with horizontal 2x4 studs and 1 vertical 

: we en EE OS SS, ee eee 5 wae 
» Letting lookouts into a brick wall—new work, each $ 5.00 
» | etting lookouts into a brick wall—old work, each $ 2.00 

ft <i t eee eee ininieiaiaaieiinamiiian $15.00 
Note that on porch job we charged for a double winder be- 
ause the steps take a full 180 degree turn) 

© 16 mesh galv. porch screens (either mill made or carpenter made). 
Pe Gi Ths. ccarecapinnisiwscasintntisciietnicieteineeiciinininceeaapiiiaueiabaibtaainabtiainiannaiitiy 

» Remove old porch 1 story to be torn down .............. 
{ Remove old porch 2 stories to be torn down 

Remove old porch 3 stories to be torn down - 
3 ply tar and gravel roofing. Under 5 squares. Per square ........ $12.50 
4 oly tar and gravel roofing. Over 5 to 10 squares. Per square ........ $10.00 
‘ ly tar and gravel roofing. Over 10 squares. Per square ................ $ 8.00 
© Porch check rail windows complete. Not larger than 30x24 
4 CO | OS CO eee ee ee $18.00 
) Rear combination door complete including frame trim and hardware $20.00 
} ixo6 or 1x8 No. 2 sheathing lumber or roof boards. Per sq. ft. $ .12 

bevel siding with paper under . siapcieibetiniaican Per sq. ft. $ .16 
NS. L)!60LCU6Ll..l Cee ee ee Per sq. ft. $ .18 

b ix4 clear Y. P. Finish flooring ....Per. sq. ft. $ .20 
tock wool batts 3” thick nn 6 2 3 «a0 

. “ SS 

1944 Building and Beyond 

(Continued from page 40) 

is a fair guess that even after making full allowances for 
these factors, a national income level of $120 billions at 
pproximately 1942 prices would assure the construction in- 
lustry from seven to eight million more commercial prospects 

r homes priced to sell from $3500 to $4500 than we had in 
1929, So great is the significance of a high national income 
to the home building industry! 

1HUGE WARTIME SAVINGS 
CONSTITUTE IMMENSE RESERVOIR 

oF Post-WaAR PURCHASING PowER 

8] | 
367 

ol | | , : a NEXT to the spectacu- 

‘ 9-4 | lar increases in pro- 

i" duction and national 
. al _| | || income during the 

<= 24-4 Savings war, the outstanding 

a 22 | economic feature of 
S 70-4 the war years is the 

¢ 18-4 | |} SChuge accumulation of 

2 6- savings. 

om 14- | 
127 

eo =? {ae ee oe 
84 | | 

| ¢ae 1 Wd 

1939 1940 i941 1942 1943 1944 

[he war has created a “new market” for homebuilding that 
| not exist in 1940. The Dept. of Labor’s average hourly 

vage rate in factories has risen from 67 cents an hour in 
1940 to nearly $1.00 an hour in the second half of 1943 and 
this average conceals much higher rates in some industries. 

day, at these new rates and with long hours and heavy 
vertime, many a factory worker could readily afford a new 

e at $6000 or even higher. After the war, however, hours 
ill shorten and overtime vanish. But the high hourly rates 
‘very likely prove permanent, thus giving millions of fac- 

(Continued to page 90) 
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Built to Stand 

Continuous Use 

on Heavy Construction 

2edmatic 

ELECTRIC HANDSAW 

Big —- never think of an electric handsaw 

as a substitute for an ordinary handsaw. They 
think of it as a power tool. And they plan their 

jobs so that these power tools are in operation 

every minute of the day—turning out mass pro- 

duction on the job and insuring a much higher 
construction rate per man. 

Of course, the Porter-Cable SPEEDMATIC 

Electric Handsaw can be used as an ordinary hand- 

| saw and it will give you much faster cutting when 

used that way. But to know the full possibilities 
in SPEEDMATIC, plan the job so that it can be 

kept cutting every minute of the day. It’s built to 
take that sort of sawing. The extra capacity motor 

with the smooth, non-jam helical gear drive (that 

delivers more power to the — edge) both 
guarantee that SPEEDMATIC can keep going at 
top speed from morning to night, with a minimum 
of maintenance expense. 

More—SPEEDMATIC’S balanced, one-hand grip, 

e€ and the broad shoe, make it so easy to use that t 
operator doesn’t tire 

andslow down, —FREE 

either. 

DEMONSTRATION 

PORTER Don’t take our unsupported 
word for what a SPEED- 

CABLE MATIC Saw will do for you. 
Ask for a demonstration—no 

MACHINE CO. charge, no obligation. Just 
‘phone the local Porter-Cable 

1721-1 N. Salina St. man or dealer (name in clas- 
Syracuse, N. Y. sified "phone book), or drop 
i a postcard for full details. 
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tory workers a sharply higher annual income than before 
the war, provided they obtain enough hours and weeks of 
employment—which most of them would at a $120 billion j 
national income level. ; 

These workers would then for the first time be able to buy 
new homes, not in the $5000 or $6000 price class, but from 
$3500 up to perhaps as high as $4500. If the home building J 
industry can turn out a satisfactory house within those price 
ranges—and | believe it can—the new market will grow to 
comprise millions of families as a permanently higher factory- 
wage level always sooner or later raises the income level 
of millions of non-factory workers besides. 

A true mass market for housing must revolve primarily 
around the millions who have benefited economically from 
the war and who will continue to benefit provided the national 
income remains high enough. Hence, a big part of the future 
belongs to the low-cost builder. 
We now come to savings. Together with the huge in- 

crease in production, the spectacular rise in savings is the 
most striking economic development of the entire war period. 
Here is how savings of individuals and unincorporated 
businesses have skyrocketed : 

re $ 6,000,000,000 
> _——— 7 500,000,000 
1941 ..... ... 13,700,000,000 
ee _ 26,900,000,000 
ae 36,000,000,000 (approximate) 
RE 38,000,000,000 (rough estimate) 

All the above savings (which include a certain amount of 
“reduction of indebtedness”) are by no means liquid enough 
to be readily available for buying homes, but an astonishingly 
high percentage is, being in the form of war bonds, bank 
deposits, and currency. If we add corporate savings—a con- 
siderable part of which will be available for industrial 
modernization and construction after the war—it is likely 
that the total accumulated savings of the nation in more or 
less liquid form will have reached the immense sum of $100 
billions by end of 1944—an amount that exceeds the total 
national income of the boom year 1929 by almost $20 billions 

Danger of Inflation 

Here, therefore, is an immense reservoir of commercial 
purchasing power to finance post-war backlogs of deferred 

| demand, including homes. But this reservoir is by no means 
without its perils. It has dangerous inflationary possibilities, 
because when we again produce homes, cars and other back- 

| log-goods after the war, we pay out wages, salaries, and 
profits at the factory and to salesmen, retailers, and others 
who distribute them and thereby produce the purchasing 
power to buy these goods. If this huge reservoir of savings 
then comes into the picture to bid for these goods (as it 
will of course) we have essentially two units of purchasing 
power bidding for one unit of goods produced. As a result, 
there will be a powerful impulse to raise prices which could 
readily and sharply check volume unless stern restraint is 
exercised, a restraint which must definitely include a certain 
amount of governmental price control and rationing after 
the war, little as we may relish the thought. 

In the absence of restraint, we would be very likely to 
repeat the experience of the first years after World War I. 
Here is approximately what happened in the construction 
industry right after the armistice: 

1914 (last 1919 (first 
pre-war year) post-war year) 

Construction in dollar volume............ 100 161 
Prices (construction costs) ....100 234 
Construction in physical volume ...100 69 

Thus, construction in dollar volume in the first post-war 
year was 61% above 1914. But this didn’t provide many 
jobs or profitable volume to the manufacturers, dealers, and 
contractors of the building industry because the increase was 
wholly “wind” reflected by a construction price level 134% 
higher than before the war. The physical volume of con- 
struction was only 69% of 1914—that is, 31% below pre-war 
volume. 

It therefore became an economic necessity for the great 
deflation and severe depression of 1921-22 to intervene to 
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et building costs and the general level of prices down to 
basis at which people were again able and willing to build 

nnd do business. A similar deflation sometime in the post- | 
var years would spell catastrophe to private enterprise and | 
he best way to avoid such a deflation is to prevent inflz ition, 
n other words, to sternly hold in check the urge to raise | 
rices. 
Building costs of both labor and material have risen 

harply, but semi-prefabrication at the site and construc- 
ion of a large number of houses at one time will provide 
ffsetting factors for mass housing. Nevertheless, the 
‘ntire cost of home ownership must be studied as never 

Mefore. The fact remains that at no time since 1925 have 
as in that year when 

000 were erected, all by private enterprise. In the best 
ear since, in 1941, when the national income and popula- 
ion were both materially larger than in 1925, we built 
ynly 715,000 new homes and 95,740 of these were publicly 
financed. The Housing Census throws further light. The 
percentage of American families that owned their own 
homes dropped from 47.8% in 1930 to 43.6% in 1940. This 

Gs a warning that home ownership must be made more 
attractive thru better homes for less money and on easier 
terms, and homes must be aggressively sold. Miaillion- 
homes-a-year don’t grow on bushes. They must be 
vorked for, and hard, by the entire industry. 

| The transfer of some part of the burden of municipal 
Haxation to other shoulders than homeowners, and a re- 
Kiuction in interest rates on the mortgage could help ma- 
erially. In its October issue, the American Builder took 
he lead by saying: “The spread between the present low 

| 
3° 

ost of money and the 444% to 6% charged by home lend- 
Hing institutions is too great, especially when the home 
hnortgage is guaranteed by a government backed insur- 
mance fund.” 

Million Homes a Year Calls tor High Income 

\ million homes a year is a dream that can be converted 
into reality, but only if a satisfactory level of national in- 
come is maintained, inflation is held in check so houses 
ican be built and financed at low cost for the waiting mil- 
ions with only moderate incomes, and provided psycho- 
Dogical factors remain “right.” 

The physical need for homes is immense. At least 1,- 
400,000 homes which normally would have been built in 
1942, 1943, 1944 by private enterprise for new families 
alone have remained largely unbuilt in the war years and | 
constitute a pressing backlog of deferred demand. There 
Was no surplus of homes left over in 1940 from the build- 
ing boom of the Twenties as is clear from the generally 
normal vacancy ratios of that year. We still need at least 
520,000 new homes a year currently to house new families 
and make good the loss from fire, flood, etc. On top of 
this is the ever growing need for a replacement market. 
lf we allow as high as 75 years for the average life of the | 
.\merican home, it would require 500,000 new homes an- 
ually to replace the country’s 37,000,000 dwelling units. 
The pressing need for replacement is spectacularly high- | 
lighted by statistics of the Housing Census. For instance: 
ver 2 
about 40% of American families live in homes built since 
~ First World War. Over 14,300,000 homes lack bath- 
tubs or showers and almost 20,000,000 homes—a great 
many of them in the cities—have no central heating. 

3% of all our homes were built before 1900 and only 

Moreover a new factor has come into the picture since | 
1940 that strongly favors single family house construc- 
jtion. This is the immense increase in the birthrate that 
thas followed the great number of wartime marriages. The 
number of births has skyrocketed as follows: 

I hits aces ccc bastivesthesid aii eet ap at 2,265,588 
ree vecereee.dy800,399 
. — 2,513,427 
, awe ..2,807,445 
i, | RT ee = 3,125,000 (estimated) 

| This nie crop of war babies—despite the transient 
Mature of the increase—calls for a great post-war increase 
Honce families are reunited again) in the type of homes 
jvhere children can best be raised, that is, in individual- 
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on work of this type. Home-owners everywhere are in- 
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Tile-Tex Contractor. 
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family homes with a plot of earth around them, away 
from the congested areas of cities. 

But it is not only in the field of new construction that 
the war is building up heavy backlogs of deferred demand, 
The same applies to modernization, alterations, and re- 
pairs and in the residential field alone a backlog of be- 
tween two and three billion dollars will exist by end of] 
1944, 

Finally, we come to perhaps the most important factor 
of all in determining the volume of post-war construction | 
—the psychological factor. Even if a person has a satis- 
factory income and ample savings and the housing indus- 
try is able to offer him an acceptable home at his pocket- 
book level, it still does not follow that he will either build 
or buy. He will do neither if he feels his job or income 
are insecure. Nor will the speculative builder erect homes, 
if he feels he may not be able to sell them at a profit. 
Hence confidence in the future—both consumer-confi- 
dence and business-confidence—are of the most vital im- 
portance. 

Fear of a great deflation and the shadow of depressior 
can halt the intention to build dead in its tracks. Fear oj 
governmental policies that threaten the security of proj 
erty, profits, jobs, and savings, can paralyze the desire t 
build. Fear of a violent inflation may stimulate a rapir 
flight of cash into real estate and produce a violent, short- 
lived, excessively-speculative building boom that will b¢ 
but the prelude to collapse. 

Public construction of the kind we have always had, is 
of course necessary if we are to have sufficient total vol- 
ume to insure that the construction industry will do its 
full share in providing jobs for high-level employment and 
a high national income. But every dollar spent on pub- 
lic construction should, wherever possible, actively  en- 
courage—not discourage—several dollars of investment i1 
private construction and secondary private expenditures 

Public Construction Should Supplement Private 

An example is the public construction in the Twenties 
made necessary by the coming of the motor age. It has 
been estimated that federal, state, municipal and other 
governments spent as much money in building the right 
of way for the automobile to run on—the streets, roads, 
highways, approaches, bridges, etc.—as the manufacturers 
spent in producing and selling the cars. But every dollar 
of such public construction resulted in the Twenties ir 
the outflow of many additional private dollars as the auto 
mobile revolution led to the great building boom whic! 
in its turn stimulated a vast subsidiary flood of privat 
expenditures. 
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The automobile revolution—in fact the entire rapid-§ 
transit revolution in which we live, which today includes 
the airplane—resulted in the Twenties in a spectaculat 
outward thrust of population from the congested centers 
of cities built in the horse and buggy age to the periphery 
and beyond where people can breathe and live in natural 
surroundings. 

This elemental centrifugal thrust has by no means ru! 
its course. On the contrary, it barely got started in the 
Twenties and was immensely retarded in the Thirties by 
the depression. Dammed up by depression and war for 
almost two decades, it will be ready to surge forward 
again with renewed force after the war, but, from now ot 
it must be aided and implemented by a far more thorough 
reconstrutcion of the still very unsatisfactory and obso- 
lete approaches between the places of work and shop- 
ping centers on one hand and the periphery, suburbs, and 
country-side on the other. 

Here in this type of reconstruction so badly needed 
to give fulfillment to the rapid-transit age, is a proper 
field for public expenditures that could so change land 
values and stimulate the flow of private capital into con- 
struction that one can almost say that, given this type of 
reconstruction, the housing problems of all but a rather 
small irreducible minimum of the American people would 
fairly rapidly solve themselves by the ordinary processes 
of private enterprise. Always provided the national in- 
come remains at a level high enough to give people the 



y 1944 

1, away pocketbooks. | 
In other words, let public construction be confined | 

on that mainly to accelerating and implementing the fundamental 
lemand, @outward thrust of population to the periphery of cities 
and re-Mand out into areas where people can live naturally, and 
- of be-@private enterprise will see to it that the homes are built 
end of Bwhere the people want to live. 

t factor : " si 
‘ruction § = 
a satis. pPrecut Framing— 

x indus- (Continued from page 61) 

pocket- § 5. to be used, count the number of runs from an examina- 
er build 
income 
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means with which to buy homes priced in line with their | 

tion of the floor plan on which the logical placing of 
braces can be determined—and list one bundle for each 

homes, Brun of bracing required. This, plus a tally of lumber for 
| profit. G sole and upper plates, is the complete story for walls. 

em ; Ot several methods for counting the exact number of 
g studs, the following has been found simple: 

yression @ 1. Add up the linear footage of all walls and partitions 
Fear of { and convert this into the number of studs required 
f prop- j if there were no wall openings (three-fourths of the 
esire to im linear footage is the number of studs spaced on 16” 
a rapid 4 centers ). 

, Short- § 2. Add to this the studs required for triple-studs at 
will be ® corners and double-studs at partition intersections. 

_— 3. Subtract the number of studs replaced by door and 
had, is window openings. 

tal vol- | The next article on precutting will show the savings pos- 
— Its le, provide further information on recently completed jobs. 

ent and 
yn pub- x ok Of 
ely en- 
nent in Vive Mexico! 

ditures (Continued from page 65) 

ivate made items which have all but disappeared in the country 
ta where they are manufactured, why, our Mexican neighbor 
gg just goes out and buys ’em, sans forms, sans restrictions, 
1 pees and sans days of waiting and interviews with the Mexican 
a aa counterpart of the W PB, OPA, NHA, and FPHA. 

Ae lf deliveries are required, the material is loaded, taken to its 
Perens lestination and dumped off American-made trucks that sidle 
y dollar Pt the curb on unrationed tires with a tankful of un- 
i ge ned gasoline. ; : 
e auto- MM , L° be sure, the Mexican believes in the destruction of the 

pepe \xis. He wants his Four Freedoms, too. But he has a Fifth 
| which © i seedom—Freedom to Build—and he isn’t waiting until peace private  / "¢dom—Freedom to Build—and he isn’t waiting until peace 

}comes again to enjoy the unmatched thrill of tearing down 
copia Ban old hulk of a building and replacing it with a new one 

neludes 2" to open up a whole new subdivision development of high, 
‘tacular @ medium or low-priced homes where there were only open 
centers i felds before. : : 

riphers One sees many American-made products, and American 
natural a aterials. rhere is speculation as to whether these are the 

ult of some lend-lease arrangement. 
ans rut he architectural trend of the new homes of Mexico City 
1 in thei! definitely influenced by a renaissance of the Spanish- 
thee bwin ot ial designs imported by the Conquistadores, Virtually 
war for) U2 lumber is used except for forms, doors and frames, and 
orward |) ut latter are made from native cedar and pine. 
coe a _tloors are of beautiful tiles, laid in squares of about 8” x 8”. 
orouch @ &@throoms are large, ornate and equipped with the last word 
ii enamel ware. Wrought iron is used freely in staircases 
1 shop- ‘entrances. Frequently seen along stairways in the higher 
he and ed homes is a strip of tile 3’ or 4’ wide running the whole 

. ngth of the stairway with small tile of variegated color 

needed nd design used for trim. Most large homes are fenced. 

proper 7 entrances are ornately designed in a soft brown vol- 
ze land ¢ rock which is easily worked and chiselled by hand labor. 
to con- ye entrances bear lettering above the doorway wherein 
type of owner of the home may have had cut into stone his pri- 
rather te motto or lifetime slogan. 
» would he universal structural material for homes in Mexico City 
ocesses > * ‘arge common brick about 5” x 12” which is laid in a 
ynal in- §) COTS Mortar bond about an inch thick. Exteriors are cov- 
ple the with colorful cement stucco while interiors are uni- 

; (Continued to page 94) 
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versally plastered. The Mexican masonry craftsman is a pa- 
tient, artistic individual who spends hours to mold and form 
the most delicate and intricate designs and lines. The result 
of his patience and care is a decorative beauty seldom seen 
in homes north of the border. He is aided by the high, dry 
climate and the almost total lack of rainfall for six months out 
of the year. This latter factor helps account for the wide- 
spread use of the highly porous brick and plaster. 

The interior arrangement of rooms bears little similarity 
to the newer houses in our country and none at all to our 
firmly established Colonial design. Swimming pools are a 
common, rather than an unusual sight, even in homes costing 
less than $10,000. Ceilings are high. Generous use is made 
of glass, almost all of which is set in steel frames. Halls are 
large, closets are abundant, living rooms are sometimes set 
down three or four steps and eftirely removed from other 
parts of the house. In one interesting home in Cuernavaca, 
a health resort 45 miles southwest of Mexico City and a 
mecca for Norte Americanos, priced at about $16,000, the 
owner had placed a semi-circular bar made of rare magnolia 
and cherry woods in his large entrance hall. From here one 
stepped down three steps to a commodious living room with 
beamed ceiling, a large fireplace and a wide expanse of glass 
that permitted a view out across the swimming pool to the 
rolling hills beyond. In a corner of his lot was a two-car 
garage and servants’ quarters. Directly off the living room 
were two bedrooms, each of comfortable size. 

Again from the entrance more steps led up to the 
dining room, kitchen and another bedroom. The picture is 
complete when a six-foot high brick fence is placed around 
the lot about 100 x 200 and a winding flagstone walk leads 
irom gate to entrance. 

This is the first time I had seen a bar 
and a kitchen and dining room on the 

There just doesn’t seem to be much rhyme or reason 
such layout. But they’re beautiful and livable and, 
price and appointment considered, belie description. 

The apartment buildings in Mexico City rarely go beyond 
five stories except in the case of new hotels which run up 
to ten or twelve floors. The town abounds with new apart- 
ments, the reason apparently being that most Mexican fami- 
lies of the middle class are lifetime renters, and despite the 

in an entrance hall 
second floor. 

to 
size, 

huge number of new buildings it is not an easy matter to 
find a new place to live. Mexico City is enjoying a rapid 
growth in its population—it is estimated that 1,500,000 
people now reside there; also it has become the new home 
of thousands of European refugees, many of whom have 
immigrated from Spain since the beginning of the war. 

In its apartment buildings, new hotels, office and govern- 
ment buildings, as well as in such small commercial build- 
ings stores and shops, the architectural trend swings 
sharply away from Spanish-Colonial and goes modern in one 
feli swoop. Sharp corners, angles, rounded roof overhangs 
and awnings are common. Sunlight can be let in abundantly 
or shut out when desired and here the architect gives full 
play to his artistry with mosaic, tile, plaster, brick, cement, 
and soft voleanic rock. The result is a welcome contrast 
to the sturdy standardization which characterizes the aver- 
ge commercial or apartment building of the United States. 
Nevertheless the interior arrangement of large office build- 
ings in downtown Mexico City is very similar to our 
newer twelve- and fifteen-story office buildings. 

It is in the homes, the apartments and small commercial 
buildings that the great change in design and arrangement 
is accented. 

For a builder 

as 

own 

who wants to get an eveful that will thrill 
and astound him nothing could be more refreshing and 
inspiring than a trip to this mecca of building freedom. 
Here, in a country also at war, he will see the outstanding 
results that can be accomplished by private capital, private 
architects and engineers, private contractors and material 
dealers, who are permitted to do a creative job and are un- 
encumbered by an ever-increasing amount of 
tape, regulations and restrictions, 

And he will simply be astounded at the quantities and 
kinds of critical items “Made in the U.S.A.,” unrationed and 
unrestricted, which can be had whenever one is willing to 
match his desire with the price of acquisition. 
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e construction is brick veneer on wood framing. The 

is »f slate. Second floor ceil ings are insulated with rock 
: The windows are screened and weatherstripped. Heat 

Lontrol is by outside controls, and coal stokers are used. The 

rintendent, therefore, is in control of heating at all times, 

call y. 

outside temperatures auto- 

rmandy Village was built under Title VI, Section 608 of 
ral Housing Administration with a 90 per cent loan. The 
ments are 100 per cent rented, and the whole property 

“<1 by Normandy Village, 

pany was Westlake Homes, 

s for sale in 1942 in nearby 

il iteresting comparison h 
andy Village project and 
bu 

eht, 

+ » n 

built Normandy 

t a few miles away. The 

Inc., although the building 
Inc., who also built forty 
Orchard Park. 

as been made between the 
a Public Housing project 
cost of the Public Housing | 

was about $6000 per unit, whereas the cost of the pri- 
Village project was about $4000 per 

hese figures go to show the soundness of private | 
as against public works in the housing field. 

arrangement and shapes of the six buildings in 
indy Village are such tl iat all apartments receive 

and have maximum views from living room win- 
The two end front buildin 

two center front buildings 
two buildings farthest < 

ive 12 apartments each. 
ildings, connecting them all together as well as with 
trance to the garage court. 

nee 

1 

‘way there are storage 

gs have 20 apartments each 
have 16 apartments each, 

iway from the public high- 
Cement walks lead around 

At both sides of the garage | 
rooms for such things as 

baled scrap paper, extra garbage cans, garden 
nt, and the like. 

Many Modern 

two-bedroom apartments 
feet, and the one-bedros 

Features 

occupy approximately 725 
yn apartments have about 

ire feet. The two-bedroom apartments have a closet 
iaeean, i hall linen cl 
ng room. The first floo 
of the stairway leading 

k closet located in the cor 

oset, and a cloak closet off 
r two-bedroom apartments, 

to the second floor, have 
ner of the living room. The 

floor two-bedroom apartments, however, because the 
doorway at the top of the stairs is located at this 

ive their cloak closets located off the hall and taking 
t of the kitchen. 

kitchens are arranged diff 

H. 

Ithough there is the s: 
in either case. There 

for informal eating. W 
ted one above the other, 
iny building. The outside 
r apartment is located « 

ie-bedroom apartments, 
s at the end of the living 
corner of this area backs 
vhich is reached from th 

erently because of the stair- 
ime amount of floor area 
is space in both types of 

hile the kitchens and baths 
there is no front or back 
entrance doorway to a sec- 
m the opposite side of the 

ng irom the entrance to the apartment directly below 
ere two entrance doorwa vs occur beside each other, 
th belong to either first or second floor apartments. 

both up and down, have 
room. A small broom closet 
against the side of a linen 

e small hall connecting the 
bedroom, and bathroom. 

ials and equipment usec 
\linneapolis-Honeywell ot 
bin feed stokers, Electro 
Interlock-weather strip] 
nken iron leaders, U. S. 
rock lath and plaster. 

inscots, and plumbing fix 
Bell and Gossett forced 

B. Smith boilers are 
ughout for flooring. 

1 in Normandy Village in- 
itside temperature controls, 
lux refrigerators, Rose gas 
ing, wood gutters, galva- 
Gyplap sheathing, National 
3athrooms have tile floors 

tures are by Standard San- 
hot water heating systems | 
used, and clear red oak is 
Floors in kitchens are 5% 

vscord over wood sub-floor, with standard grade 

for finish floors and wal ls, and extra heavy linoleum 
iter tops, trimmed with stainless steel. Hardware is 

solid brass and Stanley butts. Howell upward-acting 
ire used for all garages, with Russwin hardware. 
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GRAND RAPIDS ., 

“SASH BALANCE 

Time, ever an important factor in 

the consideration of profits, is now 
twice valuable in a world where 

even minutes saved is a pattern of 

patriotism. 

The simplicity, rapidity and ease 
of the installation of the Grand 

Rapids Invizible Sash Balance is 

but one of its more highly com- 

mendable features. Its smooth, 

dependable performance can be 
emphasized. The ease of tension 
adjustment, absence of tapes or 

cables, and the actual invisibility 

of the entire working mechanism 
are of primary importance to the 

contractor engaged in priority 
installations — and will continue 

to be in eventual post-war con- 

struction programs. 

The saving and extra satisfaction 

realized on Grand Rapids Invizible 
installations has already been fully 

substantiated by the experience of 

scores of leading contractors. 

Deliveries of Grand Rapids Invizible 
Balances are governed by government 
priorities. Send for catalog for full 
information as well as delivery details. 

GRAND RAPIDS HARDWARE COMPANY 

RAPIDS ° . ee oe | 
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comPLeTE VENTILATING UNIT 

FOR BARNS, HOG AND POULTRY 

HOUSES, COTTAGES, GARAGES, Etc. 

= THE FARLO-VENT Is A , It’s Your Guarantee of 
combination sash-ventilating unit made Dependable Sterling Quality! 
entirely of durable Ponderosa Pine, com- 
pletely rot-proofed and aluminum primed You can spot a Sterling in a hurry. Back of 
for permanence. Easily installed in frame every Sterling Wheelbarrow tray is stamp- 
or masonry walls. Made in five sists. ed the well-known Sterling “S”. It assures 
SASH IS “‘E-Z-GLAZE”’ PUTTY- satisfactory material transport service both 
LESS, MADE WITH HEAVY for today’s vital war production needs and 
BARS. REGLAZED IN A JIFFY. for peacetime pursuits in the post-war era. 
AVAILABLE IN 4 It. 6 It. and 8 It. 

and indirect Farmers and poultry men are all en- 
ventilation. One thusiastic about this practical unit. 
of 4 positions, See your lumber dealer or write us. Dept. AB 144. 6 Si 

FARLEY & LOETSCHER MFG. CO. Dubuque, lowa TONing —= 
QUALITYBILT WOODWORK -- SASH DOORS FRAMES WHEELBARROWS 

STERLING Wheelbarrow Co., Milwaukee 14, Wis. 



@ ATTRACTIVE ENTRANCE OF THE OREGON SHIPBUILDING COR 
PORATION’S NEW PORTLAND OFFICE BUILDINC—FEATURING 
THE CURVED EFFECTS POSSIBLE WITH DOUCLAS FIR PLYWOOD 

Through cracks, and holes in 
walls or floors, are vara! 
sealed with QUICK-SE 
waterproofing. Anyone can 
apply it. Pound trial package 
mailed on receipt of 50c. 

RESULTS GUARANTEED 
Write for free folder showing 
how to waterproof and decor- 
ate your own Masonry Wallis. 

y: Kan, 
d, N. J, 

' QUICK-SET 

THE AMERICAN FLURESIT CO. 
639 ROCKDALE AVE., CINCINNATI, O. 
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TO HELP SPEED 
VICTORY 
the Dougles Fir 
Plywood Industry | ~ 

MIXERS © PUMPS e HOISTS | 

BATCHING & PLACING EQUIP. 

SAWS © CART 

is devoting its en- 
five capecity to | 
wor production When the job has to be done 

FAST... when a building must 
be durable and weatherproof, 
architecturally-correct and 
pleasing—Douglas Fir Plywood 
provides the ideal answer for 
both planner and builder. 

\\ We know this pre- 
grom hes your 

opprove! 

This modern, engi- 
neered Miracle 
Wood is serving the Books About Building 

Authoritative information about the design- 

ing, construction and financing of buildings 

can be found in up-to-date books. We will be 

glad to recommend suitable books on any 

subject you are interested in. 

war effort in count- 
less ways—for build 
ings, boats, crates, 
railroad cars. And 
after victory it can 
serve you, too — as 
one of your most 
useful construction 

, materials. 

BOOK SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

American Builder and Building Age 
30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 
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Real Liber 

MADE LARGER, LIGHTER 

SPLIT - PROOF 

STRONGER 

ABOVE TWO VIEWS 
OF A WAREHOUSE IN 
SEATTLE, WASHING- 
TON, HERE AGAIN 
DURABLE DOUGLAS 
FIR PLYWOOD SAVED 
CONSTRUCTION TIME 
ITS USE RESULTED IN 
A BETTER jOB 

Perimarerit 

SUECESSOr 10 

he ol fashoned 

corrugated 

, Won roos, 

WRITE US. 
‘ CHENEY METAL PRODUCTS CO., Trenton 5, New Jersey 
de 

Stronger Per Pound 

Than Steel 
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THIS BOOK 

gives the answers to 

TODAY’S 

MOST PUZZLING 

QUESTIONS 

_ 

How will tomorrow's homes be built? Who will build 

them? Who will sell them? How much more will the 

home-owner get for his money? 

This new book deals with conventional construction, 

speculative building, prefabrication—and Precision- 

Building. Tells of the progress made under the impetus 

of War needs. Explains the aims of mass production 

when applied to house construction. 

The home-owner learns how to plan and buy a home 

of any size, any type, anywhere—and to be sure of re- 

ceiving sounder values for his money. 

The architect learns how he can maintain complete 

American Builder, January 1944. 

flexibility of design—while employing the advantages 

of engineering technique and mass production—and 

how he can handle even small homes at a profit. 

- The builder learns how to eliminate “guess-timating” 

and make sure of his normal profit on every house— 

large or small. 

Real estate developers and brokers, building material 

dealers, department and furniture stores, chambers of 

commerce, banks and lending institutions—all find, in 

this book, suggestions as to how they can play a part 

in post-war housing—on a larger scale than ever before. 

* * * 

“Not houses, but Homes” was written largely to the pros-# 

pective home-owner. Its primary aim is to clarify the gp 

differences between Homasote Precision-Built Con: 

struction and all other mass production methods o! 

house-building. But its scope and interest are wide. 

We will welcome the opportunity to send you a copy. 

To date, $8,000,000 of private homes and $30,000,000 

of Government housing have been built by Homasote 

Precision-Built Construction—always with local labor 

and the cooperation of local suppliers and contractors. 

HOMASOTE COMPANY .. . . . TRENTON, N. J. 
‘ 
>’ 
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BUILDERS’ 
HARDWARE 

ea need pes A... 

' K ] HEN the World turns from war to peace, the conditions 
now existing in America, such as high wages, huge 
savings, vast national income and a high bird : yates 

will combine to Re Fie a tidal wave of post-war building: ‘As 

a natural consequence, in the years to come, homes will require 

garages and garage-doors, windows, doors, screens, and cup- 

boards. Based on its long fine record of creating time-tested 
and quality-proved products, National Hardware will again be 
preferred by the vast army of American builders engaged in the 
vital task of constructing better homes for the great American 

family. 

You can confidently include National Hardware in your plans 
for post-war homes assured that every item in the National 

line will be back on your dealer’s shelves awaiting your selection. 

BUY BONDS TODAY 

TO BUILD HOMES TOMORROW 

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO. 

Sterling, Illinois 


